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ABSTRACT
These 20 Student Training Modules on plastering

comprise one'of nine sets of self-paced learning-modules developed
for Pre Apprenticeship. Phase 2 Training. (A compaiion instructor's
guide is available separately as CE 031 569.) The modules are
designed to impart trade knowledge and skills to the student. Each
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module title,'goals, and performance indicators; study
guide/checklist with directions for module completion; introduction;
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gypsum finish coats veneer plakters, stucco4dasters, new systems,
loading the hawk and-trowel, patching craCksand holes,- setting dots
and screeds, tising.a scratcher, applying arid spreading plaster,
roddieg and darbying, floating, using stilts, spraying equipment,
ornamental plastering, and templates. (YLB)
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COMMON PLASTERING SYSTEMS

$

f

al

Goal:

The student will be able to identify

various plastering syttems and explain b

their common uses.

r

4
2

Performance Indicator sr

1

Th s

4
udept will successfully complete a

:Se f Assessment; an Assignment and Post

'Assessment.

t.)
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INDIVIDUALIZEtY :LEARNING SYSTEMS

Study Guid

a

1 In order to finish t is module, do the following. tasks. Check each .item-off
,a*s you comp ete it. .

a

1. Read the Goal and Performance Inditators on the cover of the module.
This will tell you what you will learn by studying the Module, and

.

how you will show you've learned it-. '

2, Read the Introdu'ctio0y The Introduction will tell you why the modu e

is an important part of the plastering,trade.

Study the Vdcabulailry section.. Vocabulary words &re importint' for a

good understanding of the trade. After you have studied thib. vocabulary, .

ask jburteacherito quiz you on the words and their m6anings.

4. Stu
.
dy the InUmmation section. This section will give you the inform-

ion,you need to understand the subject.

I
.

. 5. # Taketthe Self Assessment' exam. This is a test for you to prove to 'your-
self

11,.

self that you have learned the material lou hake studied. Compare your.
.

answers with the ,answerg on the Self Assessmqnt Answer 'Sheet, whic4 is, 1 ,

on the pdge'fbllowing the'SelffAssessment.
. If you scored poorly-,

. ,

re -study the Information section or ask your teacher for help.
.

t
. I

6. Do theAssignment page. Fdilow.the instructions at the top of the

Assignment page.

7. Take the Post Assessment ekam. Give the exam to your teacher after

you Ntve Completed' it. .YOur 'teacher will grade it for- you.
s.

.



INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SiSTEMS

Introduttion

The plasterer works with many-different kinds of materials and covers many
different kinds of surfaces. Each kind of material can do certain things.
Each kjnd of surface needs certain kinds of preparations. What will work in

place with one material will not always work in anotherplace: This module
will help you lea n what the common plastering syftem5 are and the common uses
of thse plastering systems.

)
111
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Trade terms are very important for a good understanding pf the trade. Study
these wor, and meanings: When you have learned them, as your teacher to

quiz you on the words and their meanings.

a t

GYPSUM BOARD LATH--Panels made with slabs of gypsum wrapped in layers of
!treated paper.

-.
I

METAL LATH--Best bonding surface for. plaster, a metal mesh of galvanized steel.
or wire. t

fr WOOD LATH -- Oldest base forqplastering, not used much. Make by,nailing thin
. strips of wood to a framework, With strips spaced to providedpond for

plkster. '.

I aa

SCRATCH COAT- -First coat.of plaster. Stiffens lath and serves as a. foundation

for the plaster Wall. It is scratched to make a good bond surface for the

next coat.

BROWN COAT--Second coat of plaster. Builds up and straightens the surface.

.
.

FINISH COAL! -The final surfaCe, which may be'iseXtured with different techniques.

NEAT PLASTER Gypsum plaster before sand or other aggregates have been added.
t, 4

GAUGING PLASTER--Special plaster mixes which

a definite time 'period.

5

made to set fast :46 within

r t

4
1,



MOLDING PLASTER Finely ground plaster that is used for work with fine'details.

KEENES CEMENT--Not a cement; i high strength gauging plaster:

FINISHING LIMES--Added to gypsum plasters and stucco to give bulk, plasticity
,

and ease of spread for the finish coat. Lime: by itself, will riot set.

GYPSUM--Made from gypsum rock..

LIME--Made from limestone rock.

ND CEMENT--A type of cement, not a brand name. Made from lime, silica,

iron oxide and other materials.

4

ADMIXTURE Something thdt is added to. plaster to ,get a special effect 'such as

to slow down or speed up set, better bonding, etc.

AGGREGATE--Added t 'Ve hardness, strength, body. Most common aggregate is

sand.

PERLITE -- Aggregate used to give added fire res'istance, insulation, bulk, volume.

VERMICULITESimilar to perlite.

BONDING AGENT--Something put on a base to help plaster bond to the base. Most

11 often used on masonry or old plaster.

PLASTICITY Ability to be spread or moved around. Before plaster has set it

rcsan be rdoved around; it "plastic."

SUCTIONAbil-Ity of the base to ab?orb moisture. Helps fresh plasterctick to

the base.

4
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'INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS .

Information

The, plasterer covers wall's, ceilings and other surfaces that divide area's or

decorate'them. The plaster itself is made in different ways fa-different

purpo'ses. Some plaster is forinslide use only because water or7moiSture will

damage it. Plaster can be put'on in two or three coats. Each coat made a

bit differently from the others, and each le is put ,on with special te42.0Jes.
. .?

The whole thing may seem complicated, but.there,are only three basic kinds of
plaster systems: I

1 4 Gypsum.plaster (rdade wtth gypsum).

.2> Veneer plaster' (made with a special gypsum).

3. Stucco plaster (made with po'rtland cement).

. Along with these three plaster systems. for coverind,surfates, the plasterer

also works with some other materials which are applied the same as plaster.

These materials include a fiberglass."mortar" that is troweled onto concrete

blocks to hold the blocks together, and several acrylic or plastic systems

which are often used with exterior insulation. They are put on specially pre-

pared insulation board. Some Of the trade names for these systems are Dryvit

and Settef.. All manufacturers have their own name for the systerrthey make
. and sell.

c

PLASTERING: BASIC. PROCESSES

The basic process of plastering can, be divided into ? parts:

1. Making a suitable surface for applying a finish coat.

2. Applying a finiSh coa). °

A 3-step method meansIpplying,a base coat to make a foundation, then applying,

a second coat to make a good, level surface for the finish coat, and finally2

applying the finish coat.

8

11'
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In ot)her sySaMs-Ahg..b'a4e,coat can alsomake the "surface for the finish coat.

Witri some sys'tefh,doiN,Coat serves as a base, and a finish coat. ihe name of '

the coats are Scratehoat, BrovnCoat and Finish Coat. 2 -coat system,

the scratch and broOli coats are combined,(put on as one ceat)..

\414,-

t .ter

,

BASES FOR PLASTERING MAT,ERIAL.S'
") y

Rule 1: The base mateial that supports thq, plaster must always, be
.,,

harder and stronger-than:0 plaster i:tserff.

--, ,

,e N *0 k '
Rule:2: Never -apply plaster offer a b6se, that is painted, dirty, sooty,,

etc..unless it is first covered with lath', bonding agent or
.

.
7other upi

%

rt for the plaster: ,, -

Bases fqr 2 or 3 Coat Gypsum Plaster Systems;

1. Gypsum board arld insulation board lath.
...... ,

.2. Wood lath:

III 3: Metal lath cifproperly'reinforced),
N

Bases for Veneer Systems

' A gypsum board made foli veneer work.

2. Concretor other surface jif a bonding agent put on first).

im

Bases forStucco Systems

1: Masonry or casti in -place concrete (i7 \a bonding agent is, put on.

first.).

"2. Metal lath tharis attached to.masonry of to wood or steel

3! Old stucco fat in good condition. . ..

-Gypsum Board Lath ,
>

It is importantth remember that 4ny plaster, material with lime in it cannot
.

bused liase coat. Materials containing Time include

,stucco and Keenes 'cement.

1

Gypsum board is made:i panels of several different thicknesses and sizes.
( 4

The most common slie'may be the 4' by 8' "sheet rock" panel. 'A gypsum board

panel is made byc9Veri-ng a slab of gyps pi with specially 'treated paper. The

paper is' put on in several layers which are designed to make a bond for the



pla'ster that will, be applied, The-outer layers O. the paper covering absorb

moisture. (draw water from the plaster), Inner layers of the. paper cdvering,ge
4,

core reiVst 'Moisture (keep'the core dry and rigid to resist. 'sagging). Drywall,

, panel's are different frpm gyptum base pandls in that drywall panels /40 not have
.

these special layers of,paper..° Drywall is made to be painted On -or cowed
-

with somethi/ig other. than plaster,. A gypsum bue panel can be coverV t7;itti

plaster or pa-ilited or covered with other materials:e % 4

.D

rloo

Qualities of (gypsum board: -

4. Doesn't burn easily.
.

2: 140s a good plaster bond surface.

3. Economical (other base§ may-need more.plaster to cover them well).

4. Rigid and strong (gives ,extra strength to the framework i t ',41,s put

on)..

5. Many ways to attach 'CI° wood 6'1,, metal framing: nailed, stapled,

screwed,. special clips.

6. 'Some kinds of gypsum board have high insulatioh or sound deadening

qualities.

. Metal Lath

. There are four main-kinds of metal lath:

4Ar l.. Expan.ded !diamond mesh lath.

2, Expanded rib lath.
s

3. Wire lath.

4. Sheet lkth.

re^

O

or'

r.

Meal lathCan be used in more ways than any other kind of lathingmaterial..1"

When it 13 qn.stal led, thee sides and ends are lapped over each other. These laps

are tied with 18 gauge tie wire. It is ftiled, stapled or.tiedto the supports

every 6r inches. There has to be at least J/4 inch space between the supports

and the lath.

,W1heninstalling matAl lath, it.is important to stretch it tilt between the

supports. Any slack the lath will make an uneven coat of plaster. The

plaster. wi 1 I be thicker where the lath is lake and thin hear the support.

The tF in parttdre weak and will often crack.

1 0
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Cautiod for exterior use:
K .

MI

.SOme places metal ,lath may be used: .

1. Wood frames on open on shbatheistr6ctures.

2. Steel frame structures.

Flasfiings.
Ar

4. Masonry surfaces that won't give a good bond by themselves.

Chimneys and disintegratfug masonry surfaces.

Unsgund.or pairited stucco,

./t

I.: Cover wood or metal surfaces with 'waterproof pap r 4gfor,lathing...

I2., Lath shoyld not directly contact the wood or met 1.
..

3. Check for loose ends, loose nails, nail itleads'sticking out, etc.

4.. Use the right flashinT(", drips, expansion joints and stops. If

water seeps behind the plaster, the water will ruin the plaster'

,

w
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.PLASTER -SYSTEMS CHART

fi

System'

.

Where Used Limitations

...

Made Of Important Points Advantages
. Bases

4
4

.

.

.

.
Gypsum
Plaster

.

.

interior sur-
faces satti s

walls and,
_.rungs

.

.

.

.

.

t

1

takes longer
to apply and
set up than

other systems
* * * * * * *

moisture will
damage it

* * * * * * *

needs warm

temperature

,

.

*
.

.

I

clean ware r

,

* * * ** * *

gypsum

* * * * * * *

liMe
.

.

,

* * * * * * *

other .

admixtures
may al so b6
used

i
.

._,'(

use right pro-
portions and
mix well

* * * * * * *

be sure.to
apply a good,
level brown

----dicoat .
* * * * ** *

proportions
change for
different
parts of
country and
time of year

.

.

_

.

fire resistant

* * * * * * *

good insula-
tfon

..

* * *....*-,,* * *

many textures

* * * * * * *

crack

resistant

.,,I, * * * * *

many

'ariation$
possible to
meet different
needs'

.

/

gypsum board-

W'
* * * * * Ilk

-metal lath

* * * * * * *

'preparel.

masonry'

* * * * * * *

wood lath

,

.

'_.

a .

7

16
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sPtASTER,SYSTEMS CHART

/

System Where Used LimitatiDn's Made OT Impdrta.nt Points .AdVantages Bases

_.

."44

o,

Veneer ,

Plaster

,

.

.interior

surfaces

.

4
_

* * * * *11* *

special "thin-
coat"

available ii, 4,

.

,
.

.

'.

.

,

,

..

sets very fast
. .

,

%
,

* * * * * i* *
if m4xed too .
,

long, will '

start to set'
too .won
,* * * * * * *

.
.

fieeds warm

temperature

r

, .

,

,

v
.

special
pre - mixed

plaster
compound

.

ck * * * * *

.'clean water
..-

> .

.
..

.

;

*

I

.

.

tape .joints

groperly

rr
.

.

.

... * * * * * *

follow

.manufacturer15-
d4rections
carefully
* * * * * * *

,time how long
it takes to

apply care-
fully (setting '

time usually
40 to 60
minutes

.

.

.

.

time saving
can'finish
a job in one
day and paint
24 hours
later)
* * * * * * *

can be used
with radiant
heat systems

* * * * * * *

mixes'easily

.

.

.

, .

* * * * *.* *

can be troweled
smooth or
lightly . 4%

-textured

special

gypsum board'

.

* * * .0)* * *

use bonding %

gent for
other surfaces

.
, $

,

i

,

17
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PLASTER 'SYSTEMS CHART

System Where Used Limitations

41*

Stucco

(Poftland
Cement

Plaster)

exterior
surfaces

curing takes
longer and
needs speCial
care

* * * * * * * * * * *
interior'

surfaces
where moisture
may be bresent

.

* *
do not use

over gypsum
lath or gypsum

plaster
* * * * * *
specia.1 care

needed to
apply in
freezing

weather

*

1

19

Made Of

clean water. ,

.1* * * *

cement

(different
,kinds)

*

* * * * * * *
'surd or other
aggregate

different

kinds of
aJmixtures

Important Points

moist cure:
keep damp

until setting
and hardening
occur

* * * * * *

keep water
from getting
behind it

* * * * * * *
no frost in
base surface

410

Advantages

fire

res,-,t stant

*, * * * * *
durable

* * * * * * *

resists

weather

. * *

samood framing

must be rigid
and strong
enough to
support stucco
or it will

crack

gets stronger
as it ages

7

Bases
, .

metal lath.

* * * *
masonry

concrete

* * * * * *

old stucco

usebonding
agent..as

needed

20



INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Self
c7,

AssEssmEnt

COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING STATEME ,BY WRITING THE CORRECT WORD OR WORDS IN
THE BLANKS PROVIDED.

I. Never apply

or

over a =--)thdtis

2. When installing
lath, it is important to

it between the supports.

3. Someplaster is for\,...

moisture will

4. The outer layer if the

moisture.

i t.

use only because
4

covering gypsuru panel board

or

, 1

Ilfr

5. I the 3-step gypsum plaster system, the names of the,coats are
scut, coat and-

1 coat.

6. Any plaster material.with'
it

.

cannot be used with
boap.

7. The base material that ,supports the must always be
and than. the itsel

a -

8. List.the three basic kinds,af plaster systems and where each kind may
be Used.

21



USE THE PLASTER SYSTEMS CHART TO ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS.

Ill

.
.

.

9. Marne one advantage of each kind of plaster system that is not shared

with other plaster systems.

V

,

10 How many f the systems can be used inside and outside?

2 3 (circle one)

11. How many of
.

the systems'are affected by temperature?

2# 3 (circletOne)
of.

4
, T

12. How)many of the systems can be put on a gypsum baslk

1 2 3 (circle one),

A

' are
4

0

16
22
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Self Assessment,
Answers

A1440.-

;
1. plaster, surface, 'painted, dirty; sooty

2. metalt,stretch, tight,

3. inside, water, damage

4. paper, absorb

5. scratch, brown, finish

lime, plaster

7. plaster, harder, stronger, plaster

8' gypsum--interior
veneer -- .interior, thin coat for exterior-
stucco--exterior

9. gypsum--many variations possible
stucco, -- resists weather

veneer--time-saving

10. 2 *"

11. 3 ,

12:.

dip

17 v.

A

4.

23



INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Assign nt
USE THE PLASTER, SlipS CHART TO ANSWER THE FOLLOWING-QUESTIONS.

1. How are stucco and gypsum plaster systems different?

a

4

2. How are gypsum plaster and veneer plaster systems different?

A

3. How are all three of the systems the same?

18

24

a
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING----S\'STEMS

P t
Asses ent

I

LISTED BELOW ARE SEVERAL STATEMENTS. IF THE STATEMENT IS TRUE, PLACE A "T"

IN THE BLANK PROVIDED. IF THE STATEMENT IS FALSE, PLACE AN "F" IN THt BLANK.

1. The base material for plaster needs to be stronger and harder than the

plaster:

2. . When metal lath is installed outside, wood or metal surfaces need to

be covered with water400f paper.

3. Some kinds.of gypsum, board make good insulationtfor sound.

4. A platter system with lime init hat to be used over gypsum board.

5. Metal lath has to be at.least 1/4 incfi away from its support.

6. Some bases for gypsum 2 or 3 coat plaster systems are gypsum board,

wood lath, metal lath..

7. There are only 3 basic kinds of plaster systems.

8., When adding wilier to any plaster, make.sure it is glean water.
.:4

9. Some water seepage behind plaster is all right.

10. Gypsum plaster and veneer plaster are applied differently and made

differently.

11. Veneer plaster sets very slowly.

19

25



1

12. Stucco systems can be applied to masoney and metal lath, but not to

old stucco.

13. Slack in mewl lath is taten'up when plaster is put on, so some slack,

is all right.

14. The plasterer also works wtir fiberglass and acrylio systems that are

applied like plaster.

1 ,

i-...`'15. Metal lath can be used in ways thin any other kind of lathing
..',. .

.n

material.

16. plaster systems need 3 coats: Scratch coat, brown coat, finish

coat.

17. The 2 most common lathing materials are gypsum board and metal lath.

Veneer,systems can use the same bases as gypsum 2 or 3 coat systems
. .

without any special preparations.

19 Gypsum board does /lot burn east y.

20. All plaster systems are waterproof after they are dry.

,



Instructor
Post Assessment Answers

t

1. T

T

3. T

A.

5.. T

6.

r,
T

9. F.

10. T

11.° F

I

r2.4 c

13. F

14. T

15. T

16. F

17. T

18.

20. F

21
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BASIC LATHING MATERIALS AND TECHNIQUES,

4

Goal:
The student willAke able to explain basic

lathing techniqiNalad will demonStrate

them

Y.

V.

22

.ar

-Per mance IndicaNrs:
T student will successfully complete

a Self Assessment, a Job Sheet and a

Post Assessment.

AP
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Study. Guide

In order to finish this module, do the following tasks. Check each item off
as you complete it.

r

I. Read the Goal and Performance Indicator:s on the cover of the module.
This youwhat you will learn by.studying the module, and

how you will show you've learned it.

Read the Introduction. The Introduction will tell you why the module

is an important part'of the plastering trad 40

3. Study the VocabularAsOion. Vocabulary words are import'ant for a good

understanding,of the trade. After you have studied the -vbcabulary, ask

4.

your teacher to quiz you on the words and their meaniqs.

Study the Information section: This section will give you the informa-

tion you need to understand the subjects
,

5. Take the Self Assessment exam. This is a test for you to prove to your-

self that you have learned the material-you have .stu'died. Compare your

answers with the answers on the Self AssipMent Answer Sheet, which is

on the page following the Self Assessment. If you scored poorly,

re-study the Information section or ask your teacher for help.

6. Do the Job Sheet. Follow the instryttions at the top of the Job Sheet.

The tasks listed on the Job Sheet will help you develop tkills which

will be helpful to you.

7. Take the Post Assessment exam. Give the exam to ,your teacher after you

have completed it. Your teacher will grade it for you.

o 23
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-ttew,4

111

IntrOdUCt1011

4

Lath is a base on which_ a OlAster system is applied. The lath can be eith

4tal screen or gypsum.board:. It make's.% strong, rigid surface on which to

put the plaster material. Asa pliSterer, you will be responsible for putting
. . . .

plaster on lath To do thts.correctly, you also have to know about the correct

way to'install lath: This module will give you experience in installing lath.

I)

2 4
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Trade terms are very important for a good understanding of the'trade. Study
these words and meanings. ,When you. have learned them, ask your teach& to
quiz you on the words and thr meanings.

.
ABVTTING--Two things that are'pleced close together, usually with ends or-

.,edges touching.

PLASTER SYSTEM--The total of all processes, techniques, materials and tools
4 needed to-apply a particplar type of plaster material; such as veneer,

stucco, 3-coat gypsum, etc:

a

25
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1. Drywall Taping Workbook. California State'Department of Education. 1972..

,pp. 83-87.

2. Incentive Apprenticeship Training for Plasterers. National Association of,
Home'Builders. 1979. Unit 4, "Materials II and Bases." pp. 24-33.
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v

Some plasters can be applied directly_ to concrete or masdnry surfkes. But

these surfaces, and other surfaces as well, are often covered with something.

that has'been made for plaster. The things made to cover a sUrfacesbefore

plaster is put on are called'lath.

v41

Lath can alscl be usedLas the foundationifor_a frame wall. A stud frame can

he covered with either board or metal lath. After the,lath is i,hstalled, ;hen

plaster is put on the lath. v.
Ai

METAL LATH

Metal lath is a wire screen that is stretched ti ht on supports to 9140.a base

for plaster. It can also be used to reinforce (Make somethinqrstronger) stress

points on board lath such a\the corners above a door.

Metal, lath can be used by itself as the base on which a plaster wall is made.

iAny kind of plaster carite put on metal lath.. The plasma is applied so that it.

sticks (keys) in ,the holes of the metal with whais called a mechanical bond.

Some types of metal lath have a sheet of paper O)- plastic attached. This sheet

1%

helps keep plaster from going through the holes and falling clown: (This reduces

waste.)

41.

Installing Metal Lath

Or
I. ,;Aply so that the longest dimension-goes across the supports.

2. Stagger end joints between courses,

3. elf-furring types (such as Riblath):.

Put rib against supports.

b. Lap by nestini) the outside ribs.

27
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4. /dhen lapping:

a. Lap ends at, least 1, inch.

b. Lap sides at least 1/2 inch. /

5. If an end lap comes between the supports, the lath will have

to be lapped and tied with 18 guage tie wire.

6. Fasten the lath to supports at least, every 6 inches.

7. Erd laps should be wire -tied.

8. For interior angles:

a. Form lath into a corner.

b. Carry the lath out to an abutting surface.

Types of Metal Lath

E..X PAN DE-0 METAL

BOARD LATH

t 15 L. AT K.' DI OND

Board lath can be any of several different types of gypsum board. Gypsum

board lath comes in different sizes (lengths and widths) and different thick-

nesses. There are also ipecial types of gypsum board that ,are used just for

veneer plaster work.

Gypsum board lath is made with a solid core (or center) of gypsum. This 'solid

core is a slab of hard gypsum that is wrapped with one or more layers of special

paper.' Some board lath is made with holes. (perforated) in the paper. This makes

a better surface for holding the plaster. Some board lath is male to give better

insulation. Other kinds of board lath can make a ppor barrier'Or increase fire

safety.

28
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Insulation board lath is a speial kind that is made to betused with special

exterior insulation systems such as the Dryvit, Cota and Compo-Settef systems.

The core that is used to make this kind of board lath maybe a foam or other

plastic instead of gypsum.
3

Plasters containing lime are of recommended for use with any gypsum board lath

product. Usually, the man crurer of each type of boar lath will have recom-.

mendationys to which pla ter systems should be used wi h their product. It

is important to read any uch manufacturer's recommendations before beg inning

the job. -
e

Cutting.Boand Lath

The most common tool for cutting board lath is-the u ility_knife with a replace-

able blade. It is important that the blade be kept sharp. A sharp blade is-

needed to prevent tearing the paper covering the core material of the board

lath. To help make sure you get a Clean and s.t.raight cut, use a straightedge

to guide the blade when the cut is being made. The following are general rules

for'cutting different kinds of board lath: I

1. Score paper on one side, cutting thrOugh all the layers of paper

covering the core.

2. Snap the gypsum core by pushing on both sides of the scored line.

Push the two parts oh each side of the scored line toward each

other to snap the gypsum core.

3. Cut the back paper layer's.

4. Smooth the.cut edges with a rasp, coarse sand paper or a piece of

metal lath stapled around a wood block.

General Rules For Installing Board Lath'

I. Ceiling board are often installed first.
%

2.. Boards that have been cut to fit should fit easily into place.

They should not have to be forced to fit. All joints should

be loosely butted.

34 Tapered or wrapped edges are placed next to each other when board

lath is fitted.

4. Never place a. butt end or cut edge next to a tapered or rounded

edge.

5. Stagger butt joints. ,Make, these joints as far as possible from

the center of walls and ceiling.

29
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6. When it is possible, always support all ends and edges of-board
4

lath on framing members.,

7. In most cases, ing board lath pane s perpendicular to the

framing is better th parallel placement.

8. FOR VENEER PLASTER: n nailing board laththat will be Nsed

with veneer plaster o-not dimple the_nalls. Set the nail-

ti

head flush with the base surface.

-4'

1

r

) The Right Way

9'. When pounding nails, dochot break the paper or crush the core

at the nailhead.

10.. Position nails at least-3 /8" from-all ends and edges.

Installing Board Lath with an Adhesive (
When an adhesive is used.to install ,board lath, fewer or no nails will be needed.

Adhesive should be applied in a continuous bead to the face of the wood framing.

The nozzle on,the squeeze bottle is cut differently for installing board lath
.

on a wall surface than for installing on a ceiling surface. (See the illustra-
.

tions PR the following page.)

Advantages of Adhesives

1. Will use up to 35% fewer fasteners.

2. Stronger than nails alone.

a: Up to 100% more tensile strength.

b. Up to 50% more shear strength.
E ,

v
3.0
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Cut Tip like this for Walls

Cut Tip like this for Ceilings

3. Not affected by moisture, high or low temperature.

4. Resistant to rodents and other vermin.

5.. There are less problems with any fasteners coming loose.

6. Can bridgelinor framing problems.

7. Will not stein or bleed through most finishes.

NOTE: Before applying, read the manufacturer's directiOns Carefully follow

application directioni and safety(l)recautions.

3 1 ,
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FURRING ,

Furring is used to keep surfacing material away from the framing or old wall

material. furring can' be used to level an uneven o) damaged surface. It can

be made with wood strips-'or special metal framework such as Trussteel. As

a general rule, wood strips which are used for furring should be at least

2" X 2".

Furring is also used to make an insulation space or to allow room for a moisture
barrier. For example, a moisture barrier-or an in lation layer may be neededtwhen an interior wall ir-installed over a-masonry xterior wall

I

If metal furring is used, then the board lath will have to be installed with 71,'

screws. Metal lath can be installed on metal furring by fastening with 18 guage
ie wire. There are also clips that can be applied with a special gun (e.g.,

ussteel Studs and Super-Tite Clips) which can be used to install metal lath.

If wood furring is used, then metal lath should be installed with fasteneri

that engage (or cover) two strands (or a, rib on the "self furring" type of

metal lath) and the fastener should penetrate the wood at least 3/4 inch.
A Board lath can be installed on wood furring with screws or nails.

COMMON LATHING TOOLS

The CIRCLE CUTTER can cut a circle up to 16 inches in diameter.

32
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The UTILITY SAW is a type of keyhole saw. It'can be used to cut

smell holes and to make cuts with odd shapes.

The DRYWALL SAW has a sharp point and a stiff blade., This makes*ii

easier to punch the saw through board lath to start A cut.° A short'

bladcand coarse teeth make it easy 'to use for cutting gypsum board.



4

The DRYWALL HAMMER has a curved striking surface or "face." The
convex-face of the hammer is made so that it will leave the right
kind of "diMple" in the gypsum panel. This type of hammer should
not be used-.for installing veneer base lathing--use a hammith
a flatter face. The blade end of the drywall hammer is used to
wedge o ry board lath. The blade end is not used for cutting.

I

The LATHER'S HATC4IET is a general purpose1ool.: This is the

standar() tool used for nailing and cuttinie The hatCnetflmay

have either a fixed (can't be taken off) or a removeable knife',
edge. The knife edge Should always be kept sharp. A dull cut-
ting edge will tear the paper covering on board lath.

34
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- 04

SEIf 4

.'eNCCASSESS

10

COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS BY WRITING*TNE CORRECT WORD OR WORDS IN
. THE BLANKS PROVIDED.
.

01" ' 10,

11! Plasters with
in them should not be used 1.4th gypsum

.!: . board lath.

dimension ges across _the -

i'' 2'. When applying metal lath, the dimension
k

S..

r

.r,

3. The dry wall ,saw has a and a blade.

,
4. Metal lath is a '

screen that is stretched tight on
',to.make a ba' e .for

5. Gypsum board lath comes in different

6. When an,adhe ive is used to install board 1 .ath, fewer or no, .4

. .

and.di?ferent

,
\*

01

will, be need

lath an be used as the

q4 , ;

441If

for a frame wall.

8, Metal lath can be tied with
guage tie wire..

9. Furrigg can be made withoe,special
10.

?cermework*.

Some type's of metal lath ve a

1.1

,

'atiach . ,

...,. 35
sue- .... A
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0.

11. Insulatioil board lath may have a core of :or

I. instead'of

40

Nv,
12. Lap the ends of .metal lath at least inch' and -the'sides at

least . inch.

13. , The drywall hammer la striking face:

40

14. Most board lath adhesives are not affected by' ,-high or low

15. Fasten metal lath to s4ports at leait every inches.

o'N

1

r-

*11

t. 36
r
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Self AssessmentL
Answers

1. lime
.

2. longest

3. shillo, stiff

4 . wire, suppofts, plaster

5. Sizes, thicknesses

6. nails -..., .

*. 7. foundation

8. 18

....
9. , wood, metal

10. sheet, paper, plastic

11. fro . lastic, gypsum

4P11111*Ilt
'12

13. 'curved

14.4 moisture, temperature

15. -6

37,
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Job Sheet
fr

.

A

COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING TASKS.

Materials: Metal lath and board lath. Materials and equipment needed to

install ;thet
..

4
, 1. Install at lea:4t 15 feet of metal 'lath', making at, least one corner:

a. On concrete, or brickwork. I'
,,

t

. .

b. On a stud frame. % --,,,,'/.,
.

4

\ .

,2. Install_a ceiling of board ilaiii .
..

c . ?t
. . .

3.' Ins,W*1 at least,12 feet-of board killmaki g at least one corner:

.......__,_,a."." On a stud frame iisipg, .najW.- :

b. On a stud frame using dhesives an ils.

c. On concrete or brickwork, wItItar hsUlation spaCef,and using screws.
4

^ 7

Vii ,

, ...., f
41

. i ..,

"i

t.

X38
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Post
Asse e ti

LISTED BELOW ARE SEVERAL STATEMENTS.- IF THE STATEMENT IS TRUE, PLACE A "T"

IN THE BLANK PROVIDED. IF THE STATEMENT. S FALSE, PLACE AN "F" IN THE_BLANK.

1. -Ceiling'lath boards are often installed first.

40

2. Adhesives will. not stain or bleed through most finishes.

4110

3. A stud frame can be covered with metal lath EA not with board lath.

4. When nailing board lath for use with a veneer plaster system, the nails

. should be set with a dimple in the board.

5. If metal furring ijeosed,.board lath is installed with adhesive.

6. Plasters w th lime in them should net be put on metal lath.

V.-

7. . Ad6esive for board lath should be applied in a row of dots,.

8. Board lath can only be used in a every few ways.

Furring can be used to mye a'space for insulation or a moisture barrier.

10., Metal lath can be- used to make stress points on board lath stronger.

11. Wood 'strips used for furring must be at least 2" X 2".

4

.

.., .

39

12. Some board lath is made with holes in the paper covering the gypsum

fore.

a
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13. Nails in board lath should be at least 3/8" from all endS and edges.

. ,

m,

14. Tapered or wrapped edges of board'lath should be-placed next to each

other when the pieces are installed;.

15. With self-furring metal lath, the rib of the lath goes against the sup-
. 4 ports.

i

4.,

4."

l

I

a
)

.

+1."

V......

m

N

s

.0

rb
..:

../4

of

A ,
40
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A

Post Assessment Answaer

1. T

2. T

3. F

4. F '
5. F

6.

7.

8. F

9. T

10. T

11. T

12. T

13. T

14. T

_
15. T

..

I

..,

i
4

S

1.
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PREPARING COMMON.SURIACES FOR PLASTERING

I

. 4

Goal:

The student will understand the task

which must be done to prepare common

surfaces' for receiving plaster materials

and will execute them.

4'2

Performance Indicator's:
he student will succeNelly comp

a Self Assessment, a Job Sheet and

Post Assessment.

46,
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Study Guide

In order to finish this module, do therfollowing tasks. Check each item off
as you complete it.

1. Read the Goal ang performance Indicators on the cover of the module.

This will tell you what you will learn by studying he module, and

how you will show you've learned it.'

2.': Read the ImtrodUction. The Introduction will tell you why the module

is an important part of the plastering trade.

3. Study the Information section. Thi ection will give you the informa-_

tion you need to understand the sub et:

4. Take the Self Assessment exaer. This, is a test for you to prove to your-

self that you have learnet the material you have studied. Compare your

answers with the Answers onthe Self Assessment Answer'Sheet, which is

on.the page following the Self Assessment. If you scored poorly,

re-study the Information section or ask yoUr teacher for help.

. 5. Do' the Job Sheet. Follow the instructions at the top of the Job Sheet,.

The tAsks listed on the Job Sheet will h 1p ou develop skills. which

will be helpful to you.

6.- T ke the Post Assessment exam. .Give the exam,to your teacher after

yoo'b ave completed it. Your teacher will grade it for you.

4.3
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If a surface is not prepared properly for Plaster, the plaster may fall off.
.

Most likely, it will fall off or go soft in Some' places and not in others. 'Then

you will have to scrape off everything and start all ever.

The most important thing in preparing a

. the right amount of suction for the amo

What pulls the plaster to the 6asemateri

suction is made by the base material pull

You will have to learn how to time this.

the plaster finally sets, just the right

This module will give you information and

properly for plastering. s

face is'to make sure that there is

t of water in the plaster. Suction is

al while the plaster is setting. The

ing water out of the plaster.

You will have to. make sure that; when

amount 0 water has been pulled out.

experience to prepare common surfaces



Supplemqntary
Referencs

1. Incentive Apprenticeship Training for Plasterers. National Association of
Home Builders. 1979. Unit 4, "Materials II and BaSeg'!' pp. 29-3i.
Unit 12, "Drywall and Veneer Base, Hariging and Finishing." pp. 1 -15.

2. DrywOr Taping Vorkboo. California State Department of Education.
pp. 103-122.
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nformation
4

PREPARING CONCRETE FOR GYPSUM PLASTER OR STUCCO

There are several dffferent things that can be done to prepare these surfaces
for plaster or stucco' The important thing is to make a surface to which the
plaster material can stick. The main ways of making this kind of surface are:-

1. Make a "mechanical key." This is a rough surface- on to which

the plaster material can "lock:: It can be,made by roughing

or scoring the concrete surface. Be sure to clean the surface

very well after it has beTi roughened. -

2. Apply a liquid bonding agent-. With these products, it is very

important*that.the manufacturer's recommendations be followed.

Booding agents may make what is called a "low- suction" base.

This means the plaster mix will have to be proportioned to suit

the condition.

3. Attach natal lath with power-driven fasteners,

PREPARING- coNcRerraR STUCCO

I'

The methods talked about above can be used for either gyisum or stucco plaster
that will be put on concrete. The following are things that should be done to

a concrete surface only if the plaster material is stucco plaster.
4

1. Acid wash canbe done but it is not usually recommended. This

is because the directions have to be followed very carefully.

Also you have to be sure that all of the acid is removed before

applying the-plaster. This can be done by checking with litmus

paper or some similar method.

2. Dash coating means to dash Or whip on a thin coat of a soupy

plaster with a brush. Most commonly a one-to-one (1:1) mix by

volume of cement and 'sand is used. The mix is allowed to cure
until it is hard. It shoulebe wet with a fine mist spray to

. keep it moist until it has cured'.

46



MASONRY

Experience and testing will help you learn how to tell'ehe need for water.

Water is put on masonry to keep it from pulling water. out of the plaster

mix before the mix ha's a chance to harden. A base thAis very dry needs to

have some water added"to it to stop this extreme sown.

The water should be sprayed on ahead of time. This will let it have time to

be drawn into t masonry. Then the plaster can be safely applied.

If any masonry surface is not firm, if.it has started to crumble or hips gone

soft, do not apply Plaster tb the surface. .A lath base must beused to cover
this type of surface, Also, all joints should be flush when working with

masonry units.:

Preparing Medium Suction Masonry

This kind of surface usuall.vtakes but "just the right amount" of water from

the plaster mix.' In other words, it does not pull out too much water.before"

the plaster has set, and it does not pull out too little water before the.

plaster hlas set.

The recommended plaster mix is 1 part cementing material (either gypsum or

stucco) to 3 parts aggregate. This is usually written as 1:3. Unless the

weather is very hot and dry, this mix should.spread easily without having to

wet the surface first. The main kinds of medium suction masonry materials are:

Cement and cinder block

Face or medium hard briCk

Medium-hard clay partition tile

Some better grades of commoh brick

Many forms of soft stone

Preparing High Suction Masonry_

This kind of surface will often p41,1 too much water,rtoo quickly, out of the

411111114K---

plaster mix.

up as a poor

is means the mix will not be able to set properly and w ill end

tering job.

It
Plaster fikle high suction surface has to be mixed "poor," This meant more

aggregate shoUld be used. A mix of 1:3-1/2 is often recommended.

4



A coarse sand will take up more water than a smooth sand. So'it is often wise
to make sure you use a coarse sand as the aggregate. The extra water can then-
be aborbedinto the high suction base. 'A trial run is'recommendea. If You
use more water than you really need, this can make a weak plaster. Getting

..;fie right amolont ofjwater is.a big problem with stucco.

The plaster material is usually applied in two coats, one right after ,the other.
Try to lekyrk'small areas and be sure to, rod 'anddarby the work as soon as you
can. The qigh suction can prevent the proper straightening of the work.

)

Gypsum partition tile has a very high suction'. 'You will netcha very poor mix
ghat uses a sharp (angular) sand when working on this material. The main kinds
of high suction masonry terials are:

Soft common brick

Soft clay partition tile

Gypsum partition tile

Some tile made with highly porous, materials

Preparing Low-Suction Masonry

This kind of surface pulls very little water out of the plaster mix. A "rich"
mix is recommended: This is often a 1:2 :mix.

The planer mix should be scratched on and allowed to set. The low suction means
it is easy to break the bond between the plaster and the base towhich it has
been applied. So do as littleas possible tO disturbthe plaster Mille applying
and scratching it.

Applying the plaster by machine works well with a low suction base. The joints
of all masonry should be flush before applying plaster, but this is extra impor-
tint with loWi suction masonry. The main kinds of low suction masonry materials
are

Glazed tile

Hard burnt brick (such as road brick)

Hard stones (such as granite,

c!

Preparing for Interior Gypsum Plasters Bonded Directly to Exterior Masonry Walls
This is not recommended. If it is-doe at all, the wall should first be water=
proofed. The main rejsons for this are:

r
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.

.1.,:'Witercan come through the and damage the interior'

# 2. Heat lass can be high thee h masonriwith direct plastering. ,

a. Summer heat comes ough the wall. ._tej
b. In winter, interior heat goes out through the wall.

,

. g
3. -These walls are subject,to moisture condensation that an damage... .

.
.e..

. - the interior plaster .

.

001..

V
, r111

e
. .

wa40116
4 .

.

It is recomme9ded that an exterior Masonry wall be furred out- at least one
111*

inch 'to make Sn air space between thelath and the ma-sonry wall. If possible, --,

4
. it is recommendedlthat an i lated- gypsum board be used.

,:#
. ,

.11

t

PREPARING VENEER PLASTERING BASES

This is usually a special kind of board lap(' The pape covering the gypsum

core is of en specially treated for a veneer plaster system. Because of this
. .,

-.special tment,'itis tmpdrtant that veneer board lath not damaged in any
way. Ifiit does get daMOred, the. damaged area IN to be repaired before applying

-the ven6 plaster.
1. ,, 1

. %. 4°
, Et6 Manufdcturer will have special directions. But thegeneral procedures of

preparing veneer board lath are: 4.,
. v . c A-

- I
? 1114 1 ,Joints have to be, taped witf& glass fifer tape or a paper,

tae with. .a special setting compound.
-

2. Tt
4

All end joints must be7ft'nly supported... .

3. Joints need to beOta eeed so that they occurebn different

framing members.

4.- If the gypUm base paper is damaged:

a. R it with quick setting plaster.

b. . ish with a aiding agent before applying the veneer.

. 64 If the veneer base has been wetted and stained, use a bonding

a geht over the stain.

6. Don't overlap taped joints. This can lead to cracking,

.
WhenAsing glass fiber tape.:

Some veneers tam be applA directly to masonry. You will need to check the

.manuf er's recommendations to find out if this is so, and what to do.

og

0'
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APL lib,.

Veneer may also be applied to concrete block or ificoncreste if the manjac-

turer's directions are followed. .11 the concrete block does not have good

suction, it will have td, be scored to make 'a good mechanical bond. Concrete

shbu d be coated with a bonding agent. A 2-cOat veneer system is recommended

for both concrete and concrete block.

NOT ome of the follOwing general procedures for taping regular gypsum

board lath may also apply to taping veneer lath. Be sure to read the

specific manufactu'er's recommendations.

PREPARING BOARD LATH BY TAPING

Most joint cements do not "set" in e way.that a plaster mix does. Joint .

cements are adhesives that dry, so temperature, humidity and ventilation are

very important. The temperature should not go below ki° F. with drafts, the

cement will dry too fast, This carwmake the cementilkrink more tha 't should arrd

makp problems with the tape that is used With good drying, 'conditio most

cements take about-24 hours to dry.*

One type of joint cement is used to"-embed and coat the tape. A second type is,

used for finishing. Be sure'to follOvflhemanufactur .'s mixing directions.

a,

JO the powder to the water, Mix for several minutes t malce sure it is all,

uniformly mixd. Let,it soak for abbut 30 minutes. Th stir to get a creamy,
O

workable mix. It may have to be -s longer than 30 inutes during cold'

410hther. p

1. Check for loose nails and loose boards. Cracks and damaged
.1

areas should be patchedmith drywall compound,(and tape, if it,

is.needed).at least 24 hours before the joint taping is started.

-2 Apply first-coat of cement into the channel made-by the tapokd

board edges, or over the iputt edges of end joints. Apply the

cement*enly with a drywall trowel. Avoid overfilling. Mak

sure there is enough cement to give the tape a goon bond.

3. Apply tape over -the center of t joint. Make.-sure7the piper
41

is centered, straight and not wrinkled or buckled.

'4 Press tape into joint cement with a trowel. Use enough pressure

to remote any excess cement.,

4- - k
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5. Apply a thin coat of cement over the tape as soon as it is in

place. Fill any recesses between the tapered edgel'of the tape

and the board surface.

NOTE: Blisters may appear under the tape. If trowelling does

not force out the air, puncture 'the blister with a sharp

object. Blisters are caused by n :applying enough. cement

before the tape is put on.

6. Allow to dry. This twill take about 24 hours under good,drying

7. Lightly sand the first coat.

43. Apip second coat and feather out about 2 nallts past the edges

of the first coat. For butt joints, the s cond coat should-lo

out a bit more.

9. Let the second coat dry.

10. Lightly sand after it has dried. Be careful not to sand the

pal)Fr of the board lath.- Too much sanding on the paper will-

raise a nap on it.

11. The third coat is applied with 'finish cement. It should be

feathered out about 2 inches beyond the edges of the 4econd coat.

12. Let the third coat dry, then sand it. .

NOTES: 1. Coat the railheads with cement each time cement is applied to the

jrAints.

2. There are embedding compounds thatgo under the tape, all-purpose

compounds and finishing compounds. The first or second types can

be used as a first coat, but the finishing compound shoulg not be

used as a first coat.

Inside Corners

Cover both sides Of an inside joint with cement. Fold the tape down the center

pmark. Press the forded tape into the angle with a corner trowel. Remove arty

Occess cement. -Drying and sanding are the same as for joints. ,

Outside Corn
. -

Apply meta r bead. )tAp three.,coats of joint cement, drying and sanding
,,,

the ,between coa Feather out ".at least 10 incheS from the edge of the corner bead.

',,,' This will grAt rid of hollow spots. 1 57.
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Setting Compounds.

There are alsb special mixes that "set" rather than dry. They ca*getyery,

hard,'maY be difficult.to,s4d, and are ()firer' waterproof. They get hipard quicker

than the drying cement types and do not shrink as much. Each brand different.

so besure to check what the manufacturer says about the one you. may itp'using.
4

The water-resistant types ban be used o 'the exterforwith special gypsum board.

With thes2 special, setting compounds, it, y,6e poss.ible to finish a wall in

onle,day.

J

I
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CHARt OF COMMON PROBLEMS

Problem source; I F T

Damaged board end X

Board nofitted properly X

Surface fracture after installed X 44

Frame member out of alignment, X

XBoard surface punctured by a fastener

Loose board

Water damaged board

Torn paper face

X X

X

X

Twisted frame member .1
X

Warped frame member
X

Tape blisters
r X

Edge cracking

Ridging or beading X X X

MI

X

Starved joint
X

Raised.nap on board paper. X

Inside corner cracks

High joints oncrowns

Excessive shrinking

Nail pops

Xt X

X X X

I - Installation

F
ss

T - Taping
A.--se"

An "X" indicates a

possible, source of

the problem.

a 53
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,INDIVIDUALIZ LEARVIN6 SYSTEMS

Self
Assessment

'1

4

COMPLETE H FOLLOWING STATEMENTS BY WRITING THE CORRECT WORD OR*WOROS IN THE
BLANKS. PROVIDED.

A

I. Interior gypsum plasters should not be directly bonded to
4

masonry walls. ,

2. An wash is one way,to prepare concrete for stucco pl

3. Too much salbing on board lath will raise the of the paper.

4. If the veneer base has been wetted and stained, use a

over the stain.

5. Each coat of joint cement has to be before the next coat
is applied: 1

,

..(

6. Experience -and testing'will help you learn how to tell the need for

7. Concrete can be prepared for gypsum plaster or concrete,bymaking a

key, applying Liquid
1

.

or by attaching .
.

, '

. The paper of gypsum board lath is often Specially treated.

9. The Tast coat of joint cement is a cement.

10. Thetape is troweled into the

54'
coat of joint cement.



11. Most joint cements are adhesives that instead of set.

12. High suction masonry will'pull too water out of the plaster.

13. Low suction masonry will pull too water out of the plaster.
4

14. can be puton'mascin'ry to keep the-basefrom pulling

out of the plaster too fast.

15. Applyibg the plaster by machine works well*with suction

masonry.

16. Usually, a tota/.of coats of joint cement are applied.

17. Most joint cementstake aboUt hours to dry.

18. If the masonry 'ilrface is not firm, t will have to be covered with a
)40

4,...fc _

t material.

19. When working on a high suction masonry, work areas.
:

20: A dash coating to prepare concrete for stucco can be made with-a,1:1 mix

by volume of and

55
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Self Assessment
Answers

1. exterior,'

2.'\acid

,3. nap

4. bonding agent

5.45nded

6: water

7. mechanical, bonding agent, metalcath

8. veneer

9. finish

10. first

11. dry

12. much

13. little

14. waterditrater

15. lOw

16. three

17. 24

18. lath

19. .smalt

20. cement, sand

56'
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4NDIVIDl1ALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

=Job S

COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING TASKS.

Materials and Tools

concrete slab

scarring tool

liquid bonding agent

board lath for taping

tape

taping cement ,

I. Prepare a concrete surface by:

a: Making a mechanical key.

b. Applying a liquid bonding agent.

2. Tape board lath which has at least 2 joints, 1 outildecorner and 1 inside

corner.

57
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...,...NDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Post
Assesrnent

LISTED .ELOW ARE SEVERAL STATEMENTS. IF THE STATEMENT IS TRUE, PLACE A "T"
IN THE BLANK PROVIDED. IF THE STATEMENT IS FALSE, PLACE AN "F" IN THE BLANK.

!. A 1:2 proportion of cementing material and aggregate is usually good
for high suction, masonry.

2. A 2-coat veneer system is recommended for both concrete and concrete
block.

3. A liquid bonding agent can be used on concrete to prepare it for gypsum
plaster or stucco.

.

4. Each coat of joint cement should be feathered out about 2 inches
fant,p .than the previous coat. .

5. When preparing board lath for veneer plaster, the joints have to be-.

taped with a glass fiber tape or paper tape in a special' setting

compound.

The first coat of joint cement fills up the channel made by the tapered
board edges-

Dash coating can be used to prepare concrete for gypsum plster or
stucco.

8. Veneer plasters are commonly RA on ,alr kinds of board lath.

. S

9. A 1:3 proportion of cementing material and aggregate is jisually good
for med4um suction masonry.

, 58
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10: Only the first 2 coats of joint cement are sanded.

11. Most joint cements do no "set" but dry instead.
1

12. Water is put on masonry to keep it from pulling too much water. out of
the plaster.

13. A coarse sand will take up more water than:a smooth sand.

14. Ttle joints of all Masonry units should be flush before applying plaster.

15. A medium suction onry usually does not pull too much water out of
the plaster.

16. "For outside corners, the coats of joint cement should be feathered but
at least 10 inches from the edge of the corner'bead.

17. If nothing else is availkbleoit is "okay to use aZinishing_ joint cement
to embed the tape.

18. If an exterior masonry,Walfhas
been waterproofed, do not bond an

interior gypsum plast4W4O At.

19. If a Masonry surface has started to crumble, then only stucco can be
put on it.

20. A rich mix is recommended for-low suction masonry.

59
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AGREPTES AND ADMIXTURES

.....)

Goat
Thestudent will be able to identify

and, explain the use and characteristics

of additives to plaster-materials and

explain when and why they are used.

6 1

Performance Indicators:
The student will successfully complete,

a Self Assessment, an Assignment and

a Post Assessment.

0
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INUIVIOUALILLD LLAKNING

, Study Guide
"lb

In order to finish this module,, do the following tasks'. Check ih item off
as you complete it.

1. Read the Goal and Performance Indicators on the cover of the module.

This mill tell you v(hat you will learn by studying "the module, and
how you will show you've learned it.

2. . Read the Introduction. The Introd4d tion will tell you why the eindtle
-4401*is an.important part of the plastering trade..

3. Study the Vocabulary section. Vocabulary words are important for a
good understanding of the trade. After you have studied the vocabulary,

--. ask your teacherto quiz you.on the words and their meanings.
. 1

4. Study the Information section. This section will give you:the informa-

tion yeu need to understancPth ct.

5. Take the Self Assessment exar. This is a test for you-to prove] to your=

self that you have learned the material you havAtudied. Compare your

answers with the answers on the Self Assessment Answer Sheet, which is

on the page following the Self AssessMent. If .you scored poorly,.
ir

2estudy the Information section or ask your teacher for help.

Do the Assignment page. Follow the instructions at the top of the

Assignment page.

ib
7. Take the Post Assessment exam. Give the exam to your teacher after

you have completed it. Your teacher will g.ade 14 for you,

62
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IN IDUPWED LEANING SYSTEMS

ntroduction

a

It
It

RlaSter ma rials sometimes haye to be changed. .I-f the-weather is hot, it

might be nece ary to make the,plaste set.faster.,.The,plaster may need to

be
stronger 'These,thi gi,.and more, are done by-adding ag regatep and

'admixtures.

. .

There are no "tick" ways to m6ke a plaster mix, rk differently. The changes
,

are'Madt by adding things in measured amounts. Adding too imufh- -or adding to6

little -wile kevelings Tiom working right. This module will ftelp you lea4

about what to acid o make the Tight thing happen. .
..

.4

a-

Qx

4 at
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b lody
'S

SSE

Trade terns are very important for good understanding-of the trade. ,Study

these, words and meanings.' When youhave learned them, ask'your teacher to
4

-pull' you on the words 4nd their meanings.
.

4,

StT--When plast6 gets hard. It is not thesame as when plat ter gets dry.,

Plaster should'set'befoce it gets dry.

CHECK CRACKING--Short oracks that look like dried or cracked mud..,. ,

er
,, C=IINA.

READY-MIX--A'pre-mixed corlpounit Only clean water has to be added:
.,,

j,,, e
,

,

.

! .,
.

SPECIAL EARTHS-!-ClAys witIvspecial 'properties.
. .

.,4

4

64
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

a

Information
;1

4
the appearance of the final product. They can change the set timer the

qualities of the plaster.,,

Aggregates and admixtures are used to change a plaster mix. They can change

Aggregates

Ap aggregate mi)Zed with a plaster material makes it stronger and harder. It -

can'give the plaster maidpial more body and help keep it from check cracking.

The two most common lightweight aggregates are vermiculite and perlite. They

add more fire resistance to tht plaster than does sand. Whavlaster is

exposed to a high, heat, they keep water from boiling away. better than sand. L

MAIN AGGREGATES: 'Sand,.vermitulite, perlite:

Admixtures

A plaster mix has:

1. An aggregate.

2. A cementing material for a binder.

3. Water.

IP.
Other things added to a plaster mix are called admixtures. Thp ings are added

EA
to change the,plaster mix in some way: To.make it et. faster or slower, to

lechange the color, etc. Before adding something, eck the manufacturer's

recommendations for howi.when and where to add it.

Admixtures are often'mixed with the water before. the Wafer is added to the

plaster. ag are often used when a base is dry, or if the finish coat will

A
be very_thick. The basic admixtures are: ,

/MO 1. Accelerators.

2. tRetarderS.

. '3. Strengtheners.

4. Plasticizers. ! 66
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5.i Water Repellents.

6. Air Entrairiers.
/

.
I

I
7. Colors.,, J r i.

/

i

I
i

Admixtures, can be added .on jn the job. Many are already put into ready7mix

plasters. If it is put into a ready-mix, all you have to add is the clean

water.

Accelerators k
They are used to make a plaster mix set faster. Weather conditions, the

quality of the,tatsAor the aggregate used can slow dOwn.a set time.
/

/ "&

Calcium chloride or sofa may be used for stucco. But the best way to speed /

up stucco set is to prehegthe water and the aggAgate. Also keep it warm /

while it is setting. '

\
A commonaccelerator is gypsum itself. If gypsum sets and then is added. to

a new mix, it will speed the set of the new mix. This is why it is so'impor-

tant to keep the equipment clean. Bits of dried plaster mix Can change the

set of a new mix.

Mw

Retarders

Retarders w ill make a plaster mix set slower. Pure gypsum sets too fastijor

aflot of plastering work. So, a retarderls often added curing the manufac-

ture of gypsum plaster materiaJs to .slow down the set time to at least 4 hours.

They can also be adde on the job if they are needed. Gypsum plaster usually

4010sets within 4 hodr s a lath base. It will set faster over masonry or scratched

in work. Stu opsets so slowly a retarder is not usually needed. A working

rule for ded how.s.low the set time should be is: ' Mortar has to set before
r

all of the water is^gone.

SOME RETARD S.: Cream of tartar, gelatin, glue, ammonia, zinc sulphate; dex-4
?,

trine, gums, oap, starch, oil (animal or vegetable).

Strengtheners- $

Lime, olasters.usually need a'fiber to make them stronger. Gypsum plasters do

not; they are strong enough by themselves. .A fiber can be added to tne base

coat fow, both gypsum.and stucco when the base coat will be used to cover lath.

67 73
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The fiber helps the plaster stick to the lath.

FIBERS: Hair and sisal' for strehgth), wood and glass for bulk and better4

coverage)..

Plasticizers 4
They are used to make hard-to-work mortars easier to apply. Be sure to follow

the manufacturer's directions when using plasticizers. Do not add more to a

mix that already 'has a plasticizer in it. Adding too muo,h will reduqp the
,

strength of the mix.

it SOME PLASTICIZERS: Lime, glass fiber, special earths.

Water Repellents

They can be added tg -stucco mixes to make the stucco repel water better. The

amount that es added should not be more than 2% of the weight of the cement'

(2 pounds of admixture for each 100 pound of cemerot)..

WATER REPELLENTS: Ammonium stearate, aluminum stearate, butyl stearate

emulsions (all are sold under various trade names).

Aix Entrainers

They can bot added to stucco.: They make it easier to work the material, make'

it easier for the'stucco to keep water in it, and make the stucco better able

to resift freezing and thawing.

Colors

High-grade pigMents can belgted to stucco finish coats. Use only recommended

'materials and follow the rianyfactureeections.
. -

1.%
For use over concrete and masonry,

Wdlerproof before starting. :Moisture seeping through the-

concrete t masonry can stain the colored finish.

2." Best to let the base coats dry before putting on the finish

coat.

For tile joined to colored stucco:

1. Wet the stucco with clean water up to 18 inches from the }flint.

This. keeps the stucco from pulling colored 'water from the tile

base.

2.. Best to have the tile in *ace before applying colored stucco.

6$
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For molds and slow-drying materials:

lti Put'yolls in-place before applying colored stucco.

2. Allow materials to dry out completely betore applying the

colored stucco.

3. Moisture pulled out of slow-drying Nteriols can stair the

colored stucco.

413

Veneers and Admixtures

1. Don't add anything unless the manufacturer recommends that.it

be added.

2. If an admixture is used, pre-Nx it in clean water. Then add

in a measured amount to the mixing water for each batch.

3. Alum is not a good accelerator. It makes a snap set'(too fast).

Do not use alum with a limestone aggregate. It will make a

chemical reaction.

Keenes Cement and Admixtures

0 I. Adding hair or fiber to the scrathh coat makes it more rigid.

$ ..L.m.

Use 2% by weight. Do not use if the mix, has an aCceleratorn

2. Can be hardened by,adding silica sand or fine marble dust. This

also. protects 'gainst shr'inkage cracks. Use 5 or 6 scoops for

each 100 pounds of Keenes cement.

69-
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Assessm t

14DIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS-

10.

COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING, STATEMENTS BY WRITING THE CORRECT WORD OR WORDS IN THE

BLANKS PROVIDED.

1. An can give the plaster material More body.

2. The 2 most common lightweight aggregates are and

3. Air entrainers make stucco better able to resist and

4.

V'

S

a

Accelerators make a plaster mix. .faster.

5. Strengtheners make a plaster material

6. Always check the manu acturer's recommendations for

and to add something.

V
7. Do not add more than pounds of water repellents for each

pounds of cement.

8. A common accelerator is itself.

9. Gypsum plaster usually sets ip on a lath base.

10. Waterrepellentscan be added to

11. Bits, of dri( ed mix can change the

:of a new mix.

7Q



12. Admixtures aretadded to the first.

.13., Plasticizers make a plaster material to apply.

14. make a plaster mix set slower.

15. Pigments add,_ to a plaster mix.

ft

t

B.

0

e
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Assignment
COMPLE1t THE ASSIGNMENT BELOW,

Visit a supplier of plastering material Try to find at least 2 brands (or

trade names) for each ki of admixture covered in this module.. For one kind

of admixture, read.and ompare the manufirturers' directions on how to use-the

two brands. Write a report to give to your instructor.

Accelerator

1.,

2_ /

Retarder

,1.

2.

Strengthener

1.

2.

Plasticizer

2.

Water Repellents

1.

2.

Air Entrainer

1.

.

2.'

Comments
I

Vb.

4k
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NDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Post
Assessment

ft

A

LISTED BELOW ARE SEVERAL STATEMENTS. IF THE STATEMENT IS TRUE, PLACE A "T" lb

IN THE BLANK PROVIDED. IF THE STATEMENT IS FALSE, PLACE AN "F" IN 'THE BLANK.

.

1. Fibers can help a plaster mix stick to lath.

2. All plaster mixes\haye admixtures in them.

3. Silica sand as an admixture in Kques cement will make "t harder.

Pure ,gypsum sets too. fast for a lot of plaste'ring work.

5.. _____ Moisture dulled out of slow drying materials will not be bad for

stucco with a color admixture.
, ' .

6. Plasticizers are made with plastic.

7. Vermiculite and perlite add more fire resistance to plaster than sand.

8. Tile shopld be put on before applyi6g stucco with a color admixture.

9. All adm ixtures can be used with veneer plasters.

%

10. , Cream Of.tarta a retarder.

11. AdmixtfUres are often mixed with the water 'before the water is added to

the 0a-ster.

12. Concretelbould be water proofed before applying a "stucco with a color

admitture.

74
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u. Aggregates and admixtures don't change a plaster mix.

14. Dried gypsum cannot be used to accelerate the set of Stucco.

15. Adding more plasticizer than needed will make a mix stronger.

0

16. A retarder 's an aggregate.

17 Stucco resits freezing, better if an air entraining admixture is added.

'
s

.

18. Dried gypsum is not a very godd accelerator.

19. Nomore than 20 pounds of water repellent should, be added for each.100

pounds of cemS1.

11-
20. Admixturlikannot be added on the job-.

or

4

I

I

:

a
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01 nstroUctor
Post Assessment Answers

/ 4

1.

2.

T

F -
e

3. 1-,

4.

-5:

T

F a

6. F em

7. T

0
8. T 4,

9. F

.10. T

11. T

12. T

13. F

14. T

15. F

16. F

17. T

18. F

19. F

20. F'

76'
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a

0* The student. dill be able td ilgtify and

.
explain the charactA9 sttlp .of, material s

*Aused in corinon gyp.Sum base coat piestel-=
,

ing., including when the materials are

hoWth4 thira"re applied Ito,.
464,Csiikat tolgraiM) and will demonStrate.

nowTedge Lig .materials to trade
standard by "hand and by machipe.4.

/

P erformance indicators;

The student will s
-, a Self Assessment,

Post Assessment.,

.41

uccessfully complete
a Job -Sheet and a
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'INDIVIDUALIZED° LEARNING SYSTEMS

Study Guide

4

a

1.
In order to fitirsh this module, de the following tasks. Check each item off

as you complete it.

O

SIP

-'

I.

Read the Goal and Performance Indicators on the cdver of the module.

This will tell you what you dill learn by studying the module, and
...

how you will show you've leer,"

2. . Read the Introduction. TheIntroduction will tell you why the .module

important part of the plastering trade.

3. *Study the Information section. This.section will give you the informa- .

tion:you' need to understand the subject. OP A

0

4. Take the Self Assessment exam. This is a tel for yod-,to prdve to your-

self that you have learned the materiar'you haw studied. Compare your

answers with the answers on -the Self Assessment Answer Shee, which i

4 1

on the page'folloiving the Self Assessment. If you scored poorly;

ce-siudy the Information section or ask your teacher for help. 410

Dothe Job Sheet. -Foilow the instructions at the top of the Jdb Sheet.

The task% listed on the,Job'Sbeet will help, you develdp 111s which
. .

will be. helpful to you.

fti .

4
4f. '6. Take tl,p Post Assessment exam. "live the exam to your teacher after yOu-

AO--,--.. .
. Have completed it: Your teacheri'will .grade it fo'r jou. --

0.

7
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. INDIVIDUALIAD LEARNING SYSTEMS

IP

Introduction
.J

1-n--orderr-to.fth-l-stra--j-15b correctly, you ye-to Sta-ft he job correctly. The

Lase coats are the plaster 'Materials' applied-before th ish cetat. The base

coatsCan-be a scratch and *a.brown coat, or a brown coat on y (when it is care-

fully straightened).

V

This module will help you learn how to mixthese materials. It will also *give

,you information you need in,or'der to do the first step of making ,a professionhl

joti--gefting starteetorrectly. .

41,
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

4

nformati6n
-.1----,--

GYPSUM WITH SAND AGGREGATEr,

' 'This is the most common' base coat plaster It is used wt?ere.good sand-is

available. he mixing proportions may have to be,chan a bit to meet differ-

ent types of weatherconditions: Hot, dry, windy, . Th,p amount of suction

of the base to which it is appliedwill also affeci the mix proportions. It

may be apfoliedby hand or by machine.
4

Bases With Which It Is Used

Gypsum lath

.Gypsum partition iile\

Clay tile

Brick with moderate suction

Concrete block walls

Physical' Properties.
.44

Firs resistant,w4 up to a 2 1/2hour rating. Weight of a 1:2 mix is 100-115

pound's per cubic foot. Hardness is a rating of 2.

16

Mixing

Thereare 3 standa'rd mixes, by volume they are (cement :.aggregate):

1:2 --Scratch coat over all,l6th.;in 3-coat work.

1;2 1(2--Over RypSumlath in 2-coat work.

1:3 N-Brown coat;in.37.coat work (following 'the 1:2 scratch coat).

--All work that will be oter masonryil\
.\

Gypsum mixed pith sand aggregate can meet most requirements.' However, if a

high fire rating is needed, or tht weight has to be reduced, another aggregate

lay work better.

I .81
87
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GYPSUM WITH PEALITE AGGREGATE
0

Plasters made with perlite tend toward lesseT strengths. So; it is important

to follOw the mixing laroportiOns very ca fully. This mix may be applied by

hand orfby machine. It is used where sand is unsuitable orifsand costs too

much.

Bases With Which It Ts Used.

Same as gypsum/sand:

.1

Physical Properties

Fare r4tistant.,_with up to a 4-tOur raking. Weight of a 1:2 mix is 5060

poLin,ds per cubic foot Hardness is rating of 3.
- .

JO

Mixing

Do not use more than 2 cubic feet of.perlite for each 100 pounds of gypsum.

This applies to all -Cypes of plastering bases. EXCEPTIONS TO THIS ARE:

1. Masonr

2. Brow coat in 3 -coat work when the total,thicknessmj11 be 1 inch

Or more.

Forthe 2 exceptions, the proportions should not be more than3 cubic teet per-

100-pounds of gypsum."
"

Gypstim with perlite aggregate is 4ardersthan when vermiculite is used.'" It is

notas stroong as gypsum/sand, but it does. resist fire better than gypsum/sand.
0.

It may cost more, but it canbequicker to apply because it weighs less than

gypsUm/sarid. Gypsum /perlite provides good insulation against heat loss,

4 0-

GYPSUM WISH VERMICULITE AGGREGATE

Vermiculite .and gipsum mixes'are not as strong as similar mixes using sand or

perlite. So it is.important that all mixinginstructions be followed carefully.

A greater amount oflmixing water iS used. So greater care must,be take'n to make

sure the excess water is aple to-evaporate. It,may be applied bytochAe or by
*1k

hand.

Bases With Which It Is Used

Same as gypsum/sand. .,

8S
82
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11.
1-- , Physical Properties '

.

. Fire resistance is the sg as perlite. Weight 4-a 1:2 mix's. 50-55 pounds
.-

",per cubic foot. Hardness-is a bit softer than gypsum /perlite.,

Mixing ,

Sathe as'gypsum/perlite.

o
- 4

In many ways perlite and vermiculite make very similar mixes. Vermiculite will
4

wei9h a bit less than a perlite mix. But the perlite miWis Order.

GYPSUM WITH WOOD FIBER

This plaster maaprial needs to have a good'scratch boat applied first Gypsum

/ Wood-Fibered Plaster can be applied by hand or by machfhe.

Uses

Gypsum/woo .fi er is often used for repairs, alterations and patching. It.s

--sOmetiMes use scratch coat When asanded brown coat will be applied.--Ay

be ,a scratch c 't for metal 'lath work. /.

Physical Properties

Fire resistance is 50% greater than gypsum /sand, btt not as great as perlite,

Qr vermiculite mixed wit) gypsum. .HardnesS' is greater than gypsum /sand plaster.'

Mixing

It is mixed with water on the job. EXAMPLE: 65 pinds water per 100 pounds.
.

of plaster material.
1,

,

The gypsum/wood fiber has treater strength than gypsum/sand mix.

"

GYPSUM READY MIX
.

he. - This is a plaster material that has he aggregate premim0 at the factory. Since

it is 'Fili)ed at the mill, it offers a grett deal of quality Control. ;Only water
ft-% ..

miis added to the plaster x. It may be applied'by hand or by machine. The Y{

specific properties and uses of the gypsum ready mix
f

plaster will depencton which
, I,aggregate has been added at the mill. 4 a

.

8 3 8f)



THICKNESS OF GYPSUM PLASTERS

The,thickness of the finish coat is included in the overall thickne4es given.

You should allow about 1/16 inch for the thickness of the finish coat. The,'

total thickne9s will be between 1/2 inch and 7/8 inch in most 'cases.

Getting'the proper thickness is important. Remember that a 1/2 inch thickness

is about twiee as strong in bending as a 3/8 inch thickness.

Thickness. Surface to be Plastered

3/8 to 1/2

5/8"

5/8"
4

Gypsum partition tile and most gypsum lath.

Britt, clay tile, other masonry.

Over the face of metal lath.' Frothe back of the metal

lath to the face of the finished plastering job will

boabout 3/4". L,"

A
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Surface.

BASE COATS FOR. GYPSUM. AND STUCCO PLASTER

Surface Preparation Techniques Comments

Interior
plastered
with
gypsum.

Co
(-n

Using gypsum board
lath. '

4'

-2or 3-coat (See
note to the right.*

Use-3 -goat over

I, 1/2" gypsdm
lath with

horizdntal
supports more
than 16",apart.

2. Gypsum lath on
ceilings where
only edge clips
are used.

3. 3/8" perforated
gypsum lath OR*
ceiling.

In browningmfor 2-
-coat, large areas
may be applied at
one time.' The lath
does not have 'a lot
of suction+

In 3-coat work, use a mix of 1:2 1/2
for the brown coat. This is because
gypsum.lay, so flexible.

In 2-spat work, use a brownig mix
of 1:2. A rich plaster is needed
for a good bond.'

In browning for 2-coat, apply 1/2"
for browning. Cratkint Kid failure

.,are often caused by thinness.

Interior -
or

Exte6or

Apply over insulation
board. May use metal ,

lath, stuca,, netting,
etc., with insulation
board. .

2- or 3-coat.

Gypsum plaster
(interior)
Stucco (interior
or exterior).

Insulation board usually used for
exterior. May be used for interior
with lath.

d

A
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Surface Surface /Preparation Techniques Comments

Interior Appl over metal 3-coat typical.
or let Gypsum plaster

Exterior. (interior).

Stucco (exterior
or interior).

Use galvanized metal lath, for exterior.

In 3-coat gypsum use 1:2 1/2 browning
mix because_lath is flexible."

When applying plaster to metal 1-ath,
use light pressure. Use a stiff and
rich plaster, possibly with fibers.
Do not overlap strokes over metal
lath. If fibers are.used with stucco,
they must be alkali resistant.

"7
Mire-cloth or woven wire lath needs
a stiffer, more fibered plaster than
diamond mesh metal lath.

When using paper-backed metal lath,
push the paper away so the plaster ,

can get behind the .metal for a good
"key."

Fire-

proofing
an interior
or exterior
with light-
weight
aggregate.

Apply ovet'metal
lath.

Use 2- Or 3-coat
scratn and.
double -uR. Omit
finish or use same
material as bate.

. t

9"
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Surface

4111111

SurAce Preparation Techniques

0

/ Comments

Fire-

N proofin an

interior or
an exter or
with'TT)ht-.

weight
aggregate
be applied
direct to
steel or
concrete.

, No lath used. Spra,
direct to surface.

Use 2 or more
coats. 1st
coat a "flash"
coal to get

A factory mix, add only water.

May be hand or machine applied.'

A

Gypsum
plaster on

masonry.

Lath not usually
- needed except in
we4 areas such
as openings, etc.

Surtiste should be
clean of grease, etc.-

Remove loose plaster,
scaling; dust, etc.

.

Surface may need
roughing.

High suction masonry
may need dampening
or mix change.

A

i

, ,

A 2-coat plaster is Eiond is made by surface roughness .,

typical. or suction or both. To check for good
, suction, spray on water and see how it

Make poor mix for high . gets absorbed.
suction masonry.

-

Masonry with too much suction,-should
1:3 1/2 by Nolume be dampened ahead of time. Do notOake
typical. Will need it too wet. $pray early enough so the
more water. Coarse water can be taken up before plastering
sand is best. May starts.
also wet base ahead
of time. DO not wet The entire wall has to be uniform In
just before plastering..'s4ctid% Qv- else the fifliShFWW4ear
Let it soak awhile. sOktty.r , A

Apply plaster in two
coats, One right Do not, apply gypsum plaster directl'9 to
after the other. the interior of exterior 0a3Onry walls.
Work a small area: Moisture may comethrough':, Furring -
Mix rich for low suc- stripsmay be used.
tion bases__ 1:2 mix is
typical. Withlow suc- Do not add more sand and wattrthan.
tion bases, don't.dis- needed. This will weaken the plaster.
turb the'plaster after
it is placed. .



Surface Surface Preparation liechniques Comments

Stucco
'on

masonry.

Lath not usually
needed.

Surface should be
clean of grease,
loose mortar,
dust , scale,,etch,

Surfpce may need
roughing.

2-coat plaster is
typical.

1:3 mix is typical:

Mix tan)be made
"poorer" for high
suction bases
fusing more sand
and waterror
richer for low
suction gases.
But Wis.often
better t6 dampen
the base instead of
changing the mix.
Too much water

weakens the plaster.
This leads to cracks:

If a good borid is doubtful, prepare
masonry by
1. A dash coat (one part cement and .

from one to two parts sand by '-

volume).
2.. Use a-bonding agent.
3. Use lath oriother support.

1

.%

Gypsum/
plaster
on

concrete.

Prepare concrete

surfacetby.roughening
with,sadd-weter-blast-
ing, using a bonding
agent or other-me od. .

Should be free of
grease.'

Use metal lath if ".

thitknes'of plaster'
is greate( than 3/8"
on ceiling or 518" on
walls. '

-1

4

I

Follow manufaCturer's recommendations
with bon'dihg agents. .

97
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8* Surface

1

Surface Preparation Techniques

4 I

,Comments

Stucco
. on
Concrete

CP
%0

Stucco may be'applied
directly to concrete.

Surface roughening
may be needed: sand-

water blasting,
bonding agent, dash
coat, etc.

*Should be free of'
grease, etc.

p

4'

2-coat method,
1:3 mix may be
used.

Another method:
1. Use bonding

agent (or at
4-east dampen

the concrete)
after it has
been roughened.

2. Then apply only
one cpat of

'plaster.
NOTE: Two coats m4y

be used, bUt
don't make the

total. 'thickness

more than 3/8"
in any case.

Cure well.

Good p(i:paration of the surfaceris
very important.

F

'Foam

' Plastic

v a.

Metal lath,
chicken wire,
or other lath
recommended.

3 coats typical.:

Scratch Coat:
1. Apply 1/4" scratch

coat with firm :

pressure., Then
scratch and allow
to dry firm and
hard.

2. Apply regular
leveling cOat.

IIP

Scratch coat, is required becausei of
low suction of foam.

All
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,Surface,

/

4

Sdrface Preparation, Tech4ques Omments

Stucco
or

gypsum
on -a

bituminous
compound'
such as
tar.

Walls should/be
"furred" out or
metal lath applied
direct to walls.

2- or It-coat,

depending on
lath or other
suiport stiffeners.

Do not apply gypsum plaster or stucco
direct to.biyuminous, unless so
specified.

_y-
Veneer
plaster
on wood,
metal Studs,
etc.

May use special `
gypsum lath with
specialetaping
bver most surfaces.

May use 1- or 2-coat
technique.

Joint reinforceMent with tape is
important. Use glass fiber tape or
paper tape with setting compound.

NOTE: Tape has to be embedded and
compounds allowed to set up

,before applying more Plaster.

Veneer
plaster
on block
or concrete.

Use bonding agent
over concrete. Be
sure surface is
smooth (no projec-
tions). Fill or
sand surface as
needed. .

If block does not
ave good suction,
score for good
mechanical bond.

7--
2-c at sYster, is
re mended./

Application technique
same as over gypsum.

"Replace or 'repair broken blocks
with veneer plaster. If using
veneer for repair, set may be aeceler- ,

ated to help prevent cracking.

If blocks need holes filled Before
'veneering, use a veneer mix with
sand added.

10"



HOW To MIX PLASTER MATERIALS
^f

There are 4 things *to think about when plannivg to mix materials: .

1, Keeping everything clean. 04.

. 2. The method of mixing. i

. What the material will be put on.

4. The kind of material that will be mixed..%

: /
1

Keeping Everything leaq
irf.

All tools must be kept clean. The water that will be added to the plaster

material, also has to be kept clean. So do not wash tools in the water that

will be used to snake the plaster mix.,

After mixing a batch, clean paddle or spinner Mades in a drum of water. Such '.

% a drum of wate should be kept'next to-the mixing area. Mixer blades on a

ill.mixing machine s ld be turned off, or the'clutch should be disengaged. Hose

th.esides and blades of the mixer machine clean. Dump out the water before

.starting'a new batch. A mixer machine dge not have to be cleaned until it is
. -

stopped.
',..

Box Mixing

The oldest method is box mixing. Mix the cement material. and the aggregate

while both are dry. Mix until everything is all 'one color. When making gypsum

plasters`, a small amount of retarder is sometimes. sprinkled over the sides and

bottom of the box before adding the materials. ThtS will help keep the box

cleaner for More batches.

Air
)

(See the in
10e

illustration on th followingyage.)
1

.

"Charging" means to put the materials that willbe mj,xed into the,mixing con-
i

tainer. To charge the mixing box:
a_ 4.

I. Put'half.the aggregate needed into the box in an even layer.

2. Spread all the cement'ingmaterial you will use.evenlp-over the -

aggregate. t
*fie

'3. Put the rest'of the aggregate evenly spread on top.

4. Add any admixtures that will be used,

\4
. Mix'the dr'y'materials.

I. Use a mortar hoe (a hoe with 2 ho les in the bla0e).

91 103
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a

I

.-
2. Start at one end of the /box and pull the hoe toward you using

short Choppy strokes.

'3. Repeat until the material is mixed.

Add water.

1. Use the hoe to pull material toward you. Stack it carefully

to make room to add'water.

It& Add some water and pull thedry material into it, 43/se short

choppy strokes. The hoe has to cut to the bottom of the box.

3., Continue adding water as feeda.

4. As you go farther out into the boZ,cmake the hoe strokes longer.

This will bring the hoe through more of the wet material.

5. Keep chopping until everything has been wetted-and pulled to

the end of the box.

6. ',Repeat, pulling the plaster to opposite end of the ox.

Do not add too much water. Add just enough to make a soft, plastic mass. Con-.

tinue.Mixing until everything is one color. This usually means a good mix of

materials. Overmixing makes the mortar set too soon, so be careful.

92 104



Mat,hine Mixing 'Avg(' 'AfiouhtS

Materials that will he applied with a plaster gun have to be mixed by machine.

the mixing whine is the best way to make sure that evefything is very well

mixed. A paddle talker (,ii electric drill with special paddle or spinner attach-

merit).(n he used tc; mix smaller amounts.

4

Machine Mixer

10 Olat,W the mi'kft ma(_hille add Rlaterial', in this order while the blades are

turnintt,

1, Atid all:the water you will flePd.

;1. Add halt- IhW agrxegate,

.3, Put in any additiVes.

.4, Add !ht. tomont material.

1). Add the rest of the aggregate.

Let the miAr run about a miunte longer. Dump the mix into the work container:

140X4 wherlhartuw, plastering gun hopper, etc.

The-heM wntiOnit Inad,for a 'mixer machine 2 inches or less above the blades.

rr ir t_haiurd hiqhet, the materials witl not mix well. The top part of the

93 1.05
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mix will end-up dry and the bottom part soupy. More water or more dry materials

maybe added if necessary. But you should be careful,

NOTES

If the mixer is charged more than 2 irkhes over,the Wbes,

the plasAer om top can look done--but the material on the bottom

hasn't been mixed.

2. When using lightweight aggregates,. the Mortar can look dry

eveh. if enough water was used. Mixing longer will make the

material w ter. The aggregate holds water to itself for a

longer me than sand. Do not mix more than 3 minutes after

maenin charged. Too much mixinlg of gypsum plasters make

them set ster.

3. When usiy acoustical and exposed aggregate M1Res,follow the

manufacturer's recommendations on the amount of water,,liqUid

binder,*7.atd, etc., and the mix time, exactly.

Paddle mixing is recommended for smaller amounts of gypsum and stucco plasters,

acrylic and epoxy emulsions,, and drywall' materials. The mixing containers ark

Qften rubber or plastic because they are e -sy to clean. Materials should be

added in this order: 4

I. Add the amount of water or liquid you need.

2. Add a small amoynt'of each dry ingredient. Each should be added

in proportion to.the full amount that will be needed.

NOTES

3. Mix, then add re of each dry ingredient (always in proportion-
.

ate amounts

4. Stop adding dry materials wh the mix reaches the right thick-

ness for easy application.

5. Contiree mixing material by moving the spinner or paddle bade

up, ddhn and'around to the mixing container. This will make sure

everything is mixed together.

1 .

I. With faCtory-made emulsions, put Aterial in the mixing container

and add proper amount of catalyst.

2. If no additives are needed:just put the material' in the mixing

container and mix until it is workable.

9,4
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INDIVIDUAL IIED- LEARNING SYSTEMS

Self
Asse t

COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS BY WRITING THE CORRECT WORD OR WORDS IN

TH,E.gtIANKS PROVIDED..

1. When '

at a time..

mixing, the ingredient are added' a,

.N 0.

2.4 Gypsum/wood fiber mix isioften used for
t. .

Jand
. .

1.

3. When mixing, all tools must be kept,

4. Gypsum/sand mix ha's a hardness ating.of

5. Materials are added to the mixing machine while the blades area

6.. In most cases, do not use more than cubic feet of perlite

or vermiculite for each pounds'of gypsum.

7. GypsuM ready mi$ is mixed at the

8. Gypsum with

coat mix.

aggregate is the most common

9. The oldest method of mixing plaster is

10; 'Paddle mixing is recommended for

11. Gypsum/perlite can have Up to a

a

95

mixing.

amounts

boa' fire rating.



t
.` :

2. The, tot41 th'i;erness of the gypsum plaster put on many walls 'will
between .*;:. - inch and inch. 't

.

13. The weight cif gypsum /vermiculite is to
:pourids'ver ctij)tc foQt`.#..

-r
14.' A nit/king machine is INsed for anlounts.

. -
4 Ar

be

15. aypsum plasters rikde with'perlite tend, toward strengths.
410

15,. A 1/2 inch thickness of gypsumplalter is about, as strong
in as a 3/8 inchr.thickness.

17.. A vermiculiVm.ix will weigh k:bit
but the perl,ite mix -is

18. When box mixinguler is added

N.;

yr

X

\

4

11-

e

96

1

than a,perl i tet mix,

.

44

the dry materials are

.14

(
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If Assessment
Ans*e sN

le paddle-
.

2, repairs, altertatians, patching
. N.

3. Clean

5. turning

6. 2, 100

A

fi.. sang, base'

.9. box

10. smaller

11., 4 1°.-

12. 1/2, 7/8.

13.. 50, 55

a

(

,

14. large : t

It IIP
.1. k

15. lesS,er .

.

16. twice, bending
-

....17. less, harder

18. after, mixed

97,
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

a

ti

COMPLETE THE FILL:OWING TASKS.

Materials and Tools

'plaster' materials

clean 'water

vt- mixing box and hoe

mixing machine

paddle mixer

buckets or pails

1. Explaln how and why you would mix gypsum materials for each of the surfaces

listed below.
t,

2: Mix matexials for each of the surfaceslistdd bdl qw. Mix one batch in.a

mixing 1.6, one in a mixing machine, and one by using a paddle mixer.

METAL ,LATH,

p

GYPSUM LATH,

/

1 MASONRY SURFACE%

.943

110'



INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING 'SYSTEMS

Post r
A merit

tro

LIS`FED BELOW ARE SEVERAL STATEMENTS. It THE STATEMENT IS TRUE, PLACE A "T"

:IN THE BLANK PROVJDED. IF THE STATEMENT IS:FASE, PLACE AN 'Fn. IW THE

I

1. ..)A gypsum/yergjculite mix will weigh a bit less'than a .*psum/perlite

mix but the perlitejmix js harder.

The total thickness of,most gypsum plaster work is usually not more

than 2 7/8 inches.'

3. Gypsum/perlite is harder than gypsum/yermiculite.

4. When hox mixing, M'i(l the Ater first and then the ingredients one

at a time.

3. Gypsum/perlite has a fire rating up to 4 hours.

6. Gypsum/vermiculie mixes are not as strong as similar mixes using

sand or perlite.

For many mixes, the mixer machine should run about ;1 minute after all

the dry materials have been added.

8. Sand is mixed with gypsum when perlite costs too much.

9. = Gypsum/wood fiber plaster is harder than gypsum/sand plaster.' 11

10. mixer machine'does not have to be cleaned until it is stopped.

99



11. Do no use more than 100 cubic feet of perlite for-each 2 pounds of
1011°F

gypsum. 4o,

...

12..-. .Retarder on the, ides and bettom of the mixing box can help keep'theides

boxcleaner for 1 'r e batche)s.

, A
.4111

L
13. Gy

. a° .47k

psum/s -pd plaster cap haveoia 2 1/2-hour fire rating and weigh

100-115 pounds pert,cubiciakt.

14 :One problem with gyPsUmready m:ix is 0 lack of qua ty control beCause

.

.

N.
-,

it is mixed at the faCtory.

/f.
1/

15. Gypsum/perlite .does notiprovide good insulation against heat loss:

/

4

ti

a

' 4



*instructor
Post Assessment. Answers

1. LT

2. F

3..- T

4. F

5. T

.
7. T

3.0
9. T

T

11.- F

T

13.

14.

'15.

F

4

.1-

oft

1 0 1
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COMMON GYPSUM FINISH COATS

I

4

Gbal:

The student will be able p) identify!

andexplain the char:acteristics of

materials used in common gypsum finish
)

oat plastering, includibg when used,

how thick applied (to what toleranCe)

and will* 4demonstrate (execute) know-

ledge by mixing Materialsto trade

/T.
12)

Performance Indicators:
The student will successfully complete

a Self Assessffient, a Job Sheet alld 4

Post Asselsment.

1-
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INDI DUALIZED LEAR4G SYSTEMS

study GuidE

.1r1 order to finish thiS module, do the'followinl ticks. Check each item off

as you complete'it.

1. Read the Goal and Perforlmance Indicators on the cover of thp mole.

This will tell you what you.wifl, leAeby studying the module, and

how you will shdW you've learned it.

2. Read the Introduction. , The IntrodUCtion will tell you why the module

is an important part.oI the plastering trade.

4

Study the Information section. This section wi.11. give you the informa-

tion you need/lf understand the subject.

Takthe Self Assessment.exam. This is a test for you to prove to youri,

self that you have leprnedthe Aoterial you have Studied. Compare your

answers with the answers on he4Self Assessment Answer - Sheet, which is

on the page following the Self Assessment. 14 you scored poorly,

re -study the Information section orraSk yourteacher for help.

5. . Do the Job Sheet. Follow the instruction at the top of'the Job Sheet.

The tasks listed on the Job Sheet will help develop skills which

will be helpful to you. ).

t
,)

6. Take the Post Assessment exam. Give the exam to your teacher after

. tiyou have,completpd.it. Your teacher will Valle it far you.
A, , , ,

1 0 3
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INDIVIDUALIZED LFAHNING SYSTEMS

IntroduttiAn

..-:0.-

)

I

, I '

First you work very hard to get ,a base of one or more plaster layers applied
.; --

and trued... ,Then yoeput on a finish coat. This is the coat that everyone will' -.

see. This i,S mhat 'people will look,
iat. This is when' they will say something

about your skills as a plasterer.
* )

lib

.,

i -4110.0

Thi-s .mbeltile will help you learn how to make a good finish ,coat, the kind that

will make people say ggod things about your skills as a plasterer.
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Information

tit

tc,14444

4...-

-
Finish coat's, are put OR to of plaster base chats that have already, been

applied. The-finish coats are used to make ,nice- looking surfaces. Since that
r walls and ceilings arelabout 3/4 of what a person sees in a room, the overall

look of the room depends on how well the finish-is done.

The ba.se coats under the finish Coat have to be true 'and straight, The finish

coati not. used to '-'fix" anything. Finish coat ere 'not put on a base unless-

a browning coat is first-applied. (The only exteption would.be a one-coat

veneer.)

The brown coat provides a straight, true surface. It pruvides the strength ana

bc" that keep the finish coat'intact and without cracks. The finish coat is

sometimes applied in two operations:,

1. A very thin layer of finishing material is forced into the

brown coat.'

When the first coat,hasbonded to the like coal_a second layer
/

of finish coat material is applied, smoothed and troweled until

it sets hard.

There are 3 common trowel (smooth) finishes:

* Gypsum-Lime Putty Trowel Finish

-* Keenes Cement -Lime Putty Trowel Finish

* Prepared gypsum Trowel Finish

There are 3 common textured finishes:

'''Reerre/s Cement ,-Lime -Sand Float Finish

* Gypsum-Sand Float Finish

* Acoustical Plaster Finish

1 06
e
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The thickn&ss of a finish coat 1% u.sually,at leas-t.1 /16" but not more than
. .

1/P". Llme is used in 4 of the 6 comm/r finish4. Lime is not partof the

gloat finish or the prepared gyPsum tog' finish.

can be Used to make the mix easier to work. One problem with Time is

that it will not set by itself. Also, it shrinks a lot when it is drying.

`Gypsum gauging fasters are used to overcome these problems. Limecomes in

sevev1-different forins.

Special ,Hydrated Lime, wh4h cdn be used right away (no soak-

nc4 10

. t utoc Like, which dues not need -,oakinci.

Hydrated Hme, which has to !esoake0 12 to 24 hours before it

ca- 1-_,C UT:ed.

1,

with
whicr, is wore ' -1 Le is called alter It has beenfmixed

I

Soaking .Hydrated Lime

Fill a clean mortar boi or putty tank with clean water. Op
o711s of water for each.50 pould bag oF lime.

Slowly sift lime into the:water through a screen:

Soak 12-24 hours.



(

V

4. The lime putt may also'be hoed shortly after it is soaked

to break up lumps and make a smooth 'piste.

§. The soaked putty usually (as to be screened through a 1/4"

mesh screen or metall lath. Thi s also helps to break up

ff the-lime putty is mechanically mixed in a machine

or with a paddle mixer, this screening usually is n'dt needed).

.

NOTE: If you do not use enough water, there will be small lumps of unsoaked

lime. ,Thi46,is calTe0 "burned" lime.
7 .

Ibb

0

GAUGING PLASTERS

Regular "neat" gypsums are not the same as gauging blasters. The gaulging,

plasters are specially ground. The name "gauging plaster" tells what- it

does.

A gauging plaster control-lOr gauges) the speed of thelinish.coat set.

Gauging plaster can be a quick, medium or slow set. Instead of using acceler-

ltor or retarder admixtures, always try to use the, correct set gauging plaster.

The Common Gauging Plasters Are:

Regular gauging plater. (available in quiA or medium set).

Molding plaster (for fine work fast setting).

Keenas cement (a special pla;ler, .not,reallpa cement, sets slower).

Since these are gypsum materials, they are almost always'used for interior

work rather than exterior work.

GYPSUM-LIME:PUTTY TROWEL FINISH

This material is often called white coat finish. It is used as a finish coat

,when

a white surface without texture is needed. Be sure to follow the mixing

proportions you are given in the 'speifications. -Check cracking, crazing, bond
4

failure or softness can appen if you don't,

Mixing,
or

. /

Can,bearing-mixed as described later in this module.
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Example: 10,1bs. of dry gypsum uging plaster.

30.1bs. of hydrated lime.

0^

When used_aseo finish coat over a lightweight base-coa, adding 1/2 cubic

fOot of fine silica sand o°1- perlite fines for each 100 lbs. of gaUlling plaster

is recommended. Fora harder surface, 'add more plaster. More than a 2:3 mix

will be hard to spread. ,

Gypsum -Lime Putty is a low cost material that spre4ds easily. It works well

APon a' mediUm suction base.

KEENES CEMENT -LIME 'PUTTY TROWEL FINISH

Makes a hard surface. Since there are also/hard veneer plasters and hard
J

regular gypsum pla,lsav-atlAble, Keenes cement may not be used as much. The

mix should be used only, wi4 veYy=stnorrgibase coats. After applying, watch

the surface and occasionally trowel until completely set..

Mixing

Can be machine mixed or ring mixed,

Keenes cement is used as the "gauging plaster."

Example: Medium Hard Finish, 100 lbs. Keenes cement to 50 lbs. dry

hydrated lime.

Example,: Extra Hard Finish, 100 lbs. Keenes cement to 25 lbs. dry .

hydrated lime.

When used with ligtitweight.aggregate base coats, add at least 1/2 cubic foot

of tilica sand or "Hite fines for each 100.1bs. 4 eenes cement.

'

The hardness of the finished surface depends on the amount of lime used. More

lime means a less hard surface. Keenes.cement can also be used without lime.

As long as'the plaster is on the mortarboard and unset; it can be wetted and

remixed. Keenes cement is a slow setting material (2, 4,.6 hours).
re.

PREPARED GYPSUM'IROWEL FINISH

This material is mill mixed, so there is good quality control among batches.

109
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It 4s easy to work and sets to a very hard surface: It develops a good..bond,,.
_

I e%
.

over,,a gypsum base.
4.;

t .

,..

Mixing

Can be mixed insa box or by machine.

4

7-

Needs only6 have water added. Rix does not have lime in it.

\e

To get the best results, a very thin first coat can be applied4 It should be
'44

4-finish trowelededrly; before it sets.

KEENES CEMENT-LIME-SAND FLOAT FINISH
.

Thistis a common flo.at finish that resists cracking. It is ofte4l used over

lightweight aggregate base coats. Color can be mixed with the dry plaster to
make a Colored plaster.

Mixing

Can be box or machthe mixed.

. The kind of texture you will get is controlled by the(tvne dnd amount of sand
that is used. A mix that is _good for textu-ring is:

100 lbs. Keene cement

100 lbs. hydrated lime

300 lbs. silica sand
,

4

This is a. low-cost finish. The sand float. finish is less Tikely to crack than

a'smooth trowel-finish. If a gauging plgster is added to change the set time,

it shOuld be added just before the Material is applied. Gauging plaster shobld

not be added at any other time.

GYPSUM-SAND FLOAT FINISH, ,

A common finish cot?. At with the keenes-Lime-Sand Float Finith, ttie'textur%

is controlled by the amount and type of'sand used. It sets fatt.

4
Mixing

Can be mixed by box or by machine. ,

0

110
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1/4

A common mix is 1 part gypsum to 2 parts of very fine white sand that has been

size-screened.

Usually it is floated with a rubber sponge or a sponge float. May also be

floated by clipping/carpet onto a drywall sander. If-Vie sandis too fine, it -

can make tiny cracks and a weak surface. It should not be put on too thick.

It should not be used to fil1 hollows or cavities because it can Mack. It is

often applied the day after the brown coat was applied.

V

ACOUSTICAL PLASTERS

An acoustical plaster is specially made to have holes inside it after it
"tom

Tkiete holes "trap'' sounds and noises to help soundprOof a space% ,It is used

on ceilings and on the, upper parts of walls where abrasion is not likely to

happen.

Icing
. Usually ready-mixed'at the mill.

4

rt

Acoustical plaster is not as hard as other pliasters. It does not have great

suction. It is applied in 2 or more coats, by hand or by achine. If applied

in 2 coats, etch sholAci be 1/4" thick. The best total thi ness is 1/2". Les-s

thick means it won't work-well as a soundproofing. More than 1/2" of material

440 ,to the cost, but does not atd much ter, the sound prcofin. It resists

- crackfrig and can b6' shaped,to fit fancy shapes or contours.

RING MIXING
4

Used to mix the Gypsum-Lime Putty Trowel Finish. SometimeSused to mixKeenes

Cement-Lime Trowel` Finih.

1. Forin the lime putty into a large r nq: Place some putty in .

the center of the ring and spread me over the bottom.

2.. Place a trowel on the lime. You w' 1 pour the water over the

trowel.. It helps keep frorp was Otwiy the lime:

'3. 'Pour Clean water over the trowel.

1111.

(See the illustration on.the following page.) .

.

I.
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4. Sift gauging plaster in slowly. Let ,it sink into the water. Keep

if from making lumps. The mixture should stand until there is no

gauging plaster left on the water.

.$
WARNING: The lint in,this mtx can hurt you. Do not let it splash: If

some should splash in your eyes, flush'it out with clean water

immediately.

5. Right away, start mixing the plaster and the pity. 4Use the hawk

and,the trowel. (The plaster start to set as soon as it gets

t.)
ior

6. Start in the center by breakin p the stiff, soaka plaster and

idlfixing :in the putty.

7. :Cut An the inner part of the putty ring and mix it.

8. Push in the outer edge of the. piftty ring and mix it.

9. lite right away.

G 1EiC
I. The bafth should be-handled as little as possible. Any mixing"

or moving will make it set faster..

2. A special mechanical mixer can also be used. It is especially

good with limes that don't have to be soaked.
se of

11,2
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INDIONJAL1111) Lt RNING SYSTEMS

oiSelf ,
A ment

COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS BY WRITING TAE CORRECT WORD OR WORDS IN

THE BLANKS PROVIDED.

I. When ring fin ing, a . is used to keep the
.

putty,from away.
I

2. When lime is going to be soaked, it has to be into the

water to keep from forming. IP

3. The Keenes Cement-Lillk-hand Finish is
P

likely to crack,than a trowel finish.

4. The thickness of a finish coat is usually at least

but not more than inch.

,

5. When mixing lime, remember that it.can

6. A gauging plaster

set.

p
you.

inch,.

the of the finish coat -

7. Gypsum-Sand Float Finish can be floated with a

or a

8. When ring mixing, the

the water slowly.

9. The walls and ceilings are about

in a room.

'13

plaster is

12;)

into

of what a person saps

0



ftere are common gypsum finish coats.

. Hydrated li has to '?e soaked = to hours
before using,it.

cf,

. 12. ,fhe total thickness of acoUstical'plaster should not be more than
inch.

13. The more lime you aOd to,a mix, the it will get.

_14. Lime makes a mix to work.

.15. An acoustical plaster has

4f

I

"114
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Self Assessment
Answers

1. trowel, lime, washing.

2. .sifted, lumps,

3. float, less.

4. 1/16, 1/8

5. hurt

6. controls, speed

7. rubber sponge, sponge float

8. gauging, sifted

9. 3/4

10. 6

11. 12, 24

12. 1/2

13 F softer

14: easier

15. holes

0

*IA

V
V

5

I.
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Job Sheet
COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING TASKS.

a J iMaterials: Hydrated lime, gauging plaster, Keenes cement; sand, mixing' tools
...

and equipment.

Qs.

\-1

1. Soak hydrated 1imeas\.described in this module.

.2.. Mix gypsum-lime putty plaster us the ring mixing method described

in this chapter.

\
3. Use a mechanical method to mix at least one other finish' plaster described

in the module.

4 ,

.

4.

1 1 6

=



INDIVIDV LIZ D LEARNING SYSTEMS

Ik Post
A e t It

LISTED BELOW ARE SEVERAL STATEMENTS. THE STATEMENT IS TRUE, PLACE A '2'.

IN THE BLANK PROVIDED. IF THE STATEMENT IS FALSE, PLACE AN "F" IN THE BLANK.

1. ff sand that is too fine isiused to maize Gypsum-Sand Float Finite

plaster, then the sand can make'tiny cracks in the 'plaster.
\

1

. 2. Lime iS used to make gauging plaster set faster.

3. GypSm6m-Lime Putty Master-can be troweled to make a white surface

without texture.

4. The finish coat ives a wall a straight, true surtce.

0

. 5. When ring mixing,.make a. ring of gypsum plaster and'sift the lime

inthe center'.

' 6. One important part of soaking lime is to make sure there is a smodth

paste without any lumps.

7. Prepared gypsum plaster develops a good bond over a gypsum base:

B. A finish coat is sometimes put on in 2 layers.

9. When ring mixing, the hawk and trowel are used to mix the materials.

10. With Keenes Cement-Lime.Putty plaster, add more lime to make a harder

surface.

117
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11. f The total thickness of acoustical platter should not be Are than 1/8

'inch.

12. Acoustical plaster is harder than other plasters.

Hydrated lime is a type of lime that has to be soaked for at least

12 hours.

14. Keenes-Cement-Lime-Sand plaster tends to get a lot of cracks when it

is floated.

15. Trowel finishes have a grainy texture.

110
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instructor e

Post Assessment Answers

-if

1. 'T
0

2. .F

3. T

4. F

5. F

). T

8., T

9. T

10. F

11. F

c 12.. F

13. T

14. F

15. F

t

-+

V.

,

1
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COMMON VENEER PLASTERS

/";

/

Goal:

The student will be able to identify

and explain the characteristics of

materials used in common veneer Plaster-
.

ing, including when the materials are

used, how thick they are applied (to

what tolerance) and will demonstrate

(execute) know)edge by mixing materials

to trade standard!

1 2 C

Performance Indicators:
The stu0eRt will successfully complete a

Self Assessment, a Job Sheet and a Post

Assessmoint.

132
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING 'SYSTEMS

Study Guide

.

0.

In order to finish this module, do the following tasks.' Check each item off

as you complete it.

1. Read the Goal and Performance Indicators on the cover of the module.

This will tell you what you will learn4y studying the module, and

how you will show you've learned it.

2. Read the Introduction. The Introduction will tell you why the module /

is an impartant part of the plastering trade.

3. Study the Information section. This section will give you the informs-
.

,tion you need to understand the subject.

4. Take the Self Assessment exam. This is a test for you to.proNte to your-

self that you have learned the material you have studied. Compare your

answers with the answers on the-Self Assessment Answer Sheet, which is

on the page following the Self Assessment. If you, scored poorly,

re-study the Information section or ask your teacher for help.

5. DO the Job Sheet. Follow the instructions at the top of the Jot Sheet.

The tasks listed on the Job Sheet will help you develop skills w *ich

will be helpful, to you.

6. 'Take the Post Assessment exam. Give the exam to your teacher after

you have completed it. Your teacher will grade it for you.

121
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

ntroduction

Veneer plastering gets its name because the v r systems use a very thin layer

of plaster. The da that veneer °systems are easy and quick has made them very

popular. They can save-the boss time on the job. 'And that saves money.. Much

of the work done today uses veneer techniques And materials. This module

help you learn about mixing and using veneer plasters.

122
,134
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pp. 72-74, 148-157.
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Base Coat." National Association of Home Builders 1979. pp. 8-11.
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNitIrc SYSTEMS

informati6ii
4

Veneer plastering can save a lot of time. Many jobs can be started and finished

the same day. The surface can be painted 24 hours after it is finished. Veneer

plasters are mill mixed, so only clean water is needed. Veneer mixes easily and

can be troweled to a smooth finish or can be' lightly textured. As with regular

gypsum plasters, it is used mainly to cover interior surfaces. Some special

thin-coat veneers are available for exterior work.

Veneer plaster, is usually app]ied only to specially made..gypslboard lath. If

this board lath shows any damage, t must be fixed before the veneer is applied.

Follow th-enufacturer's directions for faded areas as well as paper rip,.4

etc. licere are also. Materials that can be sprayed on regular gypsum4oard so

S

'that veneer can be used.

The joints between pieces of board lath are covered with fiber glass tape set

in veneer,.or can 'be covered with paper tape that is put iv, spetialejoint

compound. Care must be taken to make sure taped joints don't show through the

thin veneer, and'the compound in the taped areas has to set up before the veneer

is applied. J. e

4

Veneer can be put on masonry or paintedsurfaces if a bonding agent is used.

Masonry surfaces'must be level. Veneers are also available for use over radiant

heating systems.

There are two veneer systems, a one-coat system.and a two-coat system: The

total thickness of either system is not morlthanjY16u-to,,3/32".

The veneer pfasterss can pe applied hand,using.regular tools and techniques.

If applied with a spraying machine, the fast set of veneer can make problems."

Venee'r'Sets faster when it is, sprayed than when it is applied by hand: Special

veneers are available for use with spraying equibMent.

124 13G isik
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Cage-typeBlade

A special cage-type mixer blade is used to mix the plaster. The blade'is powered
by a high speed drill (900 -1000 rpm):

When Mixing, use a.12 to 15 galjon..contairier W.ith,smooth s-l'des.. 'Thercontainer

lhoUld g464tron enough to hold up:6 the blow of the blades hitting it. Ife
.

themixing ls done too 'Ong, this will mal,ce(it set faster: Sin

4
it sets

1110

-7--

quickly anyway, you don't have any time to kStetiy mixing it g. Thy

can save mesS'ontyour mortarboard by covering it with *raft'Apaper. Put the.

.plaster on he'paper and then throw the paper away
.

when'you areF-done..
, , C

. -,

1" J
The set tiiiie'is about 40 to 60 minutes. ThatAmeans'youllte io have itlall

t -
...-r- applied tiy-then. It-is yery'important to follow themanufacturer's directions

about the '.unt of water used -,(as well as all other,direC'tPions). Also remember .

to spread ear, coat well. Veneer Plaster dbes not cover up"mistakes.' Anything
-,.. will shpw thr gh. ,

.

41,i,, ;S.
. ,

G4ERAL RULES FOR VENEER WORK 4
Winds, breezes and drafts-should be kept away when you are4orking with veneer.,

Any *ind,of wind -will Make it set faster, A temperature of 55° to 60°4,F.'is

.good..

'Joint 'lapin
! _

The fibeoglassitape can

t5i.10 On Onemside. T

'0,
11C

\I. .
. . , .

b' stapled in. place., Some fiber 01a9s.tapg has adhe-
..,

pe can be pressed onto the veneer' gypsum board. With

1 2,5
13 7.
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11111.10L

all kinds of tape, be sure that the pieces are not overlapped. ltverlappea

tape will show through the veneer plater. The adhesive type of tape should

be pressecralong its whole length to make sure it sticks good. Thisti)1

also get rid of any wrinkles.

The stapled tape is if on with 3/8" staples. Wall and jhrtition anglor-are

stapled on only one side. Work froM top to bottom, anci the tape has to bridge

joints at interior corners. "" oar

Glass fiber tape is preset by embedding it in veneer plaster. This plasterhasl

to set before plastering is started. Presetting makes tht mesh of the glass

fiber tape expand. Beads and trims also must be.filled.

A

Veneer base coat is the, W1 if you are using a 2-coa ystem. Usepthe veneer

finish if you are working with a 170-colt system. Apply the full'coat when the

material as set, but before it dries.

When using paper tape, first fill the joints with a special joint compound.

The tape is embedded in this. Center the tape.over the joint. Press it into

the joint compound with e'trowel held at a 45° angle. Use the trowel to get

'rid of extra compound when you press it along the tape. Night =after the tape is

embedded,.apply a skim coat of compound:. This will.mean,there is Jess chance
4for edges to wrinkle, curl or crack.

'Let this set, then puton a.fill coat of compound. Feather this coat out about

3 or 4 inches on.each side of the. tape. Let this set'. It sfiould also be at

PT
. least partly dry before plastering. (Totally dry is bett r.) Embedding the tape'i

andcovering.it with,a fill coat should be done as two separate steps.
//'

APPdYING THE ONE-COAT SYSTEM'
-

`One coat veneer. is applied by using'thescratch arid double-back method. Most

of the plaster is put on in the f st coat. Make the whole surface as even as

possible, about 1/16" thick. When this is firm, double back with a sklicoat.

Smooth surface to at least 3/3211ick. Just before Ihe.surface sets,:trowel

to a finish. Use as little water as possible. Use light pressure On the

trowel to keep the veneer from blistering` ,;

126
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APPLYING THE TWO-COAT, SYSTEM

The tape-and-compound must be set up before starting. Apply a thin scratch

coat over the whole area. Use plaster fromAhe same batch and double back.

The first coat should be 1/16" to 3/32" thick. This coat should make a level
./

surface. Brush or cross-rake with a fine wirelake before the coat sets.

When troweling the finish coat, hold the trowel flat. Use as-little water,as

you can. This troweling is done after the, surface is firm but before the final

set,

NOTES
411

ON APPLYING ONE- AND TWO-COAT SYSTEMS

1. Planrso that all of one area can be covered at one time. Work

to a ceiling angle Or wall corner,

2. Do the ceiling first.
0.0d

3. Veneer set.can usually be seen when the p4aster starts to get
*.

darker. 4

4. Don't overtrowel througb the set.

5. _If les* than 1/16" thick, dryout, cracking, surface softnels

or dusting may happen.

6. If scratch and double-back is not done, blistering is very likely

ng

1. Don't add anything unless the manufacturer recommends it.

2. Add the plaster slowly wile'the-mixer is turnin

3. After all the plaster has beenadded, mix at least 2 minutes

longe,r. Dornot mix more than 5 minutes.

4.- Extra mixing just takes away from your working time.
. .

5. Meng at too slow a speed can make lum4s. It will also take away

from your workiig time. .
-

4

change6. Hot or cold weather and SOt*or cold mixing water can c ae the
(

set time.

7. Tgols that have not been clewed properly can also speed, up the
.0

.
.

.set time. °

:

r
..

1 2 7 130
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RADIANT HEAT SYSTEM

Apply and-trowel parallel to theodirection of the heat system's cables. Be
sure to cover all the catrle used to conduct heat.

4:

Level and lightly scratch the base coat. The'base coat should beabout 3/16"
thick. Apply finish coat 1/16" to 3132" thick:, It can usually/be apPlied.. .

the day after the base coat. Use the scratch and double-back technique. the
first coat should be thin:

-

4

4
4

t,

5*,
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Self
rnent

,COMPLETE-THE FOLLOO,NG STATEMENTS BY WRITING THE CORRECT WORD OR WORDS IN THE
BLANKS PROVIDED.

1. One coat veneer Is applied by Using'the !

method.

40 2. Set time for most veneer is to

and

3. The total thickness of most veneer systems is not more than

inth to ' inch.

4. Presetting makes. the

S. Masonry surfaces must be

6. Whey apply,'"

minutes.

of the glass fiber tape

veneer, do the

4P.
if a veneer will be used.

first.

7. , It is very important to follow the manufacturer's directions about the
amount of . to be used.

, B. .Veneer plastering can save a lot of and

9. The first coat n,the 2-coat system is or

10. You can save mess on your mortarboard by-covering it with

4

II.- Tdpe that is will, show through the veneer.
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-12 Veneer is used mainly to cover
k

13. If applied 5y machine, veneer will tet-

14. Veneer plaster does not cover up .

surTaces.

15. Some veneers are made to be used Plover radiant

L
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Self Assessment
Answers

$

a

01

1. scratch, double-back

2. 40, 60

3. 1/16, 3/32

4. Mesh, expand

5. level

6. ceiling

7. water

8. time, money

9. .brushed, cross-raked

10. kraft paper

11. overlapped
O

12. interior

13.. faster

14. mistakes.

15. heatinT°
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COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING TASKS..

Materials. Tools and equipment for mixing veneer plaster, veneer plaster

mixes (both 4i-coat and 2-coat), admixtures/aggregates recommended,

for use with the veneers, admixtures/aggregates-not recommended for

use with the veneers, veneer board lath pieces.

AP

a4

1. Mix several batches of veneer plaster. -Add recommended materials to some

of the batches. Add materials which are not recommended to some of the

batches. Keep track of what was put in each batch. Mix at least one

batch to which nothing extra is added. .

2. Repair any damaged areas on the board lath.

Apply some of each batch to a piece of veneer-board lath.

4. Let the plaster materials cure and watch what happens.

5. Use the space below to describe what happens.

1A4,f



INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING TEMS

Post
Assessment

.)

LISTED BELOW ARE SEVERAL STATPEgTS. IF THE STATEMENT IS TRUE, PLACE A "T"

.IN-THE BLANK PROVIDED. 'IF,THE STATEMENT IS FALSE, PLACE AN"P IN THE BLANK.

1. When applying veneer to a radiant heat system, never trowel parallel

to the_heating cableS..

.'v

2. Veneer plastering saves a lot of work but takes more time.

3. Use heavy pressure when veneer surface to keep it from

**. blistering.

4. The. total thickness of most veneer systems is about 3/4 inch.

5. Board lath jints are covered, with masking tape before applying the

veneer.

6. Veneer plaster should never be less than 1/16 inch thick.

7. Any type of board lath'can be used as a base for veneer without

special preparations.

,8- Veneer should never be used on. painted surfaces.

9. Veneer plasters have to be mixed with a high speed drill.

4111.

10. When the plaster starts getting darket, you know it has begun.to set.

11. Veneer plasters are hard to mix.

1 3 3
, 14



12. When'using paper joint tape,'embedding'the tape and covering it with

a fillIcoat should be done as one step-.

13. w

1111

ying, special veneer plasters are often used.

,

14. Board lath jdints have t4 be covered very carefully.

15. You shotld plan your work so that all of one area can be covered at

one time.

11

16. veneer shouldkbe mixed at least 2 minutes after everything is added,

but never more than 5 minutes.

0

44

V1114
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS.
..

. instructor d

Post Assessment Answers
)

F

1.

2.

3.

4.

F

F

F

F

.

...

A

5. F

6. T

7. F

8. F

9. T

10. T

11. F

12. F

13. T

14. T 0

15. T

16. T

. flt

I

f
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COMMON STUCCO PLASTERS

MM.

Goal:

The student will be able to identify

Sand explain the characteristics of ,

materials used in commonostucco plaster-

, ing, including when used, how thick

applied (to what tolerance) and will

demonstrate (execute) knowledge by mixing

materialvto trade standard.

136

Performance Indicators:

The student fill successfully complete

a Self Assessment, a Job Sheet and a

Post Assessment.

14E



INDIVIpUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Study Guide
In order to Finish this module, do the following tasks. Check each item off

as you complete it.

I. Reed the Goal and Performance Indicators on the cover of the module.

This will tell you what you will learn by studying the module, and

how you will show you've learned it.

r

2. Read the Introduction. The Introduction will tell you why the module

is an important part of the plastering trade.

3. Study the Informarn.section. This section-wig give yoU the informa.-.

tion you need to understand the subject.

4. Take the Self Assessment exam. This is a test for you to prove to your-

self that you have learned the material you haVe studied. Compare your

answers with the answers.on the Self Assessment Answer Sheet, which is

on the page following the'Self Assessment. If you. scored poorly,

rt-study the Information section or ask your teacher for help.
_

\

5. Do the Job Sheet. Follow the instructions at the top of the Job Sheet.

The tasks listed on the Job SheetAll help you develop skills which

will be helpful to you.
t

6. Take the Post Assessment exam. Give the/exam to your teacher, after

Y9/have completed it. Your teacher will grade it for you.

137
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS.

.

introduction

c

, 4 4

',
This module1will help ypu learn about plaster materials that can be used out-

side. They make a waterproof. surface over lath or ther bases. The- plastel-

material i,s called portland cement plaster or stucco: this module will help

you learn about mixing the different coats of common §tucco mixes.

I

,..

ii

/

ie.

--

k

1
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

41P

'Supplement ry
eferences

t .

e._

1: Plastering Skill and actice. F. Van Den Bran*. 1971. pp. 142-147.

O

2. Incentive,Apprentceship Training for Plasterers. "Unit 4: Materials II
and Bases." National'Associatjon of Home tAlrie s. 1979. pp. 15-22.

. .

. .

4
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS.

Information

Stucco is mainly usecaputside, but can also be used on 'interior walls, such
.as where mtki..:471rMTp%be a problem or the walls will...get hard wear. Stucco
is called portland cement plaster n uselfor interiors. Stucco is fire

"Psistant and durable.,. The str ngth and density of it gets better as it gets
..older.

It can be applied by hand or by machine. Stucc an be applied to metal lath,

masonry, concrete, 'old stucco: Metal lath shoul7be galvanized if the wall will
ibe exposed'to moisture. Use a bpding agent where needed.

Limitations

I. Do not apply stucco over q, plum lath or gypsum plaster.

2. The curing of stucco takes longer and needs Special care.

1nNotes

411,,

3. It cannot be applied in freezing weather idithout taking special

steps.

4. It may react to aluminum.

I. Keep stucco dam0 as longas possible. It,must be kept.damp'.

until it has set and-is hard.

2. Care must be taken to keep water Trom getting behind the
,stucco.

3. Stucio base coats areialso covered in the module on base

coat. (See the chart "Base Coats for gypsum and Stucco"

in that module.)

OVERVIEW OF STUCCO

The basic mix1, for stucco is 1 part cement to 3 parts sand. Bekse coats are

made with sand that is more coarse and finish coats are made with sand that

1.4 ...
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is more fine. It is usually a good idea to make the mix as poor (less cement)

ai passible, to help stop cracking.

For high' suction bases, you should set the base i stead of changidg the mix.

°The only time to change the base mix would be in very hot weather or with a
very high suction base. Then, add a bit more sand and water. But always try
to get by with as little added as possible. .Adding water affects stucco more
than it does a gypsum plaster.

When being put over framing, the total thickness has to be at least 3/4" to
1 ". Anything 'less will crack. If stucco'is being applied to masonry, 1/2"
to 5/8" might be enough. Generally, stucco should not be put-on any base that
is not as strong as the stucco. There are two ays to apply Stucco:

1. Conventional Method, apply similar to gyp vim materials, with
S

2. Monolithic Method, the different -coats are applied very soon

after each other. The whole thickness ends up more like one,

unit, more like concrete.

2 or 3 coats. Let each coat set before applying the next.

Curing Stucco

The temperature should be at least 50° F. If,the temperature is lower, the

stUcco will cure slower. It must be sprayed withJine water mist while it is
.curing. This is to keep it from drying out before it sets. Windbreaks and

shades can be used in slaw down the drying out.

For colored stucco, be sure to follow any special ranufacturer's directions, ,

Chemical spray -on cures can also be used to speed up.the cure time. If a

chemical cure is used on a base coat, make sure it can be plastered over. The

brown coat has to be uniformly damp to make sure the color of the finish coat
will be uniform. Admixtures can also be used that will affect the curing time

4

Coat

CURING SCHEDULE

Moist Cure Setting Tlne Between Coats

Scratch 12-24 hours 24748.hours

Brown 48 hours minimum 7 days minimum

Finish 1 :24 hours 48 hours minimum

141 153



SCRATCH COAT

Try not to'disturb this coat with extra troweling or movement *hen it is

being applied. Doing so can make it break off, orsweaken the bolt:.

Mixing

bne part cement to 3 parts sand for most 'work.

'43 1/2 for high suction bases.

('
Apkgying

scratch coat has to be at left 3/8" thick. Usual' is.38" to 1/2".

'Score.the coat before it 4-ardens, 2 directions on ceiling, horizontally on ,

walls. Keepamp until brown coat is applied.

rBROWN COAT

Sometimesja little Aoterproofing is added to the mix for the brown coati Water

loss is less this way. M.working surface is lovi suction lor "cool") when

the vaterpro9fing is-used.

Mixing

The 1:3 mix is common.

-

Applying

The brown coat has to 'Ipe atleast 3h8", thi. Some feel '1/2" is better. Some

plasterers like to lightly cross-scratch the brown coat of exterior work;

/ 6, ' , ..

Water should not be-applied when Nodding or floating the brown coat. It'can
. .

be applied 24 hours after'the scratch coat.. The scratch coat must be evenly

damp. The surface is trued and evened by rodding, then floatgd to compact and
, .

flatt n. Do not leave slick or smooth spots on on coat. A it of roughness .

is n dtd make a good bond for the.finish, coat.

Is

,

FINISH COAT

It'May take more time to work a stucco finish coat to the texture-yo0 want.
I

The finish coat should be moisture-cured at least 24 hours after it is applied.

1.42 154
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MIxing.

r A float finish may need a 1:2' mix to be worked easily. Other finish mixin

proportions are also possible. Sbme are listed later'in this module.
L

Applying

Thicknes should not be less than 1/8". if a larger aggregate is used,,thick-

ness may vary up to 1/4".

If the brown coat,has been kept damp, a finish coat can be applied after 24
hours. Wait at least 7 days if the brown coat has dried. Most common float

tools can be used to get a desired surface.

I
,-MONOLITHIC, METHOD

Thecoats are applied soon dter,each other. The effect becomes more.of a

'single coat, something like concrete. .Machine spraying is often used with

til4s method. A .solid backing is needed.

Mixing

The 1:3 mix can be 'used.

p

Applying

In applying 2 coats, each should be abolit VS": The first can be a bit more,

the second a bit leSs. Apply the first coat; 'Let it set until firm. TNT.,

apply the finish coat. The finish coat can often be put on 3 or 4 hours after

the first c at.

,

Sometimes 3:coat work is done-over a flexible lath. Let the scratch coat set

up hard before browning. This will-give you the firm surface needed.

OTHER MIXES

(See the charts on the following' pipe.)
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MIXES FOR STUCCO WITH LIGHTWEIGHT AGGREGATE

Portland
_ Autoclave Mason

Cement Perlite Vermiculite Lime ' Cement Water

1 bag 3/4 bag

nrtelig 3/4.bag

1 bag

1 bag

3/4 bag

3/4 bag .

1/2 bag

1/2 bag 4.
1/2 bag

1/2 bag

OTHER STUCCO MIXES (By Volume)

APortland Cement Lime Sand

10 gal.

10 gal.

11 gal.

11 gal.

4

1/4 to 2 5 to 1Q 40110-

1/2 fo 1 1/4 4 1)2 to 9

1 1/4.1i6 2- 5 to 10

Stucco can be remixed before the second set begins. But don't add more water.
Portland element is availlble in, white or gray color. Too rich a mix makes
cracks. 'Too. poor a mivmakes less strength (and als*o cracks). If colors or
other admixtures are used, make sure the use-is recommended by the manufacturer.

. EXPOSED AGGREGATE MIXES SUCH AS MARBLE-4E7E

Marblecrete can be made by combining marble dust with stucco Plaster: Many
different aggregates could be used:- Marble chips, pebbles', glass, quartz,
etc. Also the stucco can be colored to match or contrast with the aggregate

t
material. The combinations are as many as you can,imagine.

The final surface is easy to take care of, durable and waterproof. It is a
-bit'like a "texture," like forming stuCco,t0-4400k'like rocks or bricks.

One mix is:

Portfand cement 100 pounds.

Sand' 1 bag.
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C

Autoclaved lime 50 pounds

Water 020 gallons

#16-marble dust 100 pounds

120 marble dust 100 pounds

4
When using a mechanical4mixer, add the materials in this order:

1. Water.

2. One half of the coarse silica sand.

3: Autoclaved lime.

4. Portland cement.

5. #16 marble dust.

6. #20 marble dust (add slowly)

7. Remaining silica sand.

Continue to mix the materials for about 5 minutes after all materials have

been added. More water may be needed. Apply about 1/2" thick.
.

Other exptsed aggregate finish,coats can be made by mixing portl'and cement with

latex, liquid acrylic, polymer or lastric type binders and recommended aye-

gates. A paddle mixer is often used to blend the materials. There are also

epoxy-type binders which only become "active" when two special materials are

mixed together.. With all miie, be sure to follow the manufacturer's mixing

and application directions very carefully. The thickness of a finish coat using

these materials may be 1/8" or less.

145 15;'
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Self.
Ass s

fr

let

COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS BY .WRITING THE CORRECT WORD OR WORDS IN THE

BLANKS PROVIDED:

-' 1. Stucco ca4 be'remixed before the set begins.

2.
A

Stucco must be kept damp until it has and is

3. For curing, the temperature tiou-ld be at. least

4. The thickness of the finish coat can be from inch to

inch, depending on the of the aggregate.

5. Stucco is. called portland cement

work .

6. Tits basic mix for stucco is

Oiris sand.,

when used for interior

part cement to

7. Portland cement is availablb in and

colors.

8. Over framing, the total thickness bras to be at least

9. Stucco may react to

10. With the monolithic method, the effect becomes more of a

coat, something like-
.
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9 11. If possible, you should

,the mix.

.

the base instead of

4

.

12. The strength and density%f stucco gets as it gets older.
\p

13. Marblecrbte is an aggregate,mix made with marble

14. In 3 -coat work, the scratch and broWn,coats.har to be at least

inch thick:

/

15. The curing of stucco takes than gypsum plasters.

.

is
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Self Assessment
Rnswejs 16.,

1. second

2: set, hard

3. 50° F.

4. 1/8, 1/4, size

plaster

6. 1, 3

7. white, gray

8. 3/4

9. aluminum

10. single, concrete

11. wet, Age

'12. better

13. exposed, dust j .\

14. 3/8

15. longer

148
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INDIVIDUALIZED kEAFINING. SYSTEMS
4

Job Sheet

COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING TASKS:

Materials: Tools, equipment and materials needed to prepare at least 3 small

batches of a 1:3 stucco mix, 3 sheets of plywOOd.

1. Mix a small batch of 1:3 stucco mix. Add extra saneand see whet happens.

Spread the mix on a sheet of plywood.

Mix a small batch of 1:3 stucco mix. 'Add extra portland cement ,and see

what happens. Spread it on 4 sheet of 'plywood.

3. Mix a small batch of 1:3 sti'doco mix. Spread it on a sheet of plywood.

4. Cure all nheets covered with stucco mix.

5. Use the space below to deicribe what happens with easp of the sheets.

r.

1 4 9 1 61
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Post
Asses

LISTED BELOW ARE SEVERAL STATEMENTS. IF THE STATEMENT IS TRUE, PLACE A "T"

IN THE BLANK PROVIDED. IF THE STATEMENT IS FALSE; PLACE AN"F",IN THE BLINK.

1. With the 3-coat method, scratch coat has to be at 'least 3A inch thick.

2. For-high suction bases, you should wet the base instead Qf changing the

mix.

3. Stuceb can be used on interior walls.where they might get hard wear.

4. Exposed aggregate -mixes are sand blasted to bring the aggregate to the

'surface.

5. he finis eat should not be less than 1/8 inch thick.

6.,/ Chemicals ca be used to speed up a cure.

7. -. The basic stu o mix is 1 part sand to 3 parts cement.

8. With the monolithic me d, the inish coat can often be applied

3 or 4 hours after the irst coat.

The brown coat should be troweled as smooth as possible.

10. Stucco cannot be applied in freezing weather without special care.

11. If thektemperature is below 500 F., stucco will cure faster.
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12. -J When using the monolithic Mtthod, each coat should be'about 1 inch

thick.

13. Stucco can be applied by the rr olithic or the concrete methods.

14. The finish coat should be moisture -cured at learf7 days after it ¶s

applied.

415. Stocco is a good-material to put over aluminum.

:.0
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wID a

0

Instructor
4* Post Assessment Answ_ers

a

6 1 .

2. T

3. T t

F

.5. T

T

7. F

8.

1

1

10. ,T

11. F

12. F

13. F

F

15. F

4

0
4
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NEW SYSTEMS

4

A

S

The student,wilT be able, to identify and

explain the characteristics of'mateHals

used in new systems'(such as,pryvit,

Cimpo-Settef or Con) of plastering;

' _including when the materials are used,

how thick-they are:applied (to what

tolerance) and will demonstrate
.

knoWTedge WITIstailing and finishing

a surfaceto'Irade standard.

t.

L4

4

r_ -4a

a

1-53

Performance Indicators:
''Thestudent:will,successfully.compTate

a5e1T Assessment; a"Job Sheet, and a

Post Assessment.
411.
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INDIVIDUAL D LEAVONG . SYSTEMS

4 r
a

u A y Guide
.

In order to finish this module, do the fbllowing tasks. Che ach item off

as you complete it".

.

Read the 1 and Performance Indicatdrs on-the cover of the module.

This'will 11 you what you will learn by studying the module, and
c

how you will showdou've ler@rned it. /

2. ReadctFZNtroduction. The ntroduction will tell you wily the module

is an important part of the plastering trade..

. 3. Study the Info% rmatioq,section. This sectlion will give 'you the. informa-

-tion%Yoti need to understand the subject.'

O

4. Take the Self Assessment exam: This is a test for you to prove to your-

. 4,elfthat you have learned'the material you have studied. Compare your

answers with the answers on the Self'Assessment Answer Sheet, which is

on the page following the Self Assessment. If you scored pborly,

re- study. the Information'section. 6r ask youi- teacher for help.

4

-Do the,Joh Sheet. Follotthe instructionsat the top ofthe-Job.Sheet.

.

A

The tasks listed on the-3ob,Sheet will help you develop skills which

-will be helpful to you.

Take,the Post As'ses4nf exam. Give the exam to-your teacher after

yOu have completed it. Your teacher tolli'grade it for you.

-
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,INDIY1DUALJZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

ritioduction
i

New systems use new-materials. The materials are made so they can be worked

with regular Plaster tools and techniques. But there are special things about

the .new systems and, their materials that you will need to know: New systems

are a growing part of the plastering trade. Thir dule will help you learn,
about them.

,a

S

6
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Supplementary
'References

4
Thermal Wall Insulation and Finish Systems. Compo Indust?tits_, Inc. 1980.'

Entire booklet.,.

2. Exterior Ins at ion - Solid State Systems. Cota Industries. n.d. pp. 1-11.

3. Outsulation, bltior Wall Insulation.and Finish Systems. Dryvit System,

Inc. 1981. pp. 9-11, 20 -23.
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Information
1/4The newsystems use materials that can be worked like plaster. These mat erials

can be fiberglass, %lastic, acrylic, etc. They may be 'used with something like

portland>eme, or they may be used.by theMselves.

Many new systems involve installing insulation at the same time a plasterer is

applying a surface., The materials may be new, but for the most part, the same

tools and,techniques are used.

The insulation is usually a foam plastic panel. The panels can be prefinished

with an exterior coating. All these panels need is to be installed to the frame-
r

work of the building. 'Or the panels can .be finiAed on the job. There are ways
1/4

Ninstall these materials on older buildings as well as'new construction? When

the materials are installed on older buildings, the process is called "retro-

fitting."

The insulation panels axe often put of the outside of the building, Whether it is

a new building or an old one. The insulation board On be precut to fit open:c
ings, prOjection, etc. Then the pieces arefitted atone time. One difference

idir
from gypsum boar ath is that these insulation panels have to be fitted very

tightly together. Putting. the insulation on the exterior can save interior
,

.

space

r-

As With regular plaster materials, steps have to be taken to pretecI new systems'

mattorial from water getting behind the proteCtive surface coats. So, places

where the insulation boaild joiris other materials orthe insulation board ends

(roof lines-,-window jambs', flashings, etc.) must be protected to keep water
-4

from getting behindthe insulation boird Insulation board corner shapes and

'other special shapes are also available.

1 5 i 16U



4,

Panels are available for many different uses. Somecf these uses are: Load-

bearing panels,.-infill panels, fasCia and soffit panels, spandrel, parapet and

curtain wall panels, 2-dimensional and 3-dimensional panels.

4 k

WHAT

-

THE MANUFACTURERS SAY ABOUT THEIR PRODUCTS

1. An insUlation and finish system that can be used as exterior

insulation on'all new construction.

2. Can also be applied to interior wallS.

3. -Can be retr4fitted'to many older buildings

4. Will make an older building look modern and also provide

insulation at less cost than the conventional methods.

5. As an exterior insulation, this will save space on the inside

'of a buildin..

6. Retro-fitting cant-be done tithout major disruption to the buns'-
.

ing's occupants.

7. Can be installed as premade panels. This means the panels can
*

be made inside during bad weather and installed during good

'weather. Provides year-around employment instead of seasonal.

8. Allows more building design for lightweight wall construction.

,9. Cost'saving and energy conserving.

10. Means' lower capacity heat and cooling equipment can be used.

This ts less expensive for new construction.

11. Makes it easiero maintain a stable building temperature.

12. Resists cracking.

13. Very little maiAtenance needed.,

14.' Many finish at textureis.and colors are possible usingiregular

'plastering .techniqueS with the manufacturer's special plastering

materials.

USING THE NEW SYSTEMS.

(See the illustration on the following page.)

, .

1. The base. May be metal or wood stud frame", masonryi concrete,

.etc. See the list of materials that can be used as a base
0

later in.this module.

2. Exterior grade gypsuMillboard lath. 170
158
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3._ Insulation board. In some cases, the insulation board maybe

installed directly on the base material. Inulation board is

available in different sizes, thicknesses and shapes.

Fiberglass mesh fabric. It is embedded in the special primer-

adhesive. Pi-ovides reinforcement for the whole system.

NOTE: Ta improve the shock or stress rating, 2 or more layers

of primer-adhesive and fibergl'ass mesh can be it tailed.

Each layer must be allowed to cure before the t one

is applied. This will help a wall hold up better to
lb

things like vandalism;

5. The combination primer and adhesive malarial. It is applied.

with standard plastering techniques and tools.

6. Plaster material, often portland cement with one or more synthetic

admixtures. Applied with standard plastering techniques and

tools. May serve as either the finish coat or as a base coat

for a following finish/color/texture. An'acrylic sealer coat

- 'is offered.with some systems to go on top of everything else.

NOTE: The names ang exact number of layers will vary depending on the particu- 4

C7lar system you are using.

f 59,
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The following ateNdirections for the use of one particular system. ,Each

111 system will be a bit different, but thee are 4 main parts to all of the

systems.

Insulation board.

Primer-adhesive. mix.

Fiberglass mesh fabric.

Finish materials.

1. Mix,2 gallons of acrylic glue liquid, 1/2 gallon of water,

48 pounds of portland cement and -.I0 pounds of silica sand.

Use a 1/2 inch dkill, mixer with plaster type mixer blade at

a slow speed. ThA is the primer-adhesive material.

2% Glue insulation board to the base. Place a bead of the primer-
.

adhesive around-the perimeter of the board. The bead should

be 1/4 to 1/2 inch high and about 2 inches wide. Cross bead the

length about every 2 feet. Press the insulation board firmly

to the base to make wire there is good contact all over. Butt

all joints tightly.

3. Prepare the surface of the insulation board for tte fiberglass

mesh fabric. Use a stainless steel trowel to apply,a 1/16"

thick layer of the primer-adhesive on the surface of the installed

.
insulation board. 4

4. Put the fiberglass mesh fabric over the adhesive material. Trowel

from the center'of the fabric to the edges to embed it in the

adhesive. All ends must be-lapped at least 2 1/2'inches. It

must be'all of one piece when in a corner. Be sure to avoid any

wrinkles.

5. Let the fabric/adhesive layer cure before applying the finish

coat.

6. Mix the finish coat material by following the manufacturer

directions.. Apply a 1/16" layer using a trowel.

7. When dry, spray or use a roller to apply a pigmented acrylic

sealer.
-

This makes a uniform color and a watertight, seIf-

cleaning surface;

NOTEi The'finish materials can be troweled or sprayed. Floatillg or other

plastering techniques can also be used to make other textlires.
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THE PRIMER-ADHESIVE

This material should not be stored at a temperature below 40° F. The tempera-

ture must be at least 40°4f. when it is being used, and the temperature should

be kept at 40° for 24 hours after installation of the system has been finished.

A common mix for the primer-adhesive uses one part portland cement to 1 part

primeradhesive material. The pot life for mixed primer-adhesive is much like

that of ordinary plaster materials. Container sh uld be kept closed when not

in use. amounts of water may be added to m ntain or improve workability.
11.

ACRYLIC GLASS FIBER PLASTER

This material does away with the fiberglass mesh fabric rt of installing a

system., The fabric does not'have to be used because a cial plaster made

with glass fibers mixed in the portland cement is used.

The acrylic glass fiber (AGF) plaster can be'the finish coat. It can also be

used as a base coat for any of several other finish coat materials. .Apply the

acrylic glass fiber plaster 1/4" to 3/8." thick Use the scratch and double-

:back technique. Bring to a level surface. It is recommended that the last

step be to apply a pigmented acrylic sealer coat.

RETRO-FITTING

Retro-Jitting means putting exterior insulation on an ,order building. Thsh,

techniques of installing the.insulation and surface finish are the same for,

loth new and old construction. But one thing to remember is that the adhe-

sives used to install the insulation board will not stick to all suefaces.

Some surfacesmilked to have a lath installed over them. Examples of surfaces-

that can make this problem are: Plywood, metal siding, asphalted materials,

painted surfaces, masonite and surfaces with hot spots: If you have"any'ques-

tions, you should check with-othe manufactof the system you are using.

0

You can also run a test for yourself. Cover about 1 square foot of the,ques-
.

tioned surface with the system you will be using. Let the test section dry

for at least "3 days, Then remove the test 1ction.

161 *,
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If a layer of the iritulation board sticks to the sufface-, the test is a
success. If the material that the insulation board was put on delaminates,
or if the insulation board does not stick to the surface, then the test was
a failure.

The following materials will usually work if all steps are followed. Any
special manufacturer's recommendations must be followed in all cases.

Masonry

All old masonry surfaces should be

clean water:

h d wiIh_a masonry cleaner. Flush with

Exterior Grade. Gypsum Board Products r
Must be of the grade and Trust meet the Federal specifications recommended by
the manufacturer. Paper covering Trust be firmly bonded to theAgypsu6 core.

Concrete Block

Mus1t be clean and plumb. The surface ca6not have any irregularities of more
than 1/4 inch. b

-ti

, Slab Concrete

May ne9d-to be acid washed ff there are any chemicals leeching from the.con
crete., You may want to test a section to be sure.

Terra Cotta and Brick

Similar, to concrete block. The surface cannot have any irregularities of more
than 1/4 inch.

Stucco

Should not
t
be a painted surface. Make sure the stucco material is sound. Wash

to remove dirt and any loose materials.

Glazed and Other Non-absorbing Surfaces

The surface should be clean. Prime with a 1/16" coat made by mixing 2 parts

primer-adhesive to 1 part portland cement. Allow coat to dry at least 2 days
before installing the insulation board.

16.2 17,1



411.
horizontal Surfaces

Do not use on horizontal surfaces of any kind. There must be a minimum slant

(or "pitch") of 6" in each 12". ikaridingwater will damage the matebials.

L
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111 INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Self
Assessment

4k
COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS BY WRITING THE CORRECT WORD OR. WORDS IN
THE BLANKS PROVIDED.

1. Exterior insulation is

serving.

saving and con-

2. The finish coat is about inch thick4

411
3. Insulation panels have tp be fitted very together.

4. Terra cotta, brick and concrete block surfaces cannot have any irregulari-
. ties greater than inch.

5. New systems use' materials that can be worked like

4
6. As an exterior insulation, new systems can save interior.

7. When embedding the mesh fabric, work from the to the

8. New systems materials should not be used on surfaces.

9. A \ mesh fabric is in the primer-adhesive.

10. The systems can be retro-fitted to s
buildings.

11. .The primer- adhesive` should not be Aored below

'164 17G.
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. 12. List the 4 main parts to all of the new systems.

ft

a
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4

4

Self Assessment
Answers

1. Cost, Energy

2. 1/16

Tightly

4. 1/4

5. Plaster

6. Space

7. Center, Edges

8. Horizontal''

9. Fiberglass, Embedded

10. Older

11. 40 degrees F.

12. Insulation board
Primer Adhesive mix
Fiberglap mesh fabric
Finish materials

11, 166
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

.

4S,#

COMPLETE THf FOLLOWINt\TASKS.

..V., .' A .

Mate,: Supplies, tool's and materia install and finish an, insulation
system.

1. You-will install and finis a surface using new systemimatecials. The
surface area lhouldbe at least 4 fee' by 8 feet and use at least 2 pieces
of intuiatiofi'boar14..

`41

l
2. 'Reid:the man ,

urer is directions fol. the system you, will be using,.
.

3. ,.Dscr be what you, will do in, the space below:
*,..

1 .
all.a.nd finish, using t new systems materials. ,.
...,

. ... . ...,'
A

0

4 45

;

rr

r

a

tie

,

.
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Post
11111. .,

ar

er

1

-10% *

4LISTED BELOW ARE SEVERAL IF THE STATEMENT IS TRUE, 'PLACE A:T"
AN THE BLANK PROVIDED, IF THE STATEMENT II'FALSE,

PLACE AN "F" IN THE BLANK.

1. If a horizontal suc\face ha a pitch of 6" in each 42", the new.ystems
.

materials cannot bee- se

rr

2.. The fiberglass mesh fabric is stapled to the insulation and the primer-
adhesive is;,troweled Over ft.

The new systems Use different materials, but they..arT waited with the
'same tools and techniques.

t

4
4. 'The pot life of mixed pr'imer-adhesjve is much lOnger than, ordinafy

410pla.ster materials.

5. Stucco is one of the 4 main parts'of a new system.
0

The fiberglass mesh fabrio is,used to trap heat in the rnsulation.

7: Slab concrete cannot be used as a base forr

,AV

8. It is more important to get _She
.06

tNin it is to avoid winkles in

fiberglas

the fabric

new Allirratertals.

fabric embedded glickly
ft.d

.

New s stems can be used to insulite and.save space on the inside of
Y9.

.
..a building.

10. Finis'materials are one of the 4- main parts 6f a new system.

c



11. ' Panels can be prefinished or finished on the job._

12. .Firyish.'materials can be troweled, sprayed, flqated or textured.

L3. Insulation board is one of the 4 main parts of a new system.
.

14. Acrylic glass fiber plaster can be applied without using the fiber-.
glass flesh. .

4.

.

Insqlation board is available in spec la

4.

$

.

4

f
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4
LOADING THE HAWK AND LOADAG THE TROWEL°-

4

GONOV.

The student-J:011 demonstrate the correct

technique fdr placing material on and

taking material off a haWk.

4

-41

Performance Indicators:
41 The student will successfully complete

a Self Atsessmept, a Job Sheet and a

Post Assessment.

bp
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNINJG SYSTEMS

Study Guide

Mit

In order to finish this module, do the following:tasks., Checleach item off

as you completelit. -

1. Read the Goal and Performance indicators on the cover of the Qodule.

This will tell you fat you will learn by studying Vie module, and.

.how you wilt show you've learned.it.

2. Read the IntroduCtion. The Introduction will tell you why the module

-1,An important part of.tbe plastering trade.

Study the Information section. This section will give you the informa---

tion you need to understand the subject.

l,ake the Sell Astsessment exam. This is a test for you to prove to your-

self that y u have learned the material you have studied. -.Compare your

answers tki4h. the answers on the Self Assessment Answer Sheet; which is
. on the page followizig.the Self Assessment. If you scored poorly,

re-study the Information section or ask your teacher for help.

5. Do the JO Sheet! Follow the instructions at the top of the Job Sheet.

The tasks listed on the Job Sheet will help you develop skills which

will ige helpful to you.

6. Take the Post Assessment exam. Give the exam to your teachifr after you

have completed,it. Your teacher will grade it for yott.

lot

.
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INDIVIDUAL ED LEARNING SN)STEMS

'

4

f

P4 The plasterer uses two main tools to apply plastersOhese tools are the hawk
and the trowel. 1The hawk is used to hold a small, "working" amount 15f the

plastering material. The trowel is used to put the plastering material onto
4-

the base surface.

There are many wrong ways to use the ha;ik and trowel. The ways are "wrong"
ause4they qopit make things easy. This module will help you learn the right

eaY)/way to put plastering material on the hawk and how to load;the

t el:

4

I

4
I

I

173 .. 1s5-
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INDIVCDUALED LEARNING SYSTEMS

11.

1. Van Den Branden, F. and T. Hartsell. Plastering Skilis and Practice.
1971. pp.-216-418.

;

2. Incentive Apprenticeship Training for Plasterers. Unit 3. National
Association of Homebuilders. 1979. pp, 1-2...-'.
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING -SYSTEMS

A

.
PRACTICE PLASTER WQN'T GET HARD

Practice loading,the hawk and loading the trowel can be done with practice

plaster. It is'mede by mixing together:

. 3.parts sand

1 part lime

Enough water to make a workable mix.

.

'Lime by itself does not get hard. The lime, and sand mix ma,' dry out, bit

more water makes it soft again, This practiN plaster can be used over'add.,
over. When the mixgdrles out, just add more water to make the mix soft again:

LOADING THE HAWK

, 1. Scoop -some mortar onto =the mortar board..,

4.

A

A

4.

.4

175 1-4/
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2. Hold the hawk at an angle to the mortar board°. You can rest the handle

of the hawk on the mortarboard.

3. Use the trowel to cut a part of the igortar.
f.

a Move the hawk and trowel toward each other. The trowel is used to push

the mortar that has been tut off. :Me hawk is moved toward the trowel
at the sAme time.

As the hawk and, trowel meet, push the mortar onto the hawk.

111



t

6. As a part

board.

..
.

the motion in step 5 lift the hawk and trowel off the mortar-
. 4.

..0-..\...\\

.r '......\-1

7. While you are lifting them off the mortarboard, bring the trowel down

(back toward the mortarboard).- This movement clears off the.trowel.

.NOTt: Some plasterers gave their strength by refing the haidle oflhe

hawk on the mortarboard.'
AP

,

8. Center' the mortar on the hawk.
.

s

9,

-)

A

..
,.. ..... .

1 7 7
4 , 18(,)
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NOWE:- When the mortar is centered, the wefight.on the hawk
should push straight down. If the hawk wants to lean to one
side, the mortar is not centered. There is toomuch mortar
on the heavy side.

_
LOADING THE TROWEL

fhe "tr.ick".here,is to use the hawk to put mortar on the trowel.

,Tip the h/Wk, as-shown. Then'cuta trowelful' of mortar from the po int farthest
way from' you. Bring the hawk down to a level pas-ition, leaving'the trowel'
its place. You.arp using." the hawk to place imortai- on the troWel. .-

After you brtng the haWk .down, turn it 1/4 turn. You are now ready to put_
another trowelful of mortar on the.0-owel. . Turning the hawk e cutting
mare mortar helps keep the mortar in the center. The hawk is easier to handle
when the mortar is kept centered.

178 ..1j0
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Assessm

V c.

TN FOLLOWING STEPS FORPUTTIiG PLASTERING, MATERIAL ON THE HAWK ARE NOT IN THE
RIGHT ORDER. NUMBER THE STEPS IN THE.RIGHT ORDER.

Pushmortaronto.hawk.

. ScOoportar,onto mortarboard.

BriaLthe trowel down

Move hawk and trowel toward each other.

Center'mOrtar on hawk.

Hold hawk at an angle to mortarboard.

Lift'hawk'and%trowel off- mortarboard.

Use trowel to -cut a part of the mortar.

e

NUMBER.THE FOLLOWING STEPS fN.THE RIGHT ORDER FOR PUTTING PLASTERING MATERIAL
Ott THE-TROWEL.

Bring hawk-back down to level position.

Tip the hawk.

Turn hawk 1/4 turn.

'tut mort'ar from point' farthest away.

\
,

a

119
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYST"EIVIS

Self Assessment.
Answers

I

5

1

7

4

8 A

2

6

3

********

ma 3

1

4

2

w

7
1
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Sh t
I

7

COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING TASKS.

Materials and Tools

practice plaster

mortarboard

hawk

trowel

11. Mix practice plaster as directed by your instructor.

AO

2. Practice the steps listed in the information section until you can work
,

without thinking about it. - / ,. .

. .

A3., Ask your instructor' to 'supervise. od in the Post Ass'''essment Activity.

l'\

J

4

181
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moiviouALIzEt) LEARNING SYSTEMS

Post
Assessm t

Ni
Ik

LISTED BELOW ARE SEVERAL STATEMENTS. IF THE STATEMENT IS TRUE, PLACE A "T"
IN THE BLANK PROVIDED. IF THrSTATEMENT IS FALSE, PLACE AN "F" IN THE BLANK.

1. The mortarboard is. used to cut mortar..

'Lime by itself will gets hard and Can't be used over again.

3. When taking mortar from the hawk, use the trowel to cut at the point

farthest, away.
: ti

When putting mortar on the hawk, the hawk hays still and the trowel.
pushes it on.

.16

5. Nie weight of the centered mortar.pushes straight down.

6. 'While loading the hawk, do not rest Oe handle on the mortarboard.

7. The.hawk is not'easier to handle when the mortar is kept centered.

a
8. Thetwomaeln tools of th plasterer are the hawk and the trowel.AP

9. The last step of putting molr onto the trowel is a 1/4 turn of the
hawk.

10. To reuse practide plaster, just remix with more Mater.

The hawk is used to Put mortar on'the trowel.

182 , 19,1
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1 .
12. The wrong ways of using a hawk and trowel are wrong because they

4
don't make things easier.

Post Assessment Ativitt
1

Demonstrate the loading of the haWk and the loading of the trowel for your

instructor.

4.a

a P
Pe,

t
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Instructor
Post fisseisrrient Answers

2

1. F

2. F

3. T

-.4., F

T

6, F

7.. F'

8.,

9. T

1

P

r
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PATCHING CRACKS AND HOLES

Goal:
.

The student will be able to identifyjahe

steps in patching' simple cracks and ales

and will execute those steps,to trade

starndard.

S r

185

Performance Indicators:
The student will successfully complete

. .

a Self Assessment, a Job Sheet and a

Post Assessment:

197
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INDIVIDUALIZED EEARNING. SYSTEMS

Study Guide
In order to finish this module, do the following tasks. Check each item offas yov complete it.

)*;

1. Read the GOal and Performance .Indicators on the cover of the module.
This Will tell you what you will learn by studying the module, and howN" ybu will showyoU've learned it..

, )(2. Read the Introduction'.
The Introduction will tell yau why the modu

is an important part of the plastering trade.

'3. 'Study the Vocabulary section. Vocabulary wordi are importent .for a
good understanding of the trade. After you have"iitudiedfthe

vocabulary,
askk your teaclicr to quiz you on the words and theiii meanings.

14. Study the'Information section. This section will give you the inf rma-
`tion you need to understand the subject:

5._ Take the Self Assessment exam. This is a test for you",.tp prove to your-
self, that yOu have 'learned, the materia you have studied. Conipare your
answers with` he answers'on the Self Assessme9t Answer Sheet, which is
oilthe.page-following the S9lf Asses.nent. 'If you scored poorly,
re-study. the'Infiormation section or.ask your teacher for help..*

6. Do the Ooria Sheet. IFoflotCthe
instructions at theitop of the Job Sheet,

The tasks listed on the Job-Sheet will help you devel-pp.skills whichwi 11 be hel ful to you. '

7. Takf the Pos't Assesiment exam: Give, the exam to your teacher after your. f
,have completed it., Vf,our teacher WIll.grade it for you.
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

.v"

.0 Introduction

I

4

It's best not to have any cracks ip a plaster surface. But the best does not
alwayshappenand then there are cracks that have to be patched. Holes Can be
causedby accidents or by vandals. But whatever the'cause, they too, have to, be

patched..,

This module w 11 help you learn how to patch holes and cracks. There is also
some information the types of common cracks and what can cause them.

187
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INDNIDUALIZEb LEARNING, SYSTEMS

Vocabulary.
-7

Trade terms are very important for a good understanding of the trade. Study
these,Oords and meanp6s. When you have learned them, ask your teacher to
quiz you on the words and their meanings.

(ETEMPERING -- Stucco goes through two stages. Ip stage 1, it appears, to set.
. In, stage 2, it does set. Stucco may be remtxed to softeri it before or

during stage 1. This is called retempering. Do not add water: Piis ..-A-
will weaken the stucco. Stucco in stage 2 canno be retempered.

ka

*Sometimes a small amount of water is necessary to retemper Stucco,
especially in hot weather when water evaporates very fast:

p
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Supplementary
References

4.

I

4

1. Gypsum Construction Handbook. United States Gypsum. Cof, 1978.: pp. 365-367.

11W"Unit 8: Repairs." Incentive ApprentiteshiD. Training for Plasterers.
..

National Homebuilders Assoclatibn, 1979. pp. 3 -6.
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a

nformation

PATCHING SMALL CRACKS

I. Useya knife or chisel to remove any loose plaster:in the crack.
2 'Apply a liquid bonding agent'in the crack and on the edges.

NOtE: If you wet the crack withwate'r instead of using a

bonding agent:

a. Wet.tt 3 or 4 times.before appl'ing plaster.
b. Proper wetting is very important. ,

A small painter's brush will work well.

3. Fill the crack with a good finish coat.

NOTE: If using the wetting method, plaster should be mixed to
set fast. You do not want the old plaster to, draw too much

moisture out of the patch mix.

WARNING: A common mistake is trying to fill too many holes at
one time. To keep the mix strong, it should be used quickly and

.

without retempefing.

4. When patching isdone:

a. Wash areaApittirclean water.

b. After thig dries, remove dust with, a clean rag or steel wool.

PATCHING MEDIUM CRACKS

I. ,Remove plaster down to the lath or, masonry and out about 6" on
each side of the crack. /

2. Firmly attach a strip of metal lath in the cleared area.
3. REST METHOD: Apply liquid bonding agent. Or, use water to wet

the old plaster.
.

CAUTION: Do not wet gypsum orlinsulation board lath when reapply-.
ing the base coat.

'4. When patching, try to lap or "step' each part.

(See the illustration on the next page.)

CPIs190
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5. When finishing, make sure the. finish coat looks the,, as the
A

surface around it. A- flat patch on a teAured surface i.s easy

. to see.

NOTES:

a. Repairs -t6 venper plasters are much like the repairs to

regular'. gypsum plaster.

b. Large cracks are most likyly made by some seructurU probleM.

The structural problem has to be_fixed before the crack can

be fixed.

FOR ALL-EXPOSED AGGREGRATE REPAIRS

1. Wash and clean the whole area. This will help'in coloroatchThg.

Check, color of aggregate and patching cement.

. a. Use a trial run ifyou_can.

b. Allawjit to totally dry (use artificial dryer) to'see. how it looks.
3. Cut and pry out.the damaged part. Make the pat-ch area into a

.16

rectangle.

4. Apply tape to edges of ttie cut.

To Patch Non-troweled-on Aggregate

5. Apply the mix that will °hold the aggregate.

6. The mix should be below the area around the patch..

7. Strip the tape; seed the aggregate; finish the patch.

191
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To Patch 'Trowel eu,-vDAgfregate .

,
5. AppWtiir.:Pith.aggregate in it.

,,,
.,- 6, Make it le'vl, li-i-th the area around:

the ',patch.
,,,,.. .

7. Strip they tape when the patch is setting and fiKish with a

..1

. , clear trowel. Now
.

411
.

,
,

....

2. PATCHING WITH PORTLAND ,CEMENe PLASTER) ,

-,, -46 '
o1. Clean out the trea t8 be pItchect, rtiaking it into .,a rectangle.

. _ ., ,,,
416 20 The surface 'sh&ild te rouliCand clean. . ., ,
,

r

3. Coat al 1 of the patch aFea .iiith a liquid bonding agent.0
4.' Patch mix should be much liker.regular portland cement plaster:. '

a. Use as 1 i ttl e- water as pdssitle to help stop shrinking.
b. A' milk that is too "rid!" -(too much cement ftwi 11 be likely..,,

_
. N.

t

to shrink. -' } .

c. An admix can be used to help stocr shrinking and, to make the . '
. 0

patch stick?... . . , a i
d. Accellerator may be used tol's6p shrinking and ass good

bond and cure; .41si cuts the time neceslary to pkatir._/----N.,

5. BEST MEIHOD: Apply patch mix in several coefs
a. Cure between. coat% .

,Dampen before adding the next co at.
6.. A monolithic (all at one time) pastch cart al so be Ippl 1,ed.

a=. Use as little-water as -poSsil
b. Give it a good cure to help stop shrin-kin,(j.

,
".1

REPAIR O. SMALL HOLES

Examples: Nail hales, furnitUre dents, etc.
1

1. , Clean away all loose plIter,down to *the lath all around the- 4. .

hole.' i .

2. Applya liquid bonding agent all around the hb e,(or Wet with
water).

. . .

3. Repair by i-rtg hole with 1 .goo,d finish coat 40
NOTES: =

_

7

a. Review steps for repairing small cracks anu follow as needed.-

b. A fiber .mixture may be used if needed for extra* body and
holding strength, use fastest setting mater441 possible

I .9 2 204
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REPAIR OF 'HOLES IN METAL, 6ATH

I. Clean down to the lath all around the hole (as yod do for

\ repairing medium cracks). ,.

. 2. Girmly attach a piece of metal lath cut to size.
,.

3. Coat plaster edges around the hole with a liquid bonding agent.
P

4. kepail:, following steps' for medium cracks.

e

' REPAIR OF HOLES IN'BOARD LATH A
4

I. Clean-down to the lath all around the hole' (as you do for

repaii-ing medium cracks'). .

2.' Cut around the hole .to'r.emove damaged lath. Make the'hole'a

rectangle.

'

To Repair with Metal Lath'

3. Firmly attach metal lath.

4. Fol)ow steps for repairing hole in metal lath.

.To Repair with loard Lath
r-p- ,

S

3. 'Cut a piece of scrap lath. to match the hdle you have made.

4. Coat the edges of the hole and of the new piece with a.liguid
.

bonding agent.- ..

c., .

gi
,

.

. Apply very fast setting pl-asterto:edges of patch piece and insert

in

the hole..
,

.

NOTE: 'A screw can be fastenecliinto the patch piece to help

you hold on to it or nail with head on back'of lath.

When sett apply bonding agent and follow steps for filling a medium

crack.

NOTE: The larger a hole is, the less likely it should be repai4ed.( When.

damage to the lath is very bad, it may be better to' replace the section of

lath material. This is more likely to happen with board 14th than metal

lath.

air

.

DESCRIBING SOME CRACKS AND.THEIetAUSES-

A. Crack connected to each .other at regular.inteirvals (vertical, and horizon-

tal), oftesin a "stepped" pattern.

4 193 205
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.

. A.

4

Causes:

1. Plaster too thin, not enough1laster grounds'

2. Weak plater (due to dryout or slow set) dr

3. Too muchlieggregate: 6

.4r

.4, 4. 'Di'd hot use metal lath at stress points.

'Tf!15. .Rough wood frame.e;panded.

Fandomipattern of fine cracks, often 1" to 3" apart ("shriakage cracks,"

1:crazing,: "alligatorit4':" chip cracks").
11

Causes:

1. Not enough gauging plaster (lime.shrinking).

is

,
Z. Not enough troweling while,etting.

3. Finish applied too thick..

-4. Base coat too wet or too dry (too little or too much suction).

C. Irregular pattern of fine cracks, often 6." to 14" apart ("map cracking.
,0 Causes:

1. Finish coat applied too thick. ,

2. Final troweling not timed right.

3. Gauged lime putty was retempered.

. Random pattern, often less than 12" apart ("map cracking," "shrinkage

cracks," "fissure crack.'). -,

_Causes: .

- ...

J. High suction of masonry base. -

,2. -Not,enough aggregate in base coat -slow set.

3. Dryout condition (drying too fast before setting) .

, % ,'
E. Crack's at wall or cetting angles.

Causes:

1. Thin plaster,

2. reinforcing lath not used.

194
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS
is

COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS,BY WRITING'THE CORRECT WORD OR WORDS IN THE

13LANKS'PROME

.

1. ttiahinganci cleangng the whole area will help with matching.

2. For patching medium crack's, remove plaster down tothe and

t out about inches 'on each.side.

3. A common-' is trying to fill too many holes at one time.

4. ?atch mix should be much regular portl -and cement.

5. Large racks are most likely made by problems.

.;-

6. Do not gypsum board lath.

7., Apply a liquid

the

agent in the and around

8. Always use water.

9.. When possible, make the-patch area into a shape.

10. A patch on a surface is easy to see.

11. Ulpiaknife to remove any plaster.

/

12. It is to use a liquid bOnding agent.

195 207



13. Do not a stucco mix in stage 2.
0

f

14. If using the wettirig.method, plaster should be mixed to set

,15. A portland cement mix that is tob "rich" will be likely to
A

16. useplastertcan cracks.

. 17. Dryout is when the plaster, before it

.17

18. Metal lath at stress points can cracion..

19. Not enough,.,, while the plaster 'is se,,Ting can taus cracks.
sf '

20. Too
/

411,

tr4

,
e- or too

2'

suction can cause cracks.

, 1 967,

/
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."

Self Assessment
Answers

A

1. . col or

2. lath, 64

3. mistake

4: like o 4.

5. structural

6. wet (.1

7. bonding, crack, edges

c8. l

9. rectangular

10. - frat , 'textured

11. loose

12. bet

'13: retemper

fat

15.. crack

16. thin

. 17-. dries , sets

18. prevent

19. trowel ing

20. little, much

A

r

.197
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t

if

A

i

COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING TASKS:
--..."......

ve
I. MaIe repairs as directed by yourinstructor.

. , .

2., Befor'e yop begin, review this module and use the space below to -describe

3 .

, what'you Will do when you are making the repa.

,

/

4

fr

I A

4s-

r

4

0

N..

i

1,

-7
' /--------- 198
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Post
Assessment

11&..

LISTED

IN

1.

2.

BELOW ARE SEVERAL STATEMENTS. IF THE STATEMENT 4 S TRUE, PLACE A "T"

THE BLANK PROVIDED. IF THE STATEMENT IS FALSE, PLACE AN "F" IN THEkBLANK.

A small painter's brush cah be'\,used lo apply water if the wetting

.,

method is .used."

Metal lath at stress points can cause cracking.

Too much suction can cause crack's.

111

4. It is better to cover up looe plaster than to make the Crack bigger.

5. not.enough troweling ,whi.le the plater is setting can cause cracks.

6.
4'

Too little aggregate in the'base coat can cause-cracks.

7. A liquid .bonding agent is not as gabd as plain water.

8. Drout is when the plaster sets before it gets dry.

9. Large cracks may be caused by 'ructural pr'oblems.

11\

10. . Too little suction can cause cracks.

An admixture will not helestalS'shrinking.

12. Far medium cracks, remove plaster about .1 inch on each side of the

crack.

195 21,1 - o.



13.

14.

water_
7 .

14,

15.

16. .

7.

%
18.

19.

20.

t.

"Thin plaster can cause crass.
. 4

' 5crinking in port1and ,cement plaster patch mAht be&om too much

When patching; tryto fill as many holes at me time-as possible.

:

4airS to 4neer are much like repairs to regular gypsum plaster.
t

. .

0,

1 ( A;RO'ql,and'cement plaster patch can be appli,,d as a monolithic patch.

(
When possible, make the area to be - epajred into -a.

Dryout cam cause cracking.

The best way,to prevent cracks is to make the finish coat extra thick. )*

,

4

7

/-

200 212
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Insyuctor
Post Assessment Answers

4

(

1. T

9. F

3. T

4.- F

5. T

6. T

7. F

ti

8. F

9. T

10. T

11.

12. F

13. T

14. T

15. F,

16. T

17. T

18. F,

19. T .

20. F

..4141l4

4

0

-r

201
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SETTING DOTS AND SCREEDS

A
ft

Goal:

The student-will be'able to explain the

use of dots and streedsto make a stir:.

face plumb and the proper thickness

throughout, and will demonstrate thit

on a wall surface.,

202

Performance Indicators:

The student will successfully complete

a Self Assestment, a Job Sheet and a

Post Assesiment.

1,

211"



INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Study quick
In order to 'finish this module\ do the following tasks. Neck each item off.

as you complete tt.

$

1. Read the Goal and Performance Inditators on the tovtr of the module.

This will tell you what you will learn bstudying the module, and

how you will show you've learned it.

2. Read the Introduction. The Introductibn will tell yOu why the module

ts an important part of the .plastering trade.

4
3. Study the Vocabulary section. Vocabulary words are important for a,

good understanding of the trade. After ygu liave studied the vocabulary,

ask your teacher to quiz you on the words and their meanings.

4. StudAthe Information section._ This section will give you the informa-

tion you need to understand the subject:.

5. Take the Self Assessment exam. This is a test for you to provet t o your-

- self. that yeu have learned the material you have studied. Compa your

anmlers-"ettlr the answers on the Self Assessment Answer Sheet, ich is

on the page foltqwing the Self_ Assessment. If you scored poorly;

re-study the InforPation section or ask your teacher for help.

6. Do the Job Sheet. Follow the instructions at the top of the Job Sheet.qw

The tasks listed on the Job Sheet will help you develop skills which

will be helpful.to you.

410 7. Takethe Post Assessment exam. Give" the exam to your teacher after

.-)You have completed it. Your teaCter will grade it for you.

203 215.
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

'(

Introduction

V

How do you make s that the plaster is the same thickness in all parts of
the surface?

4 -

If the surface changes only a small amount at a time, it can be very'hart to
see that change. But the end result can be very.large.

For example, 1/16, of an inch does' not seem like very much- If a surface were
1 foot long and the plaster were 3/16" thick on one end .and 4/16" thick on the
other end, it could be very hard eto see the difference.

176 imagine a 10-foot wall. Also imagine that every foot the plaster gets
1/16 of an inch thicker. By the time you got to the end, there would be quite
a difference: 3/16 inch to start and 12/16" (or 3/4".) at the end! And it is

very possible that the wall would "look" okay to your eyes..

This module will help-you learn how to keep-this horror story from happening.

The plasterer uses "dots" and "screeds" to keep thb surface 'the same thickness
in all parts of the surface. This module will . help you learn to use dots and .-r
screeds.

V

1.0

204 *
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNINti YS-rtivIb

Vocabular9

Trade terms are very important for a good understanding of the-trade.. Study

these words,aermeanings.. Whed you have learned them, ask your teacher to
'quii you on the words and their meanings.

PLASTV DOTS--Small'spots of plaster. They tell how. thick to make the plaster
coat. They are used to jielp set screeds.

METAL DOTS--Metal strips used to help set the plaster dots.

SCREEDSBands .of plaster used to set, the thickness of the coat of plaster.

The.sti-aightedge'rides on the screeds when leveling the coat of plaster
on the surface.

GROUNDS--Wood or metal strips near the floor and along window and door open-
ings., They,cap be used as a thickness gauge(similar to screeds). They

als4 give a strong sedge to the plaster. Moldings and other finish mate-
.

rials may be nailed to them.

205
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Supplementwg
Ref' enCes

4

.
1

*
J.

I. Incentive Apprenticeship Training,for Plasterers. "Unit ,Batic.kayout.."

National Association of Home Builders. 1979. pp. 8-11.

2. - Gypsum Construction. Handbook. United States Gypsum Company. 1978.

41,

pp. 249-50, 286-87.
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INDIVIDUALIZEQ LEABNING SYSTEMS

Information

1,

The dots arefZet as guides to make the screeds, There are 2 parts to the doti.

The first-part i.s a lipp of plaster that is stuck to the wall. The second part

is a metal dot. This metal dot is stuck into the plaster. is taken out

after the screeds are made. tal

The top surface of the metal dot is set at a distance out from the wall. This

distance is how thick you want the coa+of plipsterwto be. If you want a coat

of plister 3/4 inch thick, the distance from the top -of the metal dot to the

surloce that will be covered must be 3/4 flinch. 0

i

The first 2 dots you will put on the surface are the most important. They are

the ones that will tell you where all the Vthers will go. They are the ones

that will tell you uhovl thick to make theplaster. After all the dots are

ready; they will quideIbu when you are making the screeds.

4

C)-

/.5-. F4

.

.

A

.

.

P

l'

.

..,

.

.

.

.

_/

.
.

1

'
.

.

.

4

1

.

.

.

7.

.

.
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,

The first 2 dots you put on will be 'the oneisin each upper corner as shown in

,_
the diagram. These are tiC dots labeled A and B. Make sure both of these

dotsrwill,give you the thickness you want. for the coaof plaster.
I

$

The next step is to fix dots (C) (0. This is done by using the rod

(also tailed a straightedge) and a level. (See the illustratiops on the

following...page.)

Make sure that dots (C) and (D) are directly below dots and (B). Put

the rod on dot (A). Put a lev*4.on the ro/O Now.pres on the bottom of the

rod. This will push in the.bottdm dot. When the bubbles show that the rod

is level, push just a little bit more. When the pressure on the rod .stops,

the dot Will pop back out a bit.

A plumb bob and a gauge are used to check the bottom dot. The plumb bob is .

attached to a 2-inch block of wood.

*
This block of wood is held against the top dot (A). The plumb bob line should

go dowt past, the bottom dot (C). *The lower gauge has a 2-inch piece cut out.

:This gauge is placed on the lower dot. Push in on the dot until the line

touches the 2-inch end of the cut out area. Repeat.for dots (B) and (D).

4*

the upper center dots.(E) and (F) are the next step. String a tight line

betwetn d-s- (A) and (B). Place dots- (E) and (F) behind.the -110Ig. Push

these d4ts toward the wall until they t barely clear, the string. The dots

shou4d nolilowch the string. Set e lower center dots the same way.

4

You Will use the rod to set the czatter line ofdots. Set a dot in the center
..: /-

'or the wall between dots (A) and (C). Put the rod on the top dot. Guide it

ov

Aill
tft *ter dot and the bottom dot. Push on the lower-end of the rod until

TIC' touches the lower dot. This will eige'spre that a.11 three dots are

set flush with edth'othe?'. Repeat to set the other dots.

.

MAKING THE SCREEDS '

The screeds are bands of plaster. They work as guidelines for the straightedge

when it is.used while you are rodding. (Rodding is covered in anoth7,r module.)

"After the dots have been set, 2 coats *of plaster are applied to make the screeds,

208
2
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setting center dots
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, /0 i ,

Apply the first coat between.thedots. It should IA about 1" wide:
"),

The second coat is also 1P wide. It is,brought out past the dots., but does

not cover them.

The rod is used, to check how level the screed is. Put each end of the rod on

the metal dots.

Slowly rod the screed with a sawing action. Start at the bottom and work to
air

the top. This will_remowe high'syots. It will also let you'see where the low

spots are.

. ,

Fill in the low spots on'the screed. Rod again.

The last thing to do is to remove, the metal dots and fill in the holes with

plaster. You have now:set your screedtfor plastering a wall.

210 4i,- .222



CEILINGS

A Water gauge cap be used to help set the dots for screeding a ceiling. It

takes 2 people to use a water gauge.

The water flows thr6ughilphe tube connecting he 2 end pieces. The end pieces

are clear glass or plastic. When the water in both end pieces is at, the same

le'vel, then both end pi,eces are level with each other.

You can use the water gauge tb mark the wall beloW where the dots will be put.

AP

The wall is marked all around the room. You have to measure down from the

ceiling. The distance youlrea4ure is the length of the wood gauge plus the

thickness of the, plaster coat you will apply.

I

This is your first mark. You lineup the leveled water gauge with one end on

this-mark. The second mark is made by using the other end of the water gauge.

`Use the rim of the water line, not the center. The center, of the water, line

will be lower than the rim.

Be sure to check the last mark made against the first nark you made. Maeater

should endup level in both gauges when you make this measurement.

22;1
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4

To set the dots, push up on the wood gauge until the' lyittom of it is lecfel with

the line on the wall. Then the 'dot. will be set.. Apply and level screedas you

did for.the wall surface.,

, 6

NOTE: When you are moving around, plug the end pieces of the. water gauge with

your fingers. If any water gets out, the gauge is no longer accurate.

Also, air bubbles inn the water will make it inaccurate.

If

IMP

/

ale

/

21,2
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Self
`INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Is

COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS BY WRITING THE CORRECT.-WORD O' WORDS INtTHE.

BLANKS PROVIDED.

1. The screeds work as

when it is used while you are

eV

2. The and

check the bottom'corner doffs.'

'a

The, water gale is used to mark the

will be put on the
(

for the

i.
. .

are used to

below where the dots

4. The dots work as to make the,

5. %A is used to set the center upper and lower dots.

6. The and

dots.

are used to set the bottomcorner

7. To level the streed,rod it with a action.

8. A

.

S
is used to set the center line of dots,

9. The distant-e-from the of the metal dot to the

thli will be covered is the of the plaster that will be

applied.

10.' Screeds are applied in 2

wide.

, each being inch
I

( 225



I N DI V I ALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS .

Self Assessment.
Answers

guide lines, straightedge,rodding

2. gauge, plumb bob

3. wall, ceiling

4. guides, screeds

. 5. string

111
6. rod, level

7. sawing

8. rod

9. top, surface, thickness

10. coats, 1
P

4

L

214
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Job Sh t

tIM

.

COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING \TASKS.

Materials: Plaster, materials, tools needed to et dots And make screeds.
. .

On a wall designated by your instructor, set dots and make the Screeds.

Repeat the process, using different thicknesses Qf dots, until you can do-ft
job quickly, efficiently and accurately. r---

2 1 5
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

R t
Assess nt

S
e

. LISTED BELOW ARE SEVERAL STATEMENTS. IF THE STATEMENT IS TRUE, PLACE A "T"
IN THE BLANK PROVIDED. IFJTHE STATEMENT IS FALSE,' LACE AN "F" IN THE BLANK.

1. A plumb bob is used to check the center line of dots.

.-2. The metal -strips in the dots are covered over when the second coat is

put on the screed.

c
3.
, The rod is used to make the screeds level, by scraping from the top to

the screed.

4. The dots control ho'w thick the screed will be.
\

5. Air bubbles in the water gauge are used to make it more accurate.

The screeds are made with two 3" wide-coats of plaster.

$,

7. The first dots are not very important because you will set so many of
them.

8. The wall dots are set with a water gauge.

s
9. The 'screeds are used to set the thickness.,of the dots.

10. To set theceiljAq dots, push upon the wood gauge.until the bottom of

the gauge is level With the line on the *all.

There ye, 2 parts to a dot, a luMp of plaSter and a piece of metal.

216
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4P

.

AZ. The screed controls how thick the plaster 9nthe whole surface will be.
. ,

13. The upper and lower center dots are set with a string guide line.

.

14. When using the water gauge, go by the center of the water line, not

the rim.

°

15. A rod is used to set the center line, of dots.

4.

JO.

.._

..

0

t.

r
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USING THE SCRATCHER TOOL

*

7

Goal-
4;4

The,student will be able to identify

the steps and demonstrate the correct
,

use of a scratcher.

)
c

4-

Performance Indicajt
...O.

The student will successfully complete

a Self Assessment, a Job Sheet and a:

Post Assessment.



INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Study Guide
In order.to finish this module, do the following tasks. Check, each item off

as you complete it.'
4

1. Read theiGoal and Performance Indicators on the cover of the module.

This will tell you what you will learn by studying the module, and

how you will show you've learned it.

2. Read the Introductidn. The Introduction will tell you why the module .

is an important part of the plastering trade.

3. Study the Information sectiAon. This section w;11 give you theyirforma-
.

tion you need-to*derstand the -subject.

4. Take the Self Assessment exam. This is a test for you to prove to your-
.

self that you have learned.the,material you have studied. Compare your

answers with the answers on the Self Assessment AnswerlSheet, whith is

on the page folloWing the Self Assessment. If you scored poorly,

ti re-study, the Informtion section or ask your teacher for help.

.
5. Do the Job Sheet.. Follow the instructions at the top of the Job Sheet.

The tasks listed on the Job-Sheet will help you develop skills which

will be helpful to you.

6. Take the Post Assessment exam: Give the Lxam tc your teacher after you

have completed it. Your teacher will grade it for you.

I
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ri

The base coat of plaster comes.between'the lath material and all other coats

of plaster. material: The base coat is*the coat that holds all of the other.
.

coats onto the lathing. The other coats need a good base coat. So it has to

be carefUlly prepared.

One step of preparing the base coat iq to mark it with -lines scratched ibto

tbe, coat of plaster. These lines, will-help the next coat that is put on to

'"hold" better: Marking with these lines is called "scratching," and it is

from this that the base coat of pJas'ter getS: theolames"scrath'Aat."

0 0
. .

This module Will help you learn how to use Op plastering.tOol th makes the

scratch marks in the plaster base coat.

.'"

r--

14- 221,

e
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1. Van Den Branden, F. and Hartsell, T. Plastering Skill and Pr ctict 1977.,

pp. 258-271.

"Unit 5:' Applying the Base Coat." Incentive Apure ticeship Training for

Plasterers. Nationali:Association of Homebuilders, 6. pp. 1-11.
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information
If

-c

The scratcher is used to scratch a layer of unset plaster. The scratching,
makes a good surface for the next coat of plaster.

The s'c

a

r can also be called a scorer,\a scarifier or a rake. If you scar

re also scoring it, or scratching'it, or 1.kking it. The words'

mean the same thing.

GOAT]

-<

BROW NI
COAT I

is;111111109"

LATH y >1114-W
44111I0

44110 111

This section view shows the scratch, brown and finish coats.

23



a

Scratch lines or marks can be made ifl one di)ection only.

I
.The scratching can-also be done in whatliValled "cross scratch." Cross

scratch is'two sets -of scratch marks or lines. The sets of lines are made at

right angles to each other.

0;17?..ttArliaallqint

oli!Aiyeatel4=1:1
vAaI#1,1110Reall*dli
ftMSmilSc*X4t4
0/4X44,1104r#t
Iti,"tPtif=X*IK4iit
NAMMWMIKAIPWIDOmOW47
*1111141040M1411

'can also bedne dtagonally:y.

HACKED SECT 10 N

I

A

"\
.

ra

Ple-riArkt Sk Cat
4 C9 N C ET E.
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Ceilings are often only scratched in one directiOn. interior gypsum plaster

may be scratched either one time_or cross scratched. It depends on the needs

at the time. Stucco is tJually'cross scratched on both ce-ilings and walls.

Scratching to Make a Better Bonding' Surface..

The scratc coat Is the name of the first coat of plaster in a three-coat

system. It is called the scratch coat because it is always scratched. But

it is not the only cnt of plaster thh. may be scratched.

The reason. for scratching is to give the Boat a very good bonding surface.

. When the plaster material is being used in special ways, this can Ilia-0 special

needs for gOod bonding. One example of this is plastering a radiant heat

systeM.
0

L AT H

SCRATCH. ,
GOAT

GROSS te.c.TroN or if IN 1514HOT WATA.rt GOAT
RADIANT I-iLKTIN C.j

tFiNNE.L.

BURLAP
TROWLE.D
INTO FINISH

GOAT

A radiant heat system is :often plastred with four coats of plaster material.

When the plaster has to cover pipes that are used fdrpeat.ng:4there-arr

special needs that have to be met.. These special needs for good bonding a-e

met in part by scratching all three of-the coats under the finish coat:

N.) 225 .23



Using the Scratcher, Scarifier, Scorer, Rake.

I. Scratching is done before the pla-ster has set.

2. It is always done if a coat otpplaster will set and dry

before the next coat is applied`.

3. Scratching is-not done with veneer..

4. Scratching is a part of a three-cog plastering system.

5. Walls are scratched in a horizohtal direction when they are not

cross scratched.

6. A coat Of plaster is scratched to make a better bonding suer:ce.

If there i5 no need for a better bonding surface, there is no'

need to scratch the coat of plaster.

7. Ceilings are often scratched in only one direction.

8. ,Stucco is oft cross-scratched on ceilings and walls
9. The most common way to cross cratch.is..to make thi scratch

marks meet at a 90' -angle.

10. When coats of plaster are put on one right after the other,

scratching may not be necessary if there is enough suction to

bind the coats together.

4-

How to-Scratch a Surface. (You may want to change this a little to make it
,easy for you to do.)

1. Begin i.p a corner or on another "natural seam:' in the plaster

surface.

2. Use the scratcher to make a row of lines running all the way

across the plaster surface.

-3., Many plasterers begin at the highest point of the surface and work
down to the lowest.

4. Repeat steps 1-3 until plaster suriate ls'covered by rows'of

marks left by the scratcher.

5. WHEN CROSS SCRATCHING:' begin the second set of scratch marks

a'fter finishing the first,set (stepsyl through 4). To make the

second set of marks, follow the directions listed in steps 1-4

above.

,
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Self
A e t

a

/
-,,

F IR

COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS BY WRITING THE CORRECT WORD OR WORDS IN

THE BLANK PROVIDED.

1. Scratching is done .

the plaster has

.

2. Scratching is done if a coat of plaster will

and before the next coat is applied.
,

3. Scratching is not done with

4. Scratching is part of a . - plastering system.

5. Walls are always scratched in the direction.
/

6. Plaster is scratched to make a bonding surface.

7. If you don't need a bonding surface, you don't need to
.4

the plaster.

8. Ceilings ack often scratched in direction.

9. Stucco ls often on both ceilings and walls.

"10. The most common Cross, scratch is when the-2 sets of marks meet at an

of . degrees. .
._.

11. When coats of are put on on right after the other, scratch-
.

"ing is not when there is enough to bind the

I ft togethef...

22-7
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12. Begin scratching in a or other natural

13. Use the scratcher to make a of lines running

the way across the plaster surface.

14. Many plasteryalbegin at the point of the surface and

work to the

15. When

marks after the

. begin the second set of scratch

set.

IN THE WORDS BELOW, FIND AND CIRCLE THE 4 WORDS THAT-MEAN THE SAME THING.

hatchet scratcher cutter knife rake fork

1

ripper seamer scarifier', spoon scorer

dl

228
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NM,

Self
Ansivers

1. before, set

2. . always, set, dry

3. veneer

4. three-coat

5. horizontal
1

6. better

7. better, scratch

8. only, one

9. cross, scratched

10. angle, 90

11. plaster, necessary,-suction g coats.

12: corner, seam A.

13. . row, all

14. highest, down, lowest

15. cross, scratching, finishing, first

gcratcfrer, rake, scarifie'r, scorer

229
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r ..0/4

,ra

COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING TASKS.

.Materials and `Toil s

plaster*"

plastering tools

board lathing

metal lathing

1. Mix gypsum base coat plaster.*

r

2. Apply to board lath wall and-cross scratch.

3. Apply /to board lath 'ceiling and cross sC141Cch.

4. Mix gypsum base coat with fiber' admixture.*

5. Apply to metal lath wall and cross scratch.,

*Practice Plaster may be. sed.

3 parts hand

1 part lime

Enough waterto make a workable mix

230
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Assess t

1

CIRCLE THE RIGHT WORD OR WORDS THAT WILL COMPLETE EACH SENTENCE.

1. Many plasterers begin scratching at the [highest/loviest] point of the surface.

2. When walls are, not cross scratched, ttmarks should be made [vertical/
horizontal].

3. Begin scratching in [a corner/the center] of a room.

111 t. Scratching is used to [reduce/increase] the suction ln a plaster surface.

5. scratching makes a [good /neat /level] surface for the next coat.

6. Gypsum plaster ceilings are often scratched in [one/two]-direction(s).

7. Scratching [is/is not] done in two coat systems of plaster)ng.

8. A radiant heat system may have as many as j2/3/4/546/7 ] coats of plaster.

9. When scratching, make a row of lines [all the way/half way] across the
plaster surface.

10. A scratch coat is part of a [2/3] coat system.

11. Scratch lines can be'made in [one/two] directions.

12. The scratching hes to done [before/afterli the pilaster, has dried/set].

t_

13. Stucco co,lings are often scraried in[one/two:

q
4irection6.

----____ _.---- erections.
4
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14. The scratch coat [is/is not] the only coat that ever gets scratched.

15. Scratching is done with the [veneer gypsum/regular gypsum]system.

4IP

16. Cross scratch is [2/3] sets of scratch narks.

17. If you scar a surface, you are also [raking/pittlengi th

\
surface..

".\.

t

ti

t
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Instructor
Post Assessment Answers

1. highest

2. horizontal

3. corner

4. increase

5. good.

6. one

7. is not

8. 4.

9. all the way

10. 3

11. two

12. before, set

13. two

14. is not

15. regular gypsum

16. 2

17'. raking

233 .4
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b

APPLYING AND SPREADING PLASTER

t

Goal:

The student will demonstrate correct

techniques for applying and spreading

plaster with a hawk and a trowel.

Performance Indicators:

The student will successfully complete

a Self Assessment, a Job Sheet and a

Post Assessment.-

4

4
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udy Guide ,

In order to ,finish this module, do the following tasks. Check each item off

asyou COMpletelt

- I. . Read tile, Gael and Performance Indicators the cover of the module.

tell-you w4't youwill learn by u ying the module, and how

you will show you've learned

2. 41
. i

.

. 6d the Introduttion. The IntroduCtion will tell you.why the module

. `10,
;is an importey'l of 'thepla:stering \rade.

1-,

.- -.

3. .Studythe lbcabulary section. :Yocabular'.Y words are important foer,a..... -,--- 4

. , -1'

good-understanding of -the trade. After you have studied the vocabulaTy, '
. . 4

ask your teacher to quiaeyqm on the words 4rd theirmynings.It,
'

, ..
,

4. .Study the Information section. This sect ion will give 00 the.informa-

, '00,-,-----
tion you need to understant1 the subject,

N '1

e

5. Take the Self Assessment exam. This is a test for youto prdve to your-.

self...that you have learned the material you have studied. Compa lot your

answj with the- answers 'on, the Self Assesiment Answer Sheet, which is
. .

on the' page following the Self Assessment.- If you scored poorly,-

40' -liStUgY the Informatidn section or ask your teacher for help.

6. Do the- Job Sheet. Follow the instructionsot the top of the. Job Sheet.

The tasksTi ted on the Job Sheet will help you- develop

will be help lie you.,,

:-.7. Take the Post Assessment exam.' Give the examito your teacher after you

4Ive 'completed it. Your teach will grade it for ou.
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Introduction

as

The hawk hold worlg amount of plaster. Thelrowel holds a small, amount
of plaster. These tools do not put plasteon theWralls. The tools do not

know how to spread a thin coat75,7thick coat of plaster. The tools do not
know where to start. They don t know the difference between a base coat and

a.finish coat.

As a plasterer, you are the one who'spreads the Master material with your
hawk and trowel. The.teols will only do what you Know how to do. This module

'will help you _learn how to make the iiawk-and,towel work for you'when ylb,sieead

the plaster..

al

1

No,

236
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Vocabulary

Trade terms are-very important for a good understanding of the trade. Study

these words and meanings. When you have learned them, ask your teacher to

quiz you on the words and their meanings.

X
EXTERIOR1=The outside of something (e.g., exterior house wall is thR outside

of a house wall).

237

de
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ON.

(
Van-Den Branden, F. and T. Hartsell. Plastering Skills and Practice.

'1971. Chapter 6. ,

2. "Unit 6: Applying the Finish' Coat.," Incentive Apprenticeship -Training

for Plasterers. National Association of Homebuilders, 1979 ,-pp. 10-19.o

b

it

2'3 8

ti
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nformation

,o

o.

a

NOTE: You may want to reread the module on loading the hawk and trowel'.

Toe

HOW TO HOLD THE TROWEL

Putting.P?aster On a Surface

-1. Reachacrosis hawk.

motar.with edge of trowel.-

3. As one smooth motion,

a. Tilt hawk towacd you (away. from warn.-

b. Lift and. twist trowel' up and away' from you.

Hegl

c. The hawk is used to put plaster on the' trowel.

4. Br:ing down hawk and make a 4 turn
41.

5. Press trowel to wall 4:
6. For a thick coat: Hold trowel f=lat against the surface.

7. FDr a thin coat: Hold trowel at an angle to the surface.

(See the illustra1. tions on the following page.) of

41"

239
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To Apply Base Coat

1. Use sweeping strokes and equal pressure.
2. Move from right to left.*

31 This movement from right to left is called, 'aioving'from
heel to toe." (Moving from left 'tko right would be called,

"moving from ,toe to heel .1

4. This method lets you work the plaster across the surfite and
leaves a fairly smooth surface behind that is not hard to rod.

5. Over lap the strokes a bit 4s you go.
*

*This is for a right-handed person. A Nit-handed person should reverse
(do the oppositt),all operations.

Jr

'To Apply finish Coat

1. Move,from toe to heel to apply the finish coat.*
2.. This is the opOoSiteof applying the base coat. (The same

steps are used as for the base coat, 12ut directions of move-
mint are reversed.)

- 4his is for a right- handed person. A left-handed perso"ii. should reverse
'all opefations. ,

4

(See the illustration on.the top of the,next page.)

241 ?53
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APPLYING THE FINISH COAT .

Stay in theShade

When plastering the exterior of a building, plan your workand your work day

--so that you can work in the shade. This is to help keep_ the plaster from

drying o4t before it sets.

(See the illustration on the next page.j

4

,

-k

242. 4 254=



Morning

Noon

I.

Evening

5,(40

It-4"

Using the ther Side of your Trowel*

Sometimes it is easier to reach a place if you c the plaster on the other

'side of your trowel. The following illustrations show an easy way to do this.

(See the illuStrations on the next oage.1
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SElf
AssessmEnt

ANSWER ALL THE QUESTIONS IN THE SPACES PROVIDED. THEN READ OVER THE MODULE

TO SEE IF YOU MISSED ANYTHING. TO GME'YOURSELF: START WITH 100 POINTS.

-SUBTRACT 2 POINTS FOR EACH THING YOU MISS.

I

1. Use-your own words to tell how, to take'plaster from the mortarboard and,

put it on a wall.

2. Use your'own words tg.kell how to apply a base coat.

3. Use your'own words to tell how spreading a finis!-, coat is not the same

spreading a base coat.

---
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o,

Jciob Sh t 0
e

COMPLETE THE TASKS BELOW.

.

1. Apply and spread plaster* on a surface that has been picked oat by your 6

instructor.

2. BEFORE YOU START: Use the space Below to
,

describe what you will do.
. .,

i

A.... A

0 4

*Practice Plaster may be used:

3 parts sand
1 part lime .

Enough water to make a workable mjx

. ..

24.6 25S
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Po't
A

FISTED BELOWIARE SEVERAL STATEMENTS. IF THE STATEMENT IS TRUE, PLACE A "T"

IN THE BLANK PROVIDEQ., IF THE STATEMENT IS FALSE, PLACE AN "F" IN THE BLANK. ,

(NO. 1-12).

Toe to heel is the proper way for a right-handed person to put on a

finiti 'coat.

2. Plaster should be applied with sweeping. strokes and equal, pressure.

Eierior work is planned to work in the shade so the plaster will not

dry Wore it has time to set.

4. The direction in which plaster is spread is the same for both right-

and left-handed persons.

5. Moving from toe to heel on the finish coat compacts the plaster.

6. When you are putting plaster on the trowel, the'hawk is tipped toward

. the wall.

7. To apply a thick coat of plaster, hold the trowel flat against the

surface.

8. , Never overlap strokes when applying plaster.

9. A base coat is applied from toe to heel by a right-handed pJr

247
259
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°Instructor
"Post Assessment Answers

qt

.**

1. T

2.. T

3. T

4. F

5. T.-

6. F

7. T

8. F

9.

4

:c 1
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,ROCiDING ANaV

Ir

The studeht will be able to identify, the'

steps for and demonstrate the use of a

ro'dand a .darby.
3

..4

4 . 4 a

'dks

4

11.

411.

4

.44

4

4'

a

Performance Indicators:
The student will successfully ctoplete a

SellAssessment, a 'Job Sheet and.a Post

- Assessment. 4

.
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.

r

tudy Guide a

o

In order to finish this module, do the following tasks.

'as you complete

-

k each item off

Read the Goa' and Performance Indicators on the cover of the module.

you what you will learnby studying the module, and

show you've leac rned it.

.j

This will

how yOu wil

40.

2. Read the.IntroduCtion." The ntrodOction will tell you why the module.

is an ant part lf,the p 1terinq trade:

3. Study the,Vocabulary-section. Vocabulary words are important for a
IP

,.. good understanding of4he trade. After you have studied the vocabulary, .
,-

ask yObr
..,

teacher
.

to quiz You on the words and their meanings.
,

4. Study the 4fformation section. This section will give you the informs-

tin you need tOunderstand'the subject.

5. Take the Self As'sessment exam. This is a test for you to prOve to your-

self that'yod have earned the matqr.ia] you have studied. Compare your

answers with the Aswers the Self Assessment Answer Sheet, which is

on the page following the.Self Assessment. 'If you saved poorly,

're-study the Infor tion'sectjoh or ask your teacher for help.
I

ir46. Do. ,Job S -et. Follow the instructions at the top of the.Jo'b Sheet.4
The tasks fisted on the Job 'Sheet will help you develop skills which

wilt be helpful to you.
c

7 Take the Post Assessment exam. Give' the exam to your teacher after you
.

have completed it. Your teacher will grade it for you.I .
.,

. ..,

.2250 26
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InfrOduction

INDIVIKYUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

This module will help you learn the proper way to use a rod and a darby to

make a smooth, dense surface. You wjll also learn about trimming.arigles to

make good corner lines.

A

Pi
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40,

Vocabulary

tAk

4

Trade terms are very,imPortant for a good understanding of the tie. Study

these words and meanings. Whenyou have learned them, ask your teacher to quiz

you on the words and heir meanings.

DARBY--Used to compac.nd smooth a plaster surface. Made with wood, metal-

edged woodor 'all metal . A nOtched darbyl is available for undercoats.

Dimensions: Approimattly 1/4" thick,- 31/2" wide, 4511 long.

ROD--Also called a straigheedge.- Used to,find low spots, straighten walls Aid

ceilings. Available in nearly any `Length up to 8'.

A

252
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Supplementary ,1
Referencs

It

0.1

1. "Unit 5: Applying the Base Coat." Incentive Apprenticeship Training for

Plasteie7-5--llational Association qf Home Builders: 1979. pp. 23.-25.

2. Plastering Skill anSractice. F. Van Den !randdn. 1971. pp. 215-32.

4
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4

Information

GM/

*

USING THE ROD

0

The rod is used to stkighten.the surface. It is used to find.low spots and

to scrape off high spots. The darby will do these things also. When using

either, hold the tool at a slight angle.

Do the ceiling first. .Then work the top of the wall. Thin work lIthes bottbm of

the wall. 'Fill in low areas and continue rodding until surface is level.

Work the corners first. ,Then work the surface areas. Plaster cut off the wall

by the'rod can*be used to fill low spots or put back on .the mortar board.

The Corners

Put the rod in,the angle and pull it-put carefully. Work both sides of the

corner. Repeat.a often as you ant tar leave a true, fiat surface,.

The Su'race Areas:

PUt.the rod on the screedrand move across the surface. When filling in hollow

spots, do not firOb" nearby, areas 'thane lgvel. UsQ
%
plaster from the mortar-

,

board or,that is on the-rod to fill low areas.

The passes with the rod should ovelq0 each other by about 1/2 the length of the

rod. A goodthing to rememberwhen.you are applying a coat of plaster that

it is better to leave a few low'areas 'than. to have too much plaster.' All the

extra plaster .you put on will mist have to be scraped off again.

'When you are using the rod, be sure-to hold your hands about 3 feet apart. If

your hands get closer together; you risk letting the.rod bend.

(See the,illustration at the top of the following page.)

254
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Keep on filling low spots and rodding until you get a level surface.

USING THE DARBY

The darby is used to.go over areas after they have beeen nodded. The darby

Works to compact and smooth. It makes a flat, dense surface. ,B ore startang
to use the darby, conventional gypsum plaster should be lightly sprayed with

water (or use a brush and dash the water on the Strface). Stucco surfaces

should not.have water added.

The water makes a thin coat that will let you darby without pulling plaster off

the lath. 'But to much water is bad.. Too much water will "kill" the,top layer

of plaster. Any plaster that is "killed" this way will not get hard. (See the

illustrations on the following page.)
At

Start by holding the'darby an the direction opposite that which you held-the

Tod. If -you'held the rad vertically, you should hold the darby horizontally.

Also, slant the darb,ra bit, as yOu did the rod. Thfsilets water run off with-

. 4 oat it getting on'your hands or clothing.
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Work from the bottom of the surface to flielltop; Then hold the darby vertical

and move across the surface. Let one end of. the darby test on the screed. This

%ill help keep a hollow area from being made between the screeds.

4

I
% .

1,

Trimming Angles

Angles shauld be cut or trimmed when the darbying is done. Start with a, clean

trowel of angle plow.

AP

.

a
257
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4

Remember to hold the trowel at a slight angle. The heel should be away from

the wall to keep it from digging into the surface. Use enough pressure on

the toe to make it cut off extra plaster that may be left in the angle after

rdarbying. The toe of the trowel is used to cut vertical ang14. Ceiling
. .

angles are cut with the heel of the trowel. The base is tr*imi4d with the toe
4

of the trowel. You need to trim the base a bit to allow for the finish coat.

11,
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NOtES:

r

1

4

1. On a high suction base, you won't have time to do it all at

once. The plaster will seio.up.befo:re you can finish. So plait

your work carefully.

2. After everything is done, some plasterers 1111 to go over the

angles one more time using .featheredge.

3.. MACHINE APPLICATION:,
v

V

If the plaster is being applied by machine, a 4- person crew may be

'used:

a. Holds the nozzle and applies the plaster.,

b. Uses the rod to level the work.

c. Fills in low areas.

d, Uses the darby to make a smooth surface. Also cuts and trims
T(

the angles. H

I 4

.\

,I.

---

10

Ill

.
.)..
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Self
A

4P

COMPLEtE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS BY WRITING THE CORRECT WORD O OR WORDS.IN THE

-BLANKS PROVIDED.

1. Water should not 6e sprayed on before darbying a

2. people are used to apply plaster with a machine.

3. When using the rod, hold your hands about

4. When trimming corners, hold the trOal at an

surface..

feet apart.

5. Too much sprayed on a surface will "kill" the top layer.

6. The 'hod is used to 'spots and

spots.

7. The of the trowel is used to trim wall angles? and the base:

8. If you rodded vertically, you should start darbying

9. The darby is used after the rod to and a

surface.

10. When filfing\in ho ow spots, do not nearby areas.

41°
11. The of the-trowel is'used tr.; trim ceiling angles.

12. Before darbying, a conventional gypsunkplaster.surface should be sprayed.

with_

'260
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13. When dallying, work.from the

and then move

14. Passes with the rod should overlap each other by about-.

the length of ,the road.
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Ulf Assessment
) Answers
.

.-

f

1. stucco

2. four

3. 3

4. angle

5. water

..

6. find low, scrape off high

7. toe

b. horizontal ly'

9. compact, smooth

10. "rpb"

11. heel

12. water

13. ,bottom, top, across

14. 1/2

0
.

...
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INDPVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Ib

.

0

COMPLETE ThE FOLLOWING TA-kS4\
Mateals: Tooj-s 04a materials neallipd to Out a brown coat of gypsum plaster. .

on a wall-4o4.to rod and dArby that ,surface,:

.1-/ ,' i- , ,
1. Apply- plaster to a wall surface, then rod and darby to mak% a professional

- ..,
) qua:I ity surface. ,

/
. t

; .: , ,. .. q
to.

. IN2. Use the Space below to describe what you- will do before ,,you dooit.

,.,. .\4 *
....

,

40.6

I

. I \
A 4

4*. .

- if

0

(

,
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

PostA5
i

a

.1

4

LISTED BELOW ARE SEVERAL STATEMENTS. IF 71-IE STATEMENT IS TRUE, PLACE A,) "T+'

IN THE BLANK PROVIDED. IF THE STAT MENT IS F, PLACE AN "F.:' IN THE BLANK.

O

1, When darbying, spray .water ,on a stucco surface to make it more

Inorkable.

2. When filling in low spots, take plaster from nearby areas.

Angles should be cut or trimmed aftit darbying.

Oh

4. he'rodis used to in low spots.

5.' . When applying plaster with a machine; a 2-.Perrson crevris usual fylarge
enough. f"

.

7'. a To get a good job, you have to "k"ill" the top layer of conventional',

*P(

Hold the rod and. the darby at a slight angle when you are using them.

4
'gypsum pla.ster:

8. Wall ahgles are trimmed with Se toe of the trowel.

.

p. .

The order of rodding is: Ceil-tiig, top of walls, bottom of walls.
° .

45.4

10. . On a high suction base, you should'Ilave.time to do it all at once.

11. ''Keep your handt a foot or less apart when holding the rod.

f " 2642 276
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.v12. Havi'ng one end of the darby on a screed will help keep a hollow area

from' birng made .

13. y Ceiling angles are trimmed with,the toe of the trowel.

.14.' When plastering, it is better to leave a few low -spots tha'n to put on

too Much plaster.

15. The base should be trtirnmed_ to_ailnw for laist coat

p

I

A

I

A

.

Oaf

f

0

I
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Instructot
Post Assessment Answers

-
iNDtvIDUAL12ED LEARNING SYSTEM

1} F

2.
cl

F

3. T

4. F

5. F

6. .T*
.1

7. F

-6 .

..9.

F

11.' F

12. T.

vi4

. -15. T

0

A

1

a

(

'*

V
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'FLOATING

N

The student will be able to identify

various floats, explain their uses and

demonstrate floatitig to the trade

standard:

$

411

267

Performance Indicators:
#e student will successfully complete

a Self Assessment, a Job Sheet and a'

Post Assessment.

1/4

6
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INDIVIDUALIZED. LEARNING SYSTEMS

Study Guide

4

In order to finish thiS. module, do the following tasks., Check each item off

as you complete it V

i. Read the. Goal and Performahce Indicators on the coven of the module.

This will tell you whatoyou will learn by studying the module, and

how you will show you've learned it. lA

2 Read the Introduction. The Introduction will"tell you Why the module

is a7important part of the_plast&ing trade.

3: Study the Information section._ This in will give you the informa-

.tion you need to understand the subject.

e.4. Take the'Self Assessment.exam. Thisis a test f4fr you to prove to your-,

self. that, you Cie learned the material you have studied. Compare your
1

answers with the answers on tie Self Assessment Answer Sheet, which is

on the page following the Self Assessment. ff you scored poorly,
h

re-study the Information section of ask your teacher for help.

I
.5. Do'the Job Sheet. ,Follow the instructions at the top of the Job Sheet.

The tasks listed on the Job Sheet,will help you develop skills which

dill be helpful. to you.

6. Take the:Post Assessment exam. Give the exam to your teacherAfter

yoU have -completed it. Your teacher will grade it for'you.

268
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ip

Intdocitiction

il

. .

4 r
Floating is one way in which a professiOnal plastering,job can be finished.
The "sand finish" uses the floating technique. This isMne every plasterer

^St , A
has to know.how to make. r

Floating is gone .with a type of tool called,a flOat. There are many different
kinds of floats. This- module will help you learn abut different kinds of
floats, wilat floating is, and how to do it.

4
t

4
l

)4

269
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Supplementary
References

1. Plastering Skill and Practice. F. VanDen Branden. 1971. pp. 285-299.
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INDIVIDUALIZED LiARNING SYSTEMS

Information

1

.
Most floating work is done on finish coats. Brown coats can also be floated.

..A finish coat can be:

4 1. Textured.

2. Troweled smooth.

3. Floated.

#

Texturing a finish coat means to put a design right into the surface of the

plaster: The finish coat is not smooth.

Troweling-is done t/-ruiting the piaster after it has been applied, The tool

used to rub and compact the rilaster is the trowel4 Plaster compacted with a

trowel has a hard, smooth and polished finish. t.

. The use of a float also compacts, the plaster. But the finish made by floating
,

is not as smooth as a troweled finish. ,A float finish has a fine grain texture,

and does not have the-polished look of a troWeled'finish. This is because float-
,

ing pulls the aggregate to the surface of the plaster material.
,

Because of.the waythe floating, tool pulls the aggregate to the surface, it is

important that the sand be sized correctly. The sand that is used has to be

all the same size to make an even-looking texture on the finished surface.

4.

'Before a finish.coat th;i will be floated is applied, the brown coat,

ryshould

be

evenly dampened. This will lower the.suction. If he brown coat is too d,

it will absorb all the moisture from 4; finish coat'. This can make it hard

to float Oe finish coat and can give the final finish a poor texture. But

tic) much wafer is alsso bad. So, be careful to At as little water as possible

when floatikg. The finished sutfacecin be discolored by using too muchyefer.

271
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Floating does two jobs for"the finish coat of plasteromateriall Floating

straightens the work and it also compacts the plaster at the same time.

To make the fine-grained surface that is cOmmon to afloat finish, plasterers

used to tack strips of carpet material onto a wood float: This worked okay,'..

but the carpet material had to be taken off and replaced all the time. Then

soonge' rubber was introduced; and it replaced all other materials for making

a float finish. Sponge rubber !Ices a perfect finish float. :

The firs't sponge rubber used was in a rounil shape.. Then flat sheet Sponge

rubber was introduced. Now several finds of rubber and some plastics are

available,. As a plasterer, you will have to"decide which works best for you

in getting the results you want-.
ti

HOW TO FLOAT .

Before doing anything', make sure the surface is ready to be floated:

Look closely to make sure the watery sheen is gone from the .

surface of the plaster material.

2. Test float a small arAko-make sure the float doesn't stick.

The float is-a flat and rigid tool. It is uses to cut down any bumps left and ,

alkso Io.push excess plaster into any hollows. ripe use of a float tool also

compacts the Plaster material ,:which help)to prevent check cracking.

To begin floating, sweep your arm over.the.surface'with a circular motion. . The

blade of the fl-eat should always be touching the surface that is bei'ng floated.

The blade should be heldetat, or very close to flat, against the surface being4

floated. To make kie final surface texture, repeat the floating. For this

final floating, use'a softer float than ,the One used the first time,

Floating An Angle

After the coat d'plaster_has,been app4ied,.the angles in the room are- dated.

Thit,step involves filling in'and squeringup all of Viktpangles in the room- -

the places where two,wall surfaces meet or eOere a wall surface meets a ceiling

surfate. An' aluminum or plastic a gle float and some o the plaster materia-1

are used to work the angle and mak square and strai t. You may .need tS.

add more plaster.as you float tIie.angle.
. .

2S4
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a

1P

1. Draw the angle float.up and down the sides'of the angle

2. The bott m of the float is held a little bit away from the

wall. his is to keep the float from digging into the soft

plast

3. You-can also help keep the float from digging into the plaster

under it by lifting up one end of the float a little bit.

a. When you are making an "up" stroke, lift the top end of

the float.,

b. When you are making a "down" stroke, lift the bottom end of

the float.

4.4Repeat these steps until the plaster is smooth and a straight

angle is made.

4

S

NOTE: Pen tingle float and an angle trowel do the same thi.ng. The advantage of

an angle,trowel is that you can dp both walls at the same tithe. But

mortar

angler,

to be added with a Separate trowel. The float does not cut

into the plaster like the trowel and may makea:stronger angle.

I

-0
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Floating Techniques .

Sand Finish i8 one of the oldest plastering finishes. The plaster mixture, is

much like the base coat'bf regular lime mdr:tar. One big difference is that

the sand finishMix uses a vdry five grade, of sand. This san s been screenedt

to get sand pieces that.are all,the same4lie. The most often ed sand is
1

white or, light colored. 1

(/
To'get a sand finish, the finish coat is not troweled. Instead d float is used.

The- fjoating -is- done ifl two.steps and makes an even-looking surface that looks,

much like sandgpaper when all steps are cOmOrted.

. 1. The - plasterer works by SZe)ing tha arm in a circle. The 1916de

of the float .should be kept in contact with the plaster surface

all the time.

2. Final floating is done With a rubber-faced float. ire rubber-

faxed float lets the plasterer bring up an even surface.

should not use_the rubber fldat alone to do both the rough and

the final floating. The rubber fioat moves. with or conforms

to the humps andhollowi of the plaster surface.. A harder float

will help get rid of buMps and hollows.

A lime mortar scratch coat is riot used very much.` riis coat must be compacted

with a hard float, Sometimes a nail is driven through the front edge of the

.Moat just enough to let Vie point of the nail stick out and scratch the plaster

*awl surface. .This helps' make a good bonding 'Surface for the finish coat.

Lime mortar operations are the same as,those used- in gyps!" mortar systems:

.-

Applying, rodding, darbying, etc. But a final floating is an extra operation.

If lime mortar is not floated (arid compacted) it will crack because the plaster

material can-shrink.
.

A portland cerient finish coat may have a texture, a trowel or a float finish.

on jobs of ordinary size,None plasterer applies the finish coat and a follow -up

plasterer floats or textures. the surfaces. When the area is large, more plaster-

ers are needed. Two types of floats are used to make the popular float finish:,

' 1. A hard float is used to compact and skraighterf the work.

2. A rubber-faced float is used ,to make a fine-grained and even texture.

274.
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The step .king a trowel finish are:

1. 11.t.tloat the surface.

2. en trowel'to a smooth, dense body.

AcoustiC plaster can be floated'with a cork or rubber-faced float. ^The float-

\ng has to follow the application of the plaster as soon as posib)e. This

be'st way to make the texture come Odt Tight. One person applies the

lister and a second follows ri6ht behind to float the surfaCe." On larger

, tpough plasterers will have to be used so-that the whole thing_can,be

'004 -having-to-stop.

COMMON FLOAT 'TOOLS

The angle float is,used to apply-plaster to inside angles. It is also used.'

to trim and straighten angles. The flanged sides are there to keep the float

from cutting'into the-opposite wall when the plasterer is working in the corner.

--It may be made of aluminum,,stainless steel or plexiglass.

.
4

3

The cork-faced float is used mainly for finishing acoustic plaster and cement-.

2 7:5 2 &7



4

The general purpose fldet4ay
I

ve a/ surface of mOded rubber, sponge r'ubber,

foam plastic, sheet vinyl or pol -fpam bonded toga wood or platic back: -A

handle i36ounted on this hard-bac6ng piece. Some typos may have the surfac-

ing material bonded tcf-a'softer backing piece -(such'as a metal reinforced_
4.

flexible lubber ba Os This last type is"used majnIy for sand finish work.'

Some floats produc a textured surface .(such as sand f,11ish). Sponge. rubber

floats are often u d,to make a,smooth surface.
4

J'

Ihe wood float is a specialty AIL It can be Ut4 to float or smooth out

the base cost in stucco work,

v

r
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SSTEMS

r

Self
Assessment

COMPL.ETETHE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS BY WRITING THE CORRECT WORD OR WORDS .IN

TH BLANKS PROVIDED.

1. The float will push down and

material into

2. The

f

excess

of the float is ld a litae bit away from the

S

3. Plasterers used.to tack strips of

. 41

onto a wood float.

,
,

4. The floating tool, pulls the
. to the surface(

s,-.
44

5. The use of a Ora
141i)blois-

will compact the

plaster.
a

6. For the final floating, ust

7. An angle

thing. .

4

,float than was used before.

and an trowel ,do the same

5

8. Sand used when making a 'float finish should all be the salre

9. AcoUstic plaster can be flOated, with a or

float.

101

10. floating angles involyes in and

ti
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a

11.' When the

it is ready to float.

sheen is gone'from the plaster

12. The fjnish'made by t is not as smooth as the troweled

finish.

13. "Nlibbegin floating, sweep your rm over the

mdtion.

14. The

15. Several kinds of

does not gut into the plaster like the

to cpver floats today.

with a

'and some are available

278



INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING *SYSTEMS r

__Self Assessment
Answers

re

Ili
As r

1. bumps, push, hollow

2. . bottom, wall \

3. 'carpet .i" Iv

4. aggregate
. r

5. float, trowel
4.

6. softer

7. 'float, angle.

8. ''size

9. cork, rubber -,,-

10. filling, squaring

11. watery, surfac&
''.

12: floatincp $

13. surface, circular

'14. float, trowel

15. Fubber,, plastics

4.-

I.

.

o ,

R.

a
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Job ShEet

a,

s

A
COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING TASKS,

C'

Matarials: Plaster and plastering tools, 3 sheets of gypsum lath.

-

I.' Apply plaster to the sheets of gypsum lath, usirry- a different method tot,

,finish each sheet:

a. Texturipg.

b. Trow0ing.'

c. Floating.

* .IP
4

2. Compare and discuss the 3 different finishes and the teehniqUes- used to

get them.

1

r
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS'

Post
Ass sment.

LISTED BELOW ARE $E1VERAL STATEMENTS. IF THE STATEMENT IS TRUE, PLACE A "T"
IN THE BLANK PROVIDED. IF THE,STATEMENT IS FALSE, PLACE AN "P IN THE BLANK.

1. . The float compacts the material,'Whia helps to prevent check cracking.

2. You should not'uSe a rubber float alone to do.both rOegh and final
floating.

/
3. The float finish is smoother than a trowel finish.

4. When floating acoustic plaster, the person floating should follow right
behind the person applying the plaster.

5. BefOre a finish coat that will be floated is applied, the brown co.)
should be dried.

6. Texturing-a finish coat tale*s.'to put a design right into the surface
of the plaster.

7. in angle float is used for interior walls and in angle trowel is used
for4exterior walls.

Most fqating work is-done oh scratch coats.

9. The finished surface can be discolored by using much water./-

10. Floating pushes the aggregate down from the surface of the plaster
material.

281 1
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a. .

.
__ft #4

,.., 1 1 . it The sand most Often ed for sand finish is white or light 'colored

.

...

Land screened to get all pieces the'same size.

12, The, blade of the float should be held at a sharp angle to the sur-.

face being flciated.

4

.1!

.
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&
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS f

Initructor v

.

ost Assessment Answers
I

I

r

1

1. T .

3. F

4. T.,

1. F

6. T

7. F

i

$ '8.

9. 'T

(

.

or

*
10. F

.

11. T'

1

12. F

i

1

.

C
I
I

cr

- .

...a.-

\.1
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USING STILTS

%

IF

/

i

.

th.

-.
1

,

i

_ _

,

Goal:

,The student will practice the application

of plasterving a hawk and trowel while

on stilts.

9

1

i

Performance Indicators:
11..

The student will successfdlly complete

a Self Assestment. a Job Sheet and a

Post Assessment.

of

)
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INDIVIDUALIZED LE/ONING SYSTEMS
9

e

Study Guide Cli
1 .

In order to finish this module, db the following tasks. Chetk each item off

as you compelte it.
a

f,

1. 110_ Read the Goal and Performance Indicators oc ft:the cover of the module.

This will tell you what ydu will learn by studying the module, and

how you WilliOshow you've learned it.

../

2. Read the IntrOduction. The Ihtroduction will tellyou why the module
,

is an important part of theplasitering trade.

I

3. Study the V ulary section. _.'Vocabulary words are important fora

good understanding of the trade. 'After you have studied the vocabulary,..
.. t

ask your teacher to quiz you on/be words and their meanings.

4. Study the Information section. This section will give you the lnforma-
.

tion you need to understand` the subje5.4

5. Takethe Self Assessment exam. This .is a test for you to prove to your-

self that you have learned the material you have studied. Compare your

answers with the answers on the Self Assessment Answer Sheet, which is

on the' page following the Self Assessment. If you scored poorly,

re-study the Information section or ask your teacher for help.

6. DO the Job Sheet. Follow the instructions at the top of the Job Sheet.

The tasks listed on the Job Sheet will help you develop skills which

will be helpful to you.

44 M

7. Take the Post Assessment exam. Give the exam to your teacher after you*

have completed it. Your, teacher will grade it for you:

285
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS- -
. '4

II,

4

)

t

4

t

0 00

How do you plaster the top half of an 8-foot wall? You could use a ladder'or

put up a scaffold, Both of these ways of doing it can take a lot of extra
.

,

time.

You can also wear stilts. The only extra time needed to use stilts is the time

it takes to put-on the'stilts. - So, stilts are gOod because they save time. But

stilts can also be dangerous,. It can be easy to slip or trip when you are, wear-

ing them if you' are not careful. ,.

This module will help you learn about different kinds of stilts. In the Job
N

Sheet part you will also have a chance to practice the safe use of stilts.

4

MI

'Ir/

/

i

.

>

, .
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNIN(i

Vocabulary

Trade terms are very important for a good, understanding of the trade. Study

these words and meanings. -When your have learned them, ask your teacher to

quiz.,xou on the words and their meanings:'

1 I

SCAFFOLD-7A platform to stand or walk on tat is made with a, frame and pinks.

O.

. .1

.r
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, .\ jit-
I /A. 1,

t

Supplemematy
References/27

h

rnit 3: y,wk and Trowel, Stilts." Incentive Apprenticeship Training for
Plasterers. National Association, of 'Horliebtribfders; 1979 .'.'pp. 1 -8.
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4

Using stilts means you don't have to Use a scaffold to reach high places. This

gets rid of the need .to put up a scaffold--and to take it-down again. This

saves time.

To 'learn how to use'stilts takes practice. It is a matter ofiwatching someone

else, and then.doing,it yourself.

I. Watch someone who knowk how to use stilts.

?. With your 'instructor's help, put on stilts yourself.,

3. Learn how to move around while you are wearing the stilts.

301
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4. Apply'plaster while you ire wearing stilts.

5. Lots of practice.

. Working-with
:

Sti work is a job for 6 team of.2 or more persons. Some will wear'stilts

anch

work

will not. The ones who wear the stilts will work on all of the high

placts. 'The ones who do not wear stilts will work on all' of theolow places.

The following diagram shows how two plasterers will work on a wall. The worker ,

on stilts starts a wall, the other worker follows'behind and below. It is'clone

andthis way so plaster doesn't set up and become' hard to wot, and sethe,plasterer

on stilts doesn'fdrop plaster onto tine plastered wall below.

START

a

1k.

The diagram shows the method fbr applying a base coat. The finish coat would

be started in the opposite corners.

411
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Information about-Different Kinds of Stilts. A

.

There are several different kinds of stilts. Some of them are shown in the
0illustrations following this section. In general, thert'. are two kinds of

stilt frames and two kinds of stilt bases.

_4\,
Stilt frames can be either adjustable or non adjustable. The height can be

.changed on adjustable stilts. Depending oh the air of snits, they may .be
adjusted'as.low as 6" Dr as high as 36". The height on non-adjustable stilts
Carirot. be changed. Whatever height the pair of stilts is, is the only height
th.it pair of stilts can be. A pair of24" non-adjustable-stilts cannot be
changed to anyother height. The non-adjustable kind,ol .tilts usually costs'
less than the adjustable kind.,

0

Stilt bases can be flexible or solid. Pflexible base bends when you bend
your leg. The solid base style'does not bend.

With some stilts, ou have to'put bolts in a pair of shoes. Then the shoes
are bolted to the shoe plate of the stilts. (The shoe plate is the part of
the stilt on which you put your foot.) There is an adaptor fof this stilt
type. It is called the "strap-on adaptor.". If it is used, shoes do not have.*
to be bolted to the stilts.

Most stilts are made with an aluminum frame. This keeps them'light in weight

so that you don't wear yourself out just lifting up your feet. Most aluminum
stilts are made to hold no more than 225 poundsbmaximum,weight.

(See thejAol owing page for illustrations.)
'z-''

*Warning: Stilts are not to be changed to,a longer length than the
manufacturer ,recommends.

303
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Lealrning,to -Use Stilts.

WARNING: Don't break a leg, The surfade you walk on when,you are wearing

stilts-must be clean. All piece's of wood, plaster, piles of sand and so on

must be swept up 'before you put on the stilts. If you slip while you are

wearing a pair of stilts, you Will It you 'fall, it is 've'ry easy to break

)A a leg.

1. Adjust the stilts to the lowest height.

2. Practi,ce. Walking around.

3. When 'you are comfortable. walking around:

. a. 0 through,the motions you would use.to plaster a wall.

b. 'Go.through the motlons yoU,woUld use to plaster a ceiling.

--LI. 'When you are comfortableildoing the above, change the height of

your'stSlts to a working height..

a._ Practice waAing around.

b.r Go through the motions you would use to plas'er a wall.

c. Go through the motions you would:use to plaster a ceiling. '

4

4

.
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMSr

Self
Assessment

t

t

,

a

!

1

COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTSBY WRIT VG THE CORRECT WARD OR WORDS IN THE
BLANKS PROVIDED.

No
4.

1. Most stilts ere made with an frame.
... . . .

2., Each 'plasterer onthe end of the wall.-

.. 3. Stilts may be adjusted as low as inches or as high a.,s' . .,

-inches.\'
.

4. There 'are kinds of stilt frameS and .kinds

of stilt bases.
tl*

..5. .The surface you, walk on 'when you are, wearing stilts must be
I

6. Learning to use stilt's means someone else _and then

it 'yourself.
/

\

r"I
7. With some stilts, Odes are to the 'shoe

1.
.

. .ot 6. Thp base and finish coats are started in
,4

s --17-E4--

.9. The maximum 'of most stilts is
t

corners.

10. litig meansyou don't have toNuse a

11. The

.
12. tilt . can be flexible or solid.

.

pounds.

Qn. non-adjustable stilts cannot be changed.

/-1-

z794' 36-6-/
1.



13. Stilt work is a job for a

persons.

14. Learn how use stilts takes

15: Stilt frames can be either or

4

.

r
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INDIVIDUALIZED, LEARi:41-NG SYSTEMS

Self As
Answers

1. .aluminum

,
2. starts, same

3' 6 36

4. 2, 2

5. clean

6. watching, doing

e

7. bolted, plates

8. opposite

0 4

9. weight, 225

e,1 1

10. stilts, scaffold or ladder (either word acce table)

,11. height

12. bases

'13. team, 2

14. .practice

15. . adjustable, non-adjustable

4
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. INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS
.

Job Sh t
COMPLETE THE FOLLOW I G TASK.

y

. 1. Mix plaster or practice plaster.*

2. While wearing stilts, apply to ceiling and/or wall surfaces as directed by

your instructor.

...4, .

-
3. Before you start: Use the space below to describe what you will o.

1.

I Er\

*Practice Plaster

3 parts sand,

1-part lime

EnoUgh water to make a workable mix.

t

,
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Post
Ass

V
LISTED BELOW ARE SEVERAL STATEMENTS. IF THE STATEMENT IS TRUE, PLACE A Tr''

16-THE BLANK PROVIDED. IPFTHE STATEMENT 15 FALSE, PLACE AN "F" IN THE BLANK.

1. Before puttingso4ithe stilts, the floor shoUld be swept.'

2. Adjustable stilts are ones that can be adjysted for different shoe

sizes.

3. Non-adjustable stilts often cost more than adjustable'stilts.

4. All of the plastering should be started on the same end of a wall.

5. Most sti)ts arck made. to hold no more-than Z25 pounds.

There is ohlya small chance of getting hurt if you fall while wearing

stilts.

7 Aluminum is used in stilts to make-them stronger.

8.. Stilts make work easier, but the job takes longer.

J/ p
.

...,

9. The. finish coat is applied le same way as the base coat. __,-'

.4'

10. There are,two basic kinds of stilt frames.
I

4

11. Stilt work is a job for a team of plasterers.

12. With some stilts the plasterer's shoes are bolted right to the stilt

shoe plates. It
2,98 3 1 0



13. Stjtts may be as low as 6 inches or as high ai''36 inches.

1

d4. The first step of learning to use stilts is tab watch someone else.T.

1. A stilt base can be either flexible or solid.

16. The strap-on adaptor will not work for boltzon type stilts.

4

A

4
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eInstructor c

Post Atsessment Answers

. INUIVILJUALIZtl) LtAkriNINU JY,51tMb

..,

t

o
%II

s
yr.

1. T A
WV

2. F

I
3,. F

4. F

5. T

6. F

ft

7. F.

.8. F .

9. F

.
10. T

11.. T Is

\

12. T

13. T A

14. T'
4A,

k

15. T

16. F

,.

e
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SPRAYING EQUIPMENT

Goal: Performance Indicators:
The student will be able to .explain the The student'will successfully complete
correct use --of various guns and sprayers -a Self Assessment, a Job Sheet andua_

in the application of plaiter and will Post Assessment.

demdmstratd their used?: IP

.0*
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INDIVIDUALIZED .LEARNING SYSTEMS
C

Study* Guide

In order to finish thiS module, do the following tasks. Check each item off,

as you complete it

1. . Read-the Goal and Performance Indicators do the cover of the module.

This will tell you what you will learn by-studying the,modute, and'

how you will show you've learned it.

2. Read the .Introduction. The Introduction will tell you why the module

is an important part of the plastering trade. k

3. Study the, Information section. This section will give you the informa-

tion you need to underqtand the subject.

A. Take the Self Assessment exam. This is a test for you to prove to your -

self that you have learned the-material you have studied. Compare your

,answers with the answers on the Self Assessment Answer Sheet, which is

'.on the page following the Self Assessment. If you scored poorly,

re-study the Information section or ask your teacher fOr help.

5. Do the Job Sheet. Follow the instructions at the top of the Job Sheet.

The,taske listed on thelJob Sheet will help you develop skills which

will -be helpful to yob.

_..... . .-

6. Take the Post
A.,,,
Aesiment exam. Give the exam to your. after=
ss

you have completed it. Your teacher will grade it for yoLi.
.. ,
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Introduction

.

Plaster Can belpplied by machine much faster than it can be applied by hand:

If yod know.how to use plastering iichinery,.you will be able to,do moreAkinds

a plastering work. This module will help you learn about plastering machinery

-.and how to operate this machinery.

-

r

S "i
1

.

t

5,
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Information
MACHINE PRIMING

_Gypsum Base Coat Plaster
,

Put 10 gallons of water in the hopper of the spFaxing machine:

Spraying machine with mixing machine attached.

Disconnect nozzle-from the hose. Leave theecontrol line connected. Pump

water from the hopper to wet the inside of the hose.

Pour plaster into the hopper. Do not have more than 1 inch of plaster.on top
10.of the screen. Start the pump and check the speed. Let the pump push the

water through th, hose. When plaster begins to come through,.turn off the
pump. Connect the nozzle back on the hose, and the machine is-ready to use.

305 al;
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i,

Stucco Plaster . :.

**).

Wet the.inside of the hopper, then drain the extra water. Pump water through
J

I

the'hose and then drain it. Pour ttucdo through the screen into the hopper.

Start the pump. When plaster starts coming through the hose, turn off the

machine. Connect the nozzle tsackOnto the hose, and the machine is ready to
. .

/
. use.

I NOTE:. The first plaster coming out of the nozzle should be:a bit wetter

than normal. The rest:should be
Ilk
a little wetter than you would use

for handwork.

CLEANING THE MACHINE

Pump all the plaster out of,the machine; addr4ng water as needed so you don't

have to turn-it off until all the plasteriis out. Then take off the hose at

the pump outlet. Put a spohge into the'entl of the hose. -Put the hose back

on the outlet. Fjll the hopper with clean water and pimp the sponge through

the hose.

,

HI68,:RISE PLASTERING

Pipe should be used instead of hose where this is possible. The plaster will

go through the pipe.better'than it goes through a hose over longer distancet.

,When. pipe and hose dre'used-together,-make sure they are both the same size.

(See the ilPustration on the following page.)

USING THE NOZZLE
r A

The controls for starting and sapping the machine are on the nozzle. These

controls can be air powered or electric. The same nozzle can be used for

seratch,brown or finish coats: By adjusting the air stem and using the proper

orifice, you can get diffe'rent textures. The nozzle is usually held 18 to 24

fnehes from the lAth,..(See the secold'illustration on the follbwing page.)

Wheh the nozzle makes a high sound similar to a scream, this is called "high

frequency." At high frequency, ybu get small piecesof plaster. At low fre-

quency, you get larger pieces. The,higher frequency (small pieces) will make

a fine texture pattern. The lower frequency (largerpiecesi makes a heavy

pattern, such as would be:used for brown4g.
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Orifice openings for conventtonal.gypsum plaster base coats are

usual)), 1/2 inCh'or larger.
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To .lake a Ugher Frequency

1. Raise the air riressurt.'

2. Use a smaller orifice.

3. Move the air stem forward. .

.

To Make a Lower Frequency

1. Lower the .air,pressure.

2. Use a larger orifice,

3. Move the air Stem back.

If the* air pressure is to6 high; the plaster-will bounce off. the lath. ,If it

is too low, you will get a narrow spray pattern and an uneven coat o plaster.

*a'

Pole gun.

-A.

Pole guns are long so the plasterer can ..reach higher places without using

stilts or scaffolding. They can have either an air-powered or an electric

start-stop control.

PLASTERING MACHINE HOSE

A plastering machine has a 3/8 inch,air supply line, e3/8 inch air control

f;le and a hose for pumping the plaster. The normal plaster hose is 2 inches

in diameter-for the first 50 feet. After that it,has a diameter of 1 1/2

inches. The air supply line bringsjair to the nozzle- This air is used to

make the pattern and spread the plaster. Ttte control line brings air to

308
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operate the control valve. When the valve is opened, the air pressure is

released. This stops the machine.

Hose Safety
.

1. Keep hoses and connecueng'in good condition.'

2. Move hoses carefully to keep themlirom getting kinks.

''-
;

'3. Take the safety valve apart. every day and clean it.

APPLYING SCRATCH COAT PLASTER

To scratch metal lath at normal pumping speed, use a 5/8 inch orifice. s

the air stem 1/2 to 5/8 inch behind the °Alice: 'If you are sprayingNonto

paper-backed lath, thft scratch coat shOyld be about 1/2 the total thickness.

- Hold the nozzle at an angle to the 'metal lath. This will keep t'he pTaster*
41L

from going straight through. If'you look closely-at diamond mesh lath; there

is a flat side to theNire. Spray 'so that the plaster,hits this flat area

and will .stiCk there. Metal lakh should always be hung so that the plasterer

can stand, and easily point the gun.at this flat area. The air pressure should

be set to make a 6 to 8 inch diameter spray wher( the nozzle is 12 in'ks from

the lath.

In some cases, the lath ,may have to be "fojged in," or covered-with a fine mist

of plaster. When thismisted layer has partially set, apply, the fall scratch

coat. Lath that is backed with,paper doe's not need to be fogged in.

APPLYING BROWN COAT PLASTER

A 1/2 inch orifice is used for much brown coat work. Set the air stem about

3/81inch behind the orifice. You-will need to make a pattern with a 12 inch

diameter when the nozzle is 12 to 15 inches from the surface. 7*-*

Move the nozzle with steady, even strokes, each about 4 feet wide. Start at

the top /rid work dowrn the lath. You don't have to move fast, instead try to

get the right thickneSs laid with one pass of the nozzle.

(See the illustration on the following page.)
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A spray shield'can be,used to protect areas from accidental spraying

with plaster.

Be careful not to spray Other areas. You can move the nozzle closer to the lath

and hold it at an angle when Sou are spraying near windows, doors and grounds.

On high suction bases (such as masonry) almost any thickness of plaster can be

made. A 3" thickness on masonry is possible because. of the way the plaster'is

compacted by the force of the spra . Often, though, it to apply a

thin coat and then follow right ter with a second coat build the needed

-thickness.

APPLYING ACOUSTICAL PLASTER '
,

There are 2 types of acoustical plaster. One type should not be machine sprayed.

This type uses an air-entraining admixture to make the sound-absorbing air

pockets in the plaster. When this type is sprayed, it looses some of the air in

it, so it no longer' absorbs sound as well.

The type that uses a collioldal clay can be used with spray equipment. This

type makes the
.

air pockets that trap sound when water evaporates. The evaporated

water leaves air spaces behind.

Normal Suction Bases' ti

Apply a 1/2 inch coat. Rod and darby using metal tools.' A metal rod and darby

MP
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have less chance of pulling the plaster off the base. When firm you can

apply a finishing texture.

Low Suction 'Bases

Apply a scratch coat 1/4 to3/8 inch thick. Let it dry before4applying the

next coat: Apply the second coat 1/4 ificn thick, rod and,darby. Hollows and

ridges have to be smoothly covered or they will show th ugh the finish coat.

Whenfil-m;a finishing te iure may be applied.

$

PATTERN No 2-. PAT C.Fl.N. N... I

Machine texturing with a cross pattern.

COMMON PROBLEMS

Pumping Machine Loses Pressure

Material flow is controlled by poppet or ball valves made of steel, rubber or

plastic. If you have a pumping problem, such as loss of pressure, check the

valves and pistons for wear before you change the plaster mix.

Mix Begins to get Stiff
4

Vermiculite and perlite aggregates tend to stiffen a mix that is being pumped.

They absorb extra water when pressure RiAit on them. Add some extra. 4

water if these mixes begin'to stiffen. Sand aggregate does not stiffen this

way. Do not add extra water when sand aggregate is being used. It can make

the sand separate from the plaster. This cen cause hose packing or plugging,.

Plaster Bounces Off the Lath

Lower the air pressure. You may have to use a larger orifice tokeep the -

same spray pattern.'
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Brown Coat Plaster Comes Out in a Narrow Stream anckthe Pattern is Uneven

c

Raise the air pressure_ Y may also have to us the next smaller size orifice.

Too Much Plaster oing Through Meal Lath

One of the following may be th use:

1. Air, pressure thigh.

2. Air stem to close to orifice.

3. You are not spraying against the flat tide of ,the metal lath wires.

4. Lath is not hung all in the same direction.

5. Nozzle is pointed at the wiTong angle.

6. Lath openings are too big.

Hose Pressure is too High

Usually the mix is too stiff. Other things could be:

1. Hose is toelong.

2. Hose diameter is top. small.

37 Hose fittings clogged with. set plaster.

/

4. Aggregate o gypsum being used needs too Rich prestire.

)
Nozzle Clogged with Lumps

If whole batch has,lumps, wash out,hue and nozzle. Make a new batch.

Nozzle Not Getting Enough Air

One cif the following, may be the cause:

1. Set plaster blocking air stem in nozzle. Clean the air stem.

2.- Air hose blocked with rubber at fitting. r0e*move blocked part.

Cut about 1 inch of hose off.

3. Air hose blocked with plaster. Wash out the hose.

4. Air hose fittings leak. Repair leak.

5. ,Pressure blowoff valve set too low. If air is bleeding off at

the tank: (1) Loosen jam nut on the pressure blowoff valve.

(2) Turn plunger in until all of the air gees out the line.

NOTE: Blowoff valve should not beset forimore than 66-70 psi.

6. Filter is pluggedt air can't get into,air compressor. Replace

felt or wash in gasoline. !_

Z. Not enough air pressure or volume. Wash valve assembly,in sol-

vent to remove any dirt or carbon.

3 3214



Nozzle Spray Too Narrow

One of,the following may be the cause:

1. Air pressure too low.

'2. Orifice too large for the plaster volume.

3. Air stem get too far back from the orifice.

Aggregate is Separating

Water and cement can separate from the aggregate when the machine is shut off.

This leaves the aggregate in the nozzle. When the machine is started'again,

the aggregate won't go through the noule'tip. Remove and wash the tip. If

pumping stucco,..An.air entriindr can be used to stop the water separation.

lure to use washers in hose connections when the mix has portland cement irk it.

Quick Setting *psum in the Machine

A bag of gypsum sometimes may set up almost at once. If tbis happens, take it

out of the machine as soon as you tan. Add water to the mix. Remove one section

of the hose. Try to pump out the mixes If the motor stalls, take off All of

the hose and pump tie mix, out of the machine.

4

Engine Won't Turn the Pump

One of the following may be the cause:

1 Material is too stiff, making clutch irnd belt slip.

2. Engine speed is set too slow. Not enough power going to the

automatic clutch.

3. Need to adjust drive belt. You can push down on the_drive

belt about 1/2 inch when it is properly adjusted.

4. Belt is badly worn and slipping.

5. Material has separated in the hopper. This can make the pump

jam.

Nozzle Slide Valve Cogti'ol Not Working

One of the following may be the cause:
4

1, Loose air hose connections.

2. Air control piston is sticking. If the piston does not look

polished, remove and polish with a very fine crocus cloth.

Make sure the small hole in the'pistop face is clear.

3. Air compressor not giving enough air to work the .air control

piston.
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Volume Production of the Pump Gets Less

One of the following may be the cause:

I. The rubber check balls have worn too small. Replace them.

2. 'fiston assembly on pumping side is damaged or worn. It is

pulling in air from the outside instead of pulling material-

from the hopper.

3. Shoulder has worn off the valve seats. Replace.

4. Material is too stiff for pumping.

5. Pump gaskets ar,e leaking.

Engine Turns Pump,'but Material is Not Coming Out

.Air can be trapped in the pump Musing. The pump can lose its prime. To

avoid, dump material into the hopper just when the water level reaches the,

top of the outlet hole in the hopper.

Pump is Air Locked

Start machine:with either water or plaster in the hopper. Take oit the hose
.

and put your hand over the pump outlet. This will make plaster or water be

. pulled into the pump. That will force the air out, and theMachine will then

work normally.

04.
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A

INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING, SYSTEMS

COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS BY WRITING THE CORRECT WORD OR WORDS IN THE

BLANKS PROVIDED.

1: The controls for the machine are on 'the

2. For a scratch coat, set the gun to make to

inch spray at a 12 inch distance.

3. The control line brings to operate the control valve.

To prime a machine for gypsum plaster:

Put 10 gallons of in the hopper.

hose.Disconnect the from the

Pump from the hopper to the

1404ur plaster into the

5. When cleaning the riachine, you put a in the hose and .

6.

pump water to push it through.
at,
Air entrained acoustical plaster shoUld

)

be .

7. At low frequency, you get pieces of plester.

8. Plaster will go through better than
1.

9: Diamond mesh lath has a side to the wire.

10. The, first stucco plaster coming out of

than normal.

the nozzle should be a bit
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INDIVADUAL EeD LEARNING SYSTEMS

Self Assessment .

savers

1. nozzle

2. 6, 8 -

\
, 3: air

4.; water, nozzle, water, wet, hose, hopper

z
5.. sponge .0464

6.. not, sprayed

7. lfrger

8. pipe, hose -

9. flat

10. wetter

'11. 3/8

.

12. small

7f.

4

r

cta
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

a

Jib Sheet
I

4.

II*

- *

.

t

COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING TASKS.

Materials: MiXing and spraying equipment, diamond mesh metal lath and tools/

equipment necessary to install the metal.lath, gypsum plaster,

sand, perlAte or vermiculite.

,.

*

.

.
,

* 4 ,

1.. Install 2-separate sections of metal- lath, each at least 5 feet long.

,

'2. To the first section: Mix and apply-by machine a scratch coat and a
, .

brown,coat using sand aggregate.
.

r-

3. To the second section: Mix and apply by machine a'scratchwcoat and a

brown coat using lightweight aggregate: .

..

4w

s

I
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

'Post
Assessment

LIS D BELOW ARE SEVERAL STATEMENTS.. IF THE STATEMENT IS TRUE, PLACE A "T"

IN TH NK PROVIDED. IF THE STATEMENT IS FALSE, PLACE AA "F" IN THE BLANK.

1. All pole guns have an electric start-stop control.

2. . To make a lower friequency, lower the air pressure.

3. Water and.cement can separate from the aggregate when the machine.is

shut off.

r

.

, 4

N.

N.

4. By adjusting the air'stemiand using the proper orifice openings, you

can get different textures.

'S. plaster using colloidal clay can be maNnesprayed.

'6. If,the air pressure is too low, you will get a spray pattern that is

-too wide. do,

7. Hoses should be Move quickly to keep them from .getting kinks.

8. Primi the machine means to start the plastdr flowing through the hose.

4a

9. A perlite mix may get extrf stiff when it is put under the pressure of

being pumped.

10. At high frequency, you get larger pieces of plaster.

114 Pole guns are long to make them Easier to use:when you are working on

Stilts or scaffolding. 319 331



12. Over riormal. suction bases, acoustical plaster should'be applied in
2 coats.

13. The normaT plaster hose is 2 inches in diameter for the first 50
feet.

'

14. Orifice openings forconventiondl gypsum base coat plasters are
usually 1/4 inch or fess:

15. Paper- backed metal lath has to be fogged in.

t

I

4

4

I

A
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Insttuctor
Post Atsessment.Answers

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

7.

8.

9.

10.
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T

T
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ORNAMENTAL PLASTERING WORK

Thet student will be able to identify

and explain common ornamental. plastering

materials and techniqUes.

322

Performance Indicators:
The strident will successfully complete

a Self Assessment, an Assignment and

a Post As6essment.

1
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Study Guide
In order to finish this module, do the following tasks. Chetk each item off

as you complete it.

1. Bead the Goal and Performance Indicators on the cover of the module.

This will tell 'you what you will learn by studying the module, and

how ybu will show you've learned it.

2. Read the Introduction. he Introduction will tell you Why the module

is an important part of the plastering trade.

3. *Study the Information section. This section will give you the informa-

tion you need to understand the subject.

4. Take, the Self Assessment exam. This is a test for you to prove to your-

self that you have learned the material you have studied. Compare your

answers with the answers on the Self Assessment Answer Sheet, whictiis

on the page following the Self Assessment. If you scored poorly,

re-study the Informdtidn section or all your teacher for help.

5: Do the A'esignment page. Follow the instructions at the top of the

Assignment page.

6. Take the Post Assessment exam. Give the exam to your teacher after

you have completed :it. Your teacher will grade it for you.

.323 335
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Introduction

Ornamental plastering is done bjexpert plasterers. But all plasterers need

to know the basics.of this kind of work. Asa plasterer, you wil.Wielp expert
plasterers doing ornamental plastering. This module will help you learn how

to do that job properly.

-4P

t.

4
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f

One type of ornamental plastering work is to textare the plaster or to make

the plaste?Qook like something else. Some examples of this type of ornamental

plastering are shown at the end-of this module:

The main type of ornamental plastering is making fancy shapeswith plaster. An

ornamental 'shape is one that decorates or puts a fancy touch'on something. Fancy

wall borders, Corner pieces, columns, circular shapes can all be ornamental

plaster work.

ORNAMENTAL PLASTER MATERIALS

Special plaster materials are often-used for ornamental work.. There are two main

types: GypsF cement and molding plaster.

When these plaster materials are mixed with water; they make a plaster that can

be cast, molded or shaped. Just aftei- it has been mixed the plaster-is very

fluid; it flows freely. Then it gets thick., Finally it gets hard and then sets.

. The time when the plaster is getting thick is when the plasterer can form it to

make an ornamental shape. The length of time when a plaster is getting thick

(or "creaming ") can vary a lot. The type of plaster used, mixing practices,.

amount of water, room temperature, etc.. all affect how long the creaming stage

will last.: It'is very important to know how long this creaming stage lasts,

because this will be all the working time you have to.make your ornamental

shape.
4

)(

Gypsum Cement

This plaster material has good strength. It is often used for work that will

have thin sections or parts because it is strong. If you are going to be using
.

rubber molds, the high green strength of the plaster material helps when you

326. t. 333
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have to take the plaster out of the mold.

MIXING: 100 parts plaster to 45 to 50 parts water4by weight.

(1 gallon water equals 8.3 pounds.)

CREAMING PERIOD: 5 to 30 minutes after mixing.

Molding Plaster _ ,

This is a utility pr general purpose type of ornamental plaster. It is more

porous than the cement type, so it may_need an extra coat of paint to seal it.

It is used when the higher strength of gypsum cement TS not needed.

MIXING: 100 parts plaster to 70 to 75 parts water byomight.

(1 gallon water equals 8.3 pounds.)

CREAMING PERIOD: 7 to 35 minutes after mixing.

MIX NG ORNAMENTAL PLASTER

By Machine

All measurements have to be very carefully made. Remember that the speed of

machine mixing can make it very easy to- overmix a batch.

The plaster should be sifted into the water slowly and evenly: Then let the

plaster-soak for 2 to 5 minutes. Mixing time is also from 2 to 5 minutes. Be

sure to use a clock and keep track of the soaking and mixing times. This is

the only way to be sure that all batches will be the same. The best guide you

wild have for exact times to use is the experience you have with the materials.

You will have to use different size-machine mixing blades for different sizes

of the batches of plaster:
dp

10 to 50 pound batch--3" diameter, 3 blade, 25° pitch propeller.,

Powered by a 1/4 to 1/3 hp with 1,760 rpm direct- drive - motor.

50 to 200 pound batch--4" diameter, 3 blade, 25° pitch propeller.

Powered by a 1/2 hp with 1,760 rpm direct-drive motor.'

The rotation of thepropeller should drive the mix downward.'

r NOTE: The mixing directions-may vary for the products of individual manufac-

turers.

327
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By Hand
----7

Be sure to make careful and accurate measurements. DO NOT tROP'handfuls of

the-plaster into the water. Sift the plaster evenly Into the water. Let the

p4 plaster soakdeor 2 minutes by the clock. Do not disturb it duringthe.soak- "'"?

i .
irtg time. " '

,

Mix completely by stirring from the bottom. This will force the plaster mate-

rial to the top. DO'NOT BEAT, or do anything that will put ai n the-mix.

When mixed properly, air is forced out of the mix. Keep on mixing ntil a.

smooth, even plaster s made.

NOTE: The directions may vary for the product of indiyidual manuficturers.

EQUIPMENT USED IN ORNAMENTAL PLASTERING

Equipment means the things you will peed to make the plaste'r into an ornamental

shape. There are three main types of equipment. TEMPLATES AND SLEDS areoften'

made on the job for the specific work to be done. FORM MOLDS for Basting are

often made before. 1N

Templates

Metal sheets are used to make the templates that form the plaster into an orna-

mental shape. Brass and aluminum metals are commonly used. Steel is not a

very commonly used meta). It-rusts quickly and can stain the plaster when the

template is pusleeTO'verplaster to scrape out (screed) a shape. (See the

illustration on the top of the following page.)

' The heaViness of the metal sheet you pick will be decided by the kind of plaster

you are using. Generally, cement plaster may need heavier metal than molding

plaster. For example: USG Hydrocal Cement would need a template made from

.051" brass. USG Moulding Plaster could be shaped with .014" halfhard brass or

.040" aluminum.

/-

To mark the metal so you can cut out the template,. first you coat metal
. ,

sheet with a layout dye. This is a blue due that makes it easier to see and

follow the pattern. The pattern is scribed (scratched) full size on the metal

sheet after Oe dye-4s dry. Then cut Out the shape and carefully file off any

rough parts.
I ,
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CORNIC.r..-

TEAM FIL_Kre_

SL-E_ID

,r

N

Template on a sled. It is being used to screed a cornice molding.

Anything that is left on the edge of the templatewi,ll show up in the plaster.

The template is made with the reverse of the final shape you want.

r

,

.,,,r7.....,

.1.
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To make.this cornice piece, where the round parts come out from the wall, you

will have to cut out ,a template pattern shooed like this:

Sled

This is a frame that is used to hold 'the template firm and stead.y while it is

being used to screed the plaster-Shape. It is 4ually-made with wood and the

template is nailed to it. The sled supports, guides and 'steadies the template.
..,

Plaster can be screeded (formed into q shape) when it is "in- place" on the wall,

or it can be screeded on a work bench or work table if it is found and then

placed after it has dried; it is called bench work.

.Form Molds,

Form molds can be used to make intricate patterns and-special shapes. The form

mold is very convenient if you will be making a lot of. any one thing. To use

the fort mold, plaster is poured into a rubber mold and allowed to set. The

form mold is encased, in plaster to make it more stable.

4,

1

-f
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.Theye al-e-Opemade form molds. When u

special manufacturer's directions for

4

AOPS USED IN ORNAMENTAL PLASTERINGr ,..t., o .
Ot'mold work and' circular mold work are the most common ways to form1.

plaster= into,ornameptal shapes. Both'can be done in the shop (or on work

bench) and installed at the jobs site later. Or they can lae screeded directly

jlk on the Wall. or Ceiling: When the work.is screeded on-the wall or ceiling, this __

rm molds, be sure to follow.any,

heir use.

is called "run-in-dace" worker

,........-.1 .

When pieces have been ffede.on the work bench or at the shop for later installa-

,. tion, there are two.main ways of 'attaching the ornamkta plaster work. One is

toruse mechanical fasteners. The other islogeMpusing gypsum plaster to

put them in lace and hold them there. This last way can also, be called "adhesive
T.

T'StraighAtld

This method cln hg uselito make many different shapts. It can forM the plaster

contours. The method ttoiscreed a itrip'of plaster with the template

that has been put on a sled.
A .

. -v4r.

. ,.,. .
.

.

If/ You are doing bench work, let .at"iie,of the.plaster lap Overothe end of the

. bench. This will help by aging as an anchdr for the str!p of plaster. Plaster

.
, .

.

lapped over the, end'will, helpkeep the strip from.molving forward when the strip

of plaster is being screeded; Another thing that can help is to put smalT .Amps

of modeling clay the work bench before the plaster is put down. This will

help 4ive the p ster a grip on the surface of t'he work bench.

Mixing HintsrThe fir§tmix should be made a bit below the normal consistency..

Let it cream a short time before it is put on the bench.% If the plaster,will
I.

be.formed-i-Place, male it a bit stiffer.

. !left
"Circular Mold, jork

Gircul'r. ld work can be a very,precise skill. You need experience, patience,

experien experience. This type of work will usuaTly'be Vie by exper't
,. .

pTasterers. .

.
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The accuracy of this kind of mold work can, be very fine.. Tolerances within

0.005" can be made with a good template and a well-made, well'- anchored pivot'

on the sled.

The pivot point is the ley to good circular mold work. The pivot is a piece

connecting the template /sled and the anchoring device. It must be rigid. It
O. 7-

has tobe set higher than the top of the pattern beAng screeded out of the

,plaster. This is.to keep it from scratching the plaster. So, the bolt used

as the center post (or a'choring device) has a running thread with a double nut

This is5.115"rtreek.i.t can be adjusted for height ifinecessary.

4k
7

WhO-doing bench work, the center ost is put in a Mein the bench to work AI

an.anchOr. When doing forming-in- lace work, the center .post has to.be in.the

exact center of the shape that is being screeded. must be very well anchored
A

or braced to structuranupports.

MAKING PLASTER LOOK LIKE SOMETHING IELSE

Below and an the following page are just a few of the patterns and_textures tha

can be made with plaster materials': Almost anything that can be imagined can

be done.

-Ct

fi

-

e

.

1., -
I ."4 r

SpWering color (At a surface.

332
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.
Using a stippling brush to make ,a texture.

# . Trowel finish made with arcin*strokes.

333
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r

COMPAE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS BY WRITING THE CORRECT WORD OR WORDS IN THE

BLANKS,PROVIDED.

I. Metal are used td make templates.

2. describes when the plaster,is getting thick.
J

3. Mold' work and

ways, to fore plaster into ornamental shapes.

4. Plaster shotild be sifted into the water

mold work are the most common

5. The main type of ornamental plastering s making

plaster.

6. Plaster can be made to look like, something else with

7. Steel is not used to make templates because,it

shapes with

41116

8. Gyp cemept-is often uted for work that will have.

or .

..4
.

9. When doing bench work, let some of the plaster

of the

10. 'When mixing by hand, stir from the

the

and

sections

over the

to force the plaster to



,

"la

.

11. The frame used to hold the template steddy,is called a

12. Molding plaster a

13. The pivot must be

or

and well

purpose plaster.

14. The two main ornamental plaster materials are gypsum

plaster.

jh and

15. louse a form mold, plaster is into mold

and allowed to

a
335
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Self Assessment
Answers

4

1. sheetS

2. creamtvg

3. straight, circular

4. slowly, evenly

5. fancy

6. textures, patterns

7. rusts

8. thin

9. lap, end, bench

10. bottom, trip

11. sled

12. utility, general

13. rigid, supported

14.- cement, molding

15. poured, rubber, set

fl

Pt
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Assignment
6 COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING ASSIGNMENT.

Find at least 5 different examples 'of ornamental plastering. 'Describe how

you think each was done. Be as detailed is'you can in the description of how

you think .it was done.

EXAMPLE . LOCATION HOW IT WAS DONE

0,

;

4o
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Post
Assessment 4)

L!TED BELOW ARE SEVERAL STATEMENTS. IF THE STATEMENT IS TRUE, PLACE A "T"

IN THE BLANK PROVIDED. IF itHE STATECT IS FALSE, PLACE AN "F" IN THE BLANK.

-

Before sca4bing the metal in the shape you want, it should be coated

with a layout dye.

2. ,It is easy to overmix a batch, when mixing by machine.

3. Circular mold work is the easiest kind ofornament44work to do.

A. 'Anything on the edge of the template will show up in the plaster.

5. Gypsum cement is not as strong as molding plaster.

6. Generally, cement plaster may need a heavier metal template than molding

ister.

7. Straight mold work cannot be used to make very many different shapes.,.

S. When mixing by hand or by machine, the plaster should soak in thelvater

before it is mixed.
.

/
9. Form molds can be used'to make iatricate-patterns but not to make special.

shapes.
A

10. Steel is better for making templates than aluminum.

338
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11. The time When plaster 'is getting thick is when it can be formed into

an ornamental shape.

12. When work is screeded on tte wall, this 1s called "run-in-place" work.

ti.

/
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TEMPLATES USED IN PLASTERING

*

ill

/

_.*--

Goal:

The'student will be able to explain the

use of templates and will make a simple
..

template.

(--

341

Performance Indicators:
y

The student will successfully complete

a Self Assessment, a Job Sheet and a

Post Assessment.

or

.

p
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Study Guide
In order to finish this module-, do the following tasks. Check each item off

es44ou complete it.

I. Read the Goal and Performance Indi .tors on the cover of the module.

This will tell you what you learn by studying the module, and how

you will show you've lear ed it.

2. Read the Introduction. The Introduction will tell you why the module

is'an important part of the plastering trade.

3. Study the VocfbuTary section. Vocabulary words are important for a

good understandini,of the trade. After you have studied the vocabulary,

ask,your teacher to quiz you on the words and their meanings.

.

4. Study the In .rmation section. This section will give you the informs-
.

tion you need to nderstand the subject.

e

,---"c'ake the Self Assessment exam. This is a test for you to prove to your-

self that you have learned the materiel ,you have studied. Compare your

'answers with the answers on the Self Assessment,Answer Sheet, which is

On the page folio ssment. If you scored poorly,

re-study the Information O tion or .sk your teacher for help.

Do the Job Skeet. Follow the instructions at the top of the Job Sheet.

The tasks listed on the Job Sheet will help you develop skills which

will be helpful to you.

7. Take the Post Assessment e?(am. Give the exam to your teacher after

you have completed it. Your teacher will grade it for you.

3-42.
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Introduction

INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEN1S ,

This module will give you some basic information about

is a tool that the plasterer has to make. They can be

and use., An'example would be a template for making an

a template can be much simpler to make. An example of

to guide you in plastering the soffit of an arch. You

these templates, in this module.

343 Nt,

I-

templates. The template

very difficult to mike

ornamental cornice. Or

this is cutting a board

will learn about both of

z

0
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Vocabulary

Trade terms are very important for a good understanding of the trade. Study

these words and meanings. When you have learned them, ask your teacher to
. quiz you on the words and their meanings..

CORNICE--A horizontal, molded work that pro?ects ouitirom a wall or colump.

SOFFIT--The underside of something.

L-\
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of s rmati n

f

4
A template is.a tool .that is used to control the sh:p:::Zri:fISlaster.

There are two main types of templates. They do two different things.

.

- One, type is a blockout template. It is used to block out an area that Will

be covered withplastr. Usually, this type of template is not,a tool used o

'audily shape the plaster. The bloc out template -works. 1.9inly to show where

the plaster will be put.

The other main type o template his beep covered briefly in the module on orna-

penldi plastering.' this is the shaping template.

s

0 THE SHAPING TEMPLATE -

4 A
The shaping template is used to'fortl the plaster into a certain shape, The

template itself is a piece of sheet petal that has been cut to make the shape.

The metal :VOMplate is then attached to a supporting frame.' This Supporting

frame is C911'ed. a sled. '(See the illustration on'the topof the folloying

4

page.)

°

The illustration on the -next page Aows the supporting framework of.the sled.-
.t.

*., Note that.the -°hOrse" part of the sled is the same shape as thetemplate (the
't ,

1cnif6- part of the sled) , but the horse'is cut smaller than the template.

..

Thio. sled is made to form a cornice. aThe following describes one way template
t 4

can be used to make a cornice. 4 .

,.
I Getting Ready ,

.
. ,

I. The brown coat should be 4 p 1 i e d to walls and ceiling before
AL:-

getting reedit to put on the cornice work/

A -
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a.

2. After this, prepare the corners.

a. Screed a thin coat of lime -putty plaster over the brown 0

coat in the corners.

b. Straight4Y, this work.

c.. A featheredge is probably the easiest to use.

3. Then Darby on a second coat to bring the work .to a smooth

finish.

Marking the Room

Mark where the top edge and the bottom edge of the template will go o)l.the

wall. Do this by holding the sled in, place and scribing dnthe walitojki

where the top and tile bottom of tie template, will be.on th,Fwall. (See the

illustration on the top ofd the next p)

This should be done on two walls that are do opposite sides of the room.

To mark the other walls, use a level to bring the bott m line around the corner.

r

, t '47 359
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4

A

(4

You do not haveto bring the top line around this way. Instead, use the sled.

Set it with the bottom
o

the line you brought around the collier by using the

level!' Now scribe in tRFtop line by marking from the top of the template.

Use these lines you have made on all the walls allrufdes for setting chalklines.

Snap top chalklines on allthe walls. Ws is the line that will be the closest

to the ceiling. This top chalkline will/be your guide for setting the sled

runner.

Setting Allred Runner

'"This fla_strip of wood that the sled will rest on and which will guide the

5,1edr-Wheil it is used to shape the plaster. The runner goes all around the'room.

The bottom of the sled will go on top of the runner. The runner will 'hell; you

hOld the sled steady when you guide it around the room to form the plaster.

3,t18
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(This is also called run-in-placwork because it is being done on the wall

rather than on a workbench.). 4

It.

To start setting the sled runner, nail a strip of wood at one of the bottom

lines you 'made in one of the corners. This is the only strip of wood yoiMiill

nadkbyusing the.bottom line as a guide. To nail the other runner boards,

set the top,of the template at the top of the chalkline. Nail the runner board

so that the base of the sled can rest on the board when the top of the template

is at the 'Olp chalkline.

It is important to use the top chalkline.as your guide for the runner boards.

If anything is uneven; it would be seen next to the ceiling much more than

where'the'bottom part of *I; cornice will be.- Plice and nail the runner board.

where yki have to, just. be sure the top line is kept straight.

Running ,the,CAice

Some guidelines for mixing plaster are given in the module-on ornamental plaster-

ing. You will also have to very carefully follow the specific instructions for

the type of plaster you are using. Since this work would be run-in-place, the

plaster should be made quite stiff.

1

Blocking out: To start rqnning the cornice, set the sled on the runner boards.

Apply plaster in front of the sled and'then-push thesled into the plaster. A

second person is needed totatch dropping plaster.

You are making the r gh shape of the cornice with.this first run. Mow the

;1111i
sled back and for the runner boards until this "rough" shape is well

formed.

Stuffing the mold: For this part of the work, a retarder should be added to the

plastdr td keep.it from getting hard toofast. Also, the plaster should,be

mixedin sall batches. Mix 'it only as you use it; don't .E.ry to mix ahead.

4.

This plaster applied in front of the sled.and then held in place. You can

use a trowel or a gloved had to hold the plaster in
t

place. Then the template

on its sled is used to shape the plaster.

349
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NOTES

4_

I. Youcan give tbe plaster material a nice polish by splashing

on a little bit of water just before you do the last run with

the sled.

2., Control the set dime cargfulli: If the plaster sets too fast,

it may swell up a bit while, you are working on it. This can

warp F .shape of the.cornice.

THE BLOCKOUT TEMPLATE
411.

This type of template is used to show the area that will be covered with plaster.

It can be used as a guide for setting screeds, or, in some cases, as a sort of

screed by itself ,has in one of the following examples for plastering the soffit

of arch). The blockout template does not push, cut or scrape the plaster

o get it into the right shape.

-Covering a Column

I

The illustration above shows how 'Jots can be established on a column by using

a hinged Wood template. When setting dots for column screeds, you can either
lb

350
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tbo

set the bottom dots or the top dots. If you set the top dots, use a plumb
4

'bob to establish the bottom fines. If you set the bottom ones first, you can

use a rod-and-level to establish the top dots. Then establish the screeds.

Establishing screeds has been discussed in detail in the module on the use of

dots and screeds.

Covering the Soffit of an Arch

PRE.55
r-L-R51"G.Ft
TN HE.Pite-

A template of wood is made to fit in the arch under thesoffit (the underside

of the arch). The template is made smaller than the arc of the arch. It is

made to show ,where the arch will be AFTER it is plastered.

*
Ilk

Set this template in place .as shown. Put plaster dots in the space between

cC

the soffit and.the template. Remove the template anrestablish s eds for

the soffit.and the walls. Then plaster the walls and the soffit.
ft

01.
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VI!

N

To cover the soffit Of an arch with this method, you wilt need to make two

woodtemplates. These templates are put oliheach side of tht arch. They are

made to show how thick the plaster should be. You can use the edges of the

template arc as a kind of screed for plastering the soffit. After the soffit

has been plastered, take the templates down. Then plaster the walls of the

arch to fit the newly plastered soffit.

4* .

I,

...
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IMIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Self
As_ressment

COMPLETE THE'FOLLOWING STATEMENTS BY WRITING THE COR)CT WORD OR WORDS V

THE BLANKS'PROVIDED.

-01 I. When marking the wall for a cornice, mark where the

the of the template touch the wall.
.

RIP

2. _If yOu set the top dots of a column screed, use a

to set the bottom dots.

3. A template is a tool that is. used to control the or

of the plaster.

4. Only the

and

line isbrought around the corner frith the level:

5. The shaving type of template is used to make the plaster into a certain

6. ten nailing the runner boards, be sure to keep the top line

7. Before doing cornice work, the.

be applied to tall.

8. Only the line is snapped wtth a chalkfine.

9. The !.

10.' The 'b

0

shoal d

of ttie'templute is- called a sled.

of the sled goes on top of the

353
I
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11. The part of the sled'is the same shape as the template,

only it is

12, The blockout type of template works mainly to

the plaster will

I

.

.

.r

$

)

'NI
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Self Assessment
Answers

\-.

1. top, bottom

2. plumb bob

shape, form

4. bottom'

5. shape

6. straight

7. brown coat
Ir

8. top

9. supporting frame'

10. bottom, runner

11. horse, smaller

12. show whert, go

0
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Job Sh t
COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING TASKS.

Materials and Tools

metal sheets,

cutting tools

layout dye

wood

fasteners

wood working tools

4Ik

1.

1. Make a template for a simple cornice.

2. Make a sled for the template that could be used for run-in-place work.

3: Attach the template to thi's sled.

Extra Credit

1. Read the module on ornamental plastering.
, 4

2. Make another simple template.

3. Make a sled for this template that could be used to form a cornice on a

work bench.
I

4. Practice using the template to do bench work.

NOTE: Layout dyelor staining the metal is,available from patternmakers'

supply houses. #e dye should be dry before the pattern is scribed

on the metal.

356
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- INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Post
Assessment 0

LISTED BELOW ARE SEVERAL STATEMENTS. IF THE STATEMENT IS TRUE,WLACE A "T"

IN NE BLANK PROVIDED. IF THE STATEMENT IS FALSE, PLACE AN "F" IN'THE BLANK.

1. An uneven liKtonext to the is the easiest line to see as being

uneven.

'2'... One way to plastef' the soffit of an -arch is to attach templates on

both sides of the soffit.

3. Only one runner board is set by the bottom line...

4. A'chalkline is,snappe to make the bottom line all around the room.

5.

JP

6.

7.

8.

4

9.

10;

Pe
*

Plaster applied in the last step of.forming a cornice has to be held

in place with a'gloved hand or a trowel.

Stuffing the mold is a way to use up any left over plaster.

4111
. The blockdut type of template scrapes off plaster to form a shape.

When marking the wall to show where the line will go, be sure to.mark

( the lines on walls that are next to each other.

it is best to mix a batch of plaster large enough for the whole job

so that you are sure everything will be the same in the batch.

A shaping template is made of'metal.
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11. - Blocking out is the last step of making a plaster cornice.

. ow,
.

12P
.

The "horse" part of the sl'cl is the part that doe', the shaping of the

t plaster.

/

1

a

o .
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Post Assessment answer§
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